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PREFACE

Data for this monograph were collected at intervals from 1954

through 1961 mider the auspices of the Summer Institute of

Linguistics. Much of the phonological material first appeared in

my master's thesis and the grammatical material in my doctor's

dissertation, both prepared at the University of New Mexico (1958

and 1960) under the supervision of Stanley S. Newman. Sincere

thanks are due the latter for his understanding guidance and for the

many hours of consultation spared from his busy schedule.

Many features of the language as recorded in this paper are shared

with the other Keresan dialects, among which Santa Ana is rather

centrally located both geographically and linguistically. While much
remains to be done in adequately describing Keresan linguistic

structure, it is hoped that this analysis will be found worthy of a place

among the contributions to our knowledge of a heretofore little-known

language. The analysis almost can be said to be that of an idiolect

rather than a dialect. It is based largely on data obtained from one

informant, a middle-aged man whose mother tongue is that of the

Santa Ana Pueblo. I am deeply indebted to him for the endless

hours which he spent in patiently supplying the material without

which this work would have been impossible.
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THE LANGUAGE OF SANTA ANA PUEBLO

By Irvine Davis

PHONOLOGY

SYLLABLE STRUCTURE

Santa Ana Keresan utterances normally may be segmented ex-

haustively into recurrent structural units, or syllables, of the shape

CV. The syllable margin, C, is composed of a simple consonant or a

phonetically complex consonantal segment. The nucleus, V, consists

of a vowel or vocalic sequence, with or without terminal glottal

closure. A few loanwords and a word of possible onomatopoetic

origin contain syllables which are closed by a nasal:

ndrdn orange (Spanish naranja)

'uydumbumci drum

Syllables closed by consonants other than a glottal stop, however,

are considered as an aberrant pattern.

Excluding sounds introduced by loanwords, there are 48 contras-

tive syllable margins: ^

b
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The stops include a voiceless unaspirated series, b, d, and g; a

voiceless aspirated series, p, t, and k; and a glottalized series, ^, t,

and t, at bilabial, alveolar, and velar points of articulation:

bl-§u bee

pi-tA step on it

pl-tA let him step on it

di kupAWA maybe he chopped

ti kupawanE maybe we chopped

ti kupAWA maybe I chopped

ga-niA his house

ka-ni let me walk

k4-ni he walked

The alveopalatals, d'', c, and c, require special comment. These

are grouped with the stops for the sake of symmetry and because

there is evidence for their historic development from a set of stops

parallel to the bilabial, alveolar, and velar sets. The voiceless

alveopalatal stop, d^, is unaspirated preceding a voiced vowel and
aspirated preceding a voiceless vowel:

cld^a I caught him si-d*'A squirrel

The voiceless alveopalatal affricates, c and c, are aspirated and
glottalized respectively:

cuguyA maybe he sat ciiguyA sit

The Keresan dialects at the present are in various stages of transi-

tion to a structure which includes both a set of alveopalatal stops and
a set of affricates at the same point of articulation. Acoma, for

instance, has a few occurrences of glottalized alveopalatal stops which

contrast with the unglottalized phoneme. It also has unaspirated

alveopalatal affricates occurring in loanwords. The Santa Ana
dialect has unaspirated affricates in loanwords but has not developed

aspirated or glottalized alveopalatal stops as distinct phonemes.

Each of the above stops and affricates may occur in a sibilant

cluster:

sbfga
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There is a series of voiceless sibilants, s, s and s, and of glottalized

sibilants, s, s and s at alveolar, retroflexed and alveopalatal points of

articulation respectively:

sa back sa mine

sa scattered sa you are mine

s^skA. roadrunner hd-suwimi shoe

The plain sonorants, m, n, r, w, and y, and the glottalized sono-

rants, rii, n, r, w, and f, are normally voiced but occur as voiceless

variants when flanked by voiceless vowels:

kucAyAWA he is angry sguhimA I believe

In then- occuiTence between a voiced and a voiceless vowel they may be

voiceless, partly voiced, or fully voiced, depending on factors such as

the rate of speech:

dfyA dog cinA turkey gd-iiiA his house

Unlike other glottalized consonants, which are produced with the

glottis closed, glottalized sonorants are initiated with a momentary
glottal closure and release.

The nasals are produced at bilabial and at alveolar or alveopalatal

points of articulation. The alveopalatal variant occurs preceding a

front vowel, while the alveolar form occurs elsewhere:

mdsa-ni leaf md-ni word

n4ti prairie dog na down
neku will bite nf-zuwA will pay

The phonemes r and f are alveolar flaps, while w, w, y and f are

nonsyllabic vocoids:

rdwd- good scffd. crow

wd-wd medicine wa-yusA duck

yd'i'di sand yauni stone

The "glottal fricative," h, and the glottal stop, '^, complete the

inventory of native consonants:

hd.-bl feather 'd'i'd-tdwi key

Sounds introduced through loanwords include the voiceless unas-

pirated alveopalatal affricate, i; the voiced stops, b, d and g; and

the voiced alveolar lateral, 1:

ii-Ti chili

Bendd-na window (Spanish ventana)

?amd-Du pillow (Spanish almohada)

Gaye-tA biscuit (Spanish galleta)

le-Ba coat (Spanish leva)

Phonemic sequences introduced by loanwords include stops plus

r or 1 and nasals plus homorganic stops:

blS,-SA city (Spanish plaza)

sandiy&-ku St. James (Spanish Santiago)
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Vowels are produced at five contrastive tongue positions and
may be either voiced or voiceless:

High front unrounded, i and i.

Mid to low front, e and e.

Low central, a and a.

High central to back unrounded, a and a.

Mid to high back rounded, u and u.

Examples of the five voiced vowels in initial syllables are as follows:

si again sewi my neck

sa back s^ua middle

suw^ yesterday

Voiced and voiceless vowels are in nearly complementary distri-

bution. Relevant conditioning factors include the position of the

vowel within larger phonological units, the pattern of suprasegmental

features, and the nature of contiguous consonants. Word-final

vowels, for instance, are normally voiceless if they are short, un-

accented, and not preceded by an unglottalized sonorant which is in

turn preceded by a long accented or by an unaccented vowel:

cinA turkey cd-pi fly

td-mA five giipi forehead

Compare:

sma- louse g^s6 white

d^a-na four gdnami beans

There are, however, a number of words containing voiced vowels
in environments in which voiceless vowels normally occur. It is

because of these occurrences that phonemic significance must be
ascribed to voicing versus voicelessness in vowels:

giidi give it to me mina salt

sbfga woodpecker kAsdi his foot

Examples of the five voiceless vowels in final and in medial positions

are as follows:

nati prairie dog kducigdi maybe
supE / ate ziyucEyA he carried it

'i'uwakA baby yawAsti stick

kii-ka winter hacaskdwa willow

yuku away zlkusd^^wi bridge

Vowels occur singly or in clusters of two. The following vowel
sequences have been recorded:

iu as in sfuni I know him
ei as in d^feici pinon pine

eu as in ceu?u / gave it to him
ai as in sai all

Ai as in cikAi he lay down
au as in hau who
ui as in §uisi bhiejay

ua occurring in the data only in pdguara salamander
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The nucleus of a syllable consists of one of the single vowels or

vowel clusters, with or without terminal glottal closure. The nucleus

is also the domain of certain suprasegmental features yet to be de-

scribed. Terminal glottal closure is written as a segmental feature

only in unstressed syllables:

ndza*? will say si-ba'tu / slept

Contrastive suprasegmental features include accent and vowel

length. There are four kinds of accent: level, indicated by an acute

accent; falling, indicated by a circumflex accent; breathy, indicated

by a grave accent; and glottal, indicated by an apostrophe over the

vowel. Unaccented vowels are not marked. Level accented vowels

are stressed and normally have a high level pitch:

kdci ten zd,wini old

There is a tendency for a slight upglide in pitch on long vowels or

vowel clusters with level accent:

k^-ci antelope hd,ub^- everyone

The pitch on level accented vowels is conditioned to some degree by
the position in the word and by the natm^e of the preceding consonant.

A vowel preceded by a plain sonorant, for instance, often has a higher

relative pitch than a vowel in a comparable position but preceded by
one of the other consonants. The two vowels of cama tomorrow

normally have approximately the same pitch, while there is a pro-

nounced drop in pitch on the second syllable of gase white.

Falling accent occurs only on long vowels or vowel clusters and is

characterized by a downglide in pitch together with diminishing

stress:

di-ni pumpkin yauni stone mdsa-ni leaf

Vowels or vowel clusters with breathy accent begin with voicing and

terminate in voicelessness. The initial voiced segment is short and

stressed, and has a relatively high pitch:

caci breath maid^ana seven

Single short accented vowels or accented vowel clusters which are

terminated by glottal closure are written with the glottal accent:

gaku he is located saub^nacA / sewed

A voiceless echo vowel may follow the release of the glottal stop,

although this is not a consistent feature. The reasons for treating

glottal accent as a phenomenon distinct from the glottal closure in

unstressed syllables derive largely from comparative considerations.

Vowel length always occurs with falling accented vowels and may
occur with level accented or with unaccented vowels:

pa-ni bag ci-nd river hawe- snow

A slight downglide in pitch tends to occur on final long unaccented

vowels.
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Potential combinations of the 48 syllable margins witb the various

types of nuclei number several thousand. Only a fraction of these,

however, actually occur in the data. The lack of some combinations

may be attributed to incomplete data or to the extremely low proba-

bility of certain rare types of nuclei following the less common margins.

The absence of other kinds of combinations is apparently a relevant

feature of the phonological structure. The more important of these

are as follows:

1. A bilabial semivowel, w or w, is never followed by the back rounded
vowel, u.

2. An alveopalatal semivowel, y or y, is never followed by the high front

vowel, i.

3. A retroflexed consonant, c, c, z, z, s, or s, is never followed by a front

vowel, i or e.

4. An alveopalatal affricate or fricative, 6, c, s, or s, is never followed by the

high central unrounded vowel, a.

5. The voiceless unaspirated stops and affricates, b, d, g, z, and z are never

followed by a voiceless vowel.

WORD STRUCTURE

The definition of a word is treated in a later section. Here the

general phonological structure of words is described.

Words may be composed of a single syllable, za no, but are more
often dissyllabic or polysyllabic. Words of up to nine syllables have

been recorded: sgu-wakA6aniguyase-tE we are (not) looking at them.

With few exceptions, each of the 48 margins may occur in any

syllable of the word. The margins sc, c and s show evidence of

special development and occur only word-initially as verb prefixes.

Although h is very common initially, its extremely low frequency of

occurrence in medial position is significant. In the present data it

occurs in this position only in giihayA bear and in verbs based on the

cores, -hmiA to believe and -he'i'e-zani to 'permit.

Each of the single voiced vowels may occur in any syllable of the

word, while the voiceless vowels may occur in any except the initial

syllable. Of the vowel clusters, iu is found almost exclusively in the

initial syllable of verbs where it is divided by a morpheme boundary.

The distribution of eu is similar, although the particle ?eu is of very

frequent occurrence. The sequences ai, au, and ui are found in all

positions in the word, while the remaining clusters occur so infre-

quently that generalizations are impossible.

Level accented syllables, both short and long, are found in aU

positions in the word. The glottal accent may occur on any syllable,

but only rarely on other than the first. Falling and breathy accents

may occur on an initial or medial, but never a final, syllable. Although
any syllable of the word may be unaccented, the initial syllable is

accented in an overwhelming majority of the words.
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Word patterns based on the number of syllables and the arrange-

ment of suprasegmental features are extremely varied. The more
commonly occm-ring patterns found among dissyllabic and trisyllabic

words are indicated below:

cvcv
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rhythm group the speech may fade into a whisper in which normally

voiced phonemes are unvoiced.

In contrast to normal rhythm groups, an utterance may sometimes

show no diminishing of pitch on successive accented syllables. This is

true of certain types of questions or other utterances for which a

response is anticipated:

ma- hdwe- §u 'i'umama Listen here, grandchild . . .

Hortatory utterances often are characterized by a gradual diminish-

ing of the pitch level as in a normal rhythm group until the final

syllable is reached. The final syllable is then given an extra emphasis

that involves the rearticulation of a normally voiced vowel or the

voicing of a normally voiceless vowel together with added intensity

and pitch

:

hdwe- 'i'f-ma'i*^ Come here!

disl ba cuyli-kami Wait for me here!

Compare the same utterances without the hortatory emphasis:

h^w6- ?i-ma

dfsi ba cuyti-kAmi

MORPHOPHONEMICS

The morphophonemic rules outlined below consist of a series of

statements which simplify the morphological description to follow.

Included for consideration are a number of changes in stems and in

affixual morphemes which are somewhat regular and which can be

explained on the basis of the phonological environment. Two
processes, vowel reduction and the voicing or unvoicing of vowels, are

rather extensive in their operation and are described in the following

two sections respectively. "Miscellaneous Processes" deals with a

number of phenomena of more restricted occurrence.

Excluded for consideration here are numerous cases of phonolog-

ically similar forms (e.g., the second person subject markers s- and
§-) which at an earlier stage in the language may have been in mutually

exclusive distribution in terms of their phonological environment.

In a synchronic description of the present Santa Ana dialect, however,

they are most conveniently treated as allomorphs, the distribution of

which is defined morphologically rather than phonologicaUy.

VOWEL REDUCTION

Changes in the vowel or vowels immediately following the pronom-
inal affix in verbs may often be explained in terms of vowel reduction.

This involves a fusing of the thematic adjunct with a preceding voice

prefix or with the vowel of a preceding pronominal affix. Vowel
reduction normally follows the patterns outlined below.
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1. Two contiguous identical vowels reduce to a single vowel of

the same quality. This reduction takes place, for instance, when a

pronominal prefix of the shape CV- precedes a stem having an initial

vowel of the same quality as that of the prefix:

saku (sa—h -aku) 7 bit you

Compare:

s£uni (sa- + -uni) / know you

Apparent shifts in accent in the above and other examples arise from
orthographic conventions. Accent is indicated only on the first

vowel of a cluster, although it is the entire cluster that is accented.

This, together with the fact that accent is not indicated on prefixes

of the shape CV- (the prefix vowel assumes the accent of the following

thematic adjunct), results in a shift of the written accent to the prefix

vowel. Vowel reduction of the above type also occurs when the

reflexive prefix -a- or the passive prefix -a'^a- precedes a verb stem
beginning with -a-:

saku (s—h -a

—

\- -aku) you bit yoursel

sd-'^gunE (s- -\- -d'i'a- -|- -&,gunE) you were bitten

Compare:

saukACA (s—I—a—|—ukAfiA) you saw yourself

sd'i'audi'tA (§- + -a'^a- -f- -udi'i'tA) it was given to you

2. No vowels or vowel clusters of more than two moras' length

occur. A reduction from three to two moras of length takes place

when a short and long vowel are juxtaposed:

ci-zii^wA (ci- -1- -f-ziiwA) I paid him
cdizdwA (cu—I

—

1-zuwa) you paid me

3. The vowel -u- followed immediately by -a- reduces to the single

vowel -a-. This occurs when the pronominal prefix ends with -u- and
the verb stem begins with -a-:

caku (cu- + -kkv) you bit me
kaku (ku- -}- -aku) bite me
skaku (sku- + -^ku) he bit me

Compare:

ciiizuwA (cu- -(- -f-zuwA) you paid me
kuizuwA (ku- + -1-zuwa) pay me
skuizuwA (sku- -|- -i-zuwa) he paid me

4. The vowel -i- immediately followed by -a- reduces to the single

vowel -e-. This takes place when a pronominal prefix ending with

-i- precedes a verb stem beginning with -a-:

seku (si- + -aku) I bit him
teku (ti

—

\- -^ku) maybe I bit him
p^ku (pi- + -kkv) let him bite him
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Compare:

sfukaicA (si- + -u-kaicA) I hit him
tiukaicA (ti—|- -u-kMcA) maybe I hit him
piukaicA (pi—h -u-kMcA) let him hit him

5. The vowel -i- immediately followed by -e- reduces to the single

vowel -1-. This takes place when certain stems beginning with -8-

are preceded by a prefix containing -i-:

siskA (si- -H -9skAj I drank

sf-td, (si- -|- -8-td) / am full

Compare:

gSskA (g—I—5skA) he drank

g^-td. (g- -f -4-iA) it is full

6. The vowel -a- followed immediately by -a- reduces to the se-

quence -ai-. This change occurs in the first person hortative form
of some verbs having stems which begin with -9-:

kMskA (ka- + -9skA) let me drink

Compare:

kdiba'i'tu (ka- -|- -i-ba'i*tu) let me sleep

7. The vowels -a- and -u- followed immediately by a short level

accented -i- reduce to -a- and -li- respectively:

sdsti (sa—h -fsti) / gave you a liquid

d^usti (d^u- -f -isti) you gave me a liquid

Compare

:

zisti (zi—I—isti) he gave him a liquid

A vowel cluster results, however, if the -i- is characterized by any other

type of accent.

sdiziiwA (sa- -\—f-zuwA) / paid you

cAitA (cu- -|- -I-tA) you stepped on me
ciiisaQA (cu- -f- -isacA) you named me

The patterns of vowel reduction outlined above avoid the following

vowel sequences: -ua-, -ia-, -ia-, -ao- and double vowels. With the

exception of a single recorded example of -ua-, these vowel clusters do

not occur in Santa Ana Keresan. Other nonoccurring sequences,

-ie-, -ae-, -eg-, -ea-, -ae-, -gi-, -aa-, -au-, -ue- and -ua-, involve vowels

which are never brought into juxtaposition in morphological con-

structions.

In addition to the vowel reduction already described there are

certain patterns of reduction which involve semivowels. A stem-

initial -uw- (in which the -u- is short) reduces to -w- when preceded

by a prefix of the shape CV-:

zfwa-sa (zi—|—liwa-sa) he is sick
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Compare

:

guzuwa-sa Cgaz- H—liwa-sa) you are sick

Under similar conditions -iy- reduces to -y-. This reduction, how-
ever, may be alternatively explained as an example of the pattern

u + 1 > u previously described.

skuyanikuyA (sku- + -fyanikuyA) he told me

Compare

:

ciyanikuyA (ci- + -fyanikuyA) / told him

In stems of four or more syllables, an initial -uwi- (but not -uwi-

or -uwi-) reduces to -ui- when preceded by a prefix of the shape C-:

gdisikuyA (g- + -uwfsikuyA) he scolded him

The reduction of -uw- to -w- as described above occurs in the same
stem when the prefix is of the shape CV-:

sIwisikuyA (si- + -liwisikuyA) I scolded him

Vowel reduction similar to the patterns already described some-

times operates across an intervening glottal stop. The following

types of reduction have been recorded:

1. -i- plus -a?a- reduces to -e'^e-:

s^'^ecA (si- -{- -A'^AcA.) my tooth

Compare:

za'i'dcA (z- + -a'i'dcA) his tooth

2. -i'i*- plus -a?a- reduces to -e-'^e-:

pe-'^e-sA (pi*^- + -d'i'a-sA) let him close it

Compare:

sd'i'd-SA (§

—

\- -^'i*a-§A) you closed it

3. -i?- plus a short -i- or -a- with level or breathy accent reduces

to -i- when followed by a voiceless consonant:

pikupAWA (pi?- + -ikupAWA) let him chop

piskA (pi?—h -dskA) let him drink

Compare:

ziktrpAWA (z- + -ikupAWA) he chopped

gSskA (g- + -&skA) he drank

Under similar conditions -i?- plus -a- reduces to -6- and -i?- plus -u-

reduces to -iu-:

pez6 (pi?- + -^ze) let him be talkative

piukai (pi?—|—ukd,i) let him be satisfied

Compare:

gdze (g- + -&z6) he is talkative

kukdi (k- + -likai) he is satisfied
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If the following consonant is a sonorant, -i?- plus -a- becomes -e'i'e-,

-i*^- plus -u- becomes -iyu-, and no change is involved if the second
vowel is -i-:

p^'i'eyakA (pi?- + -dyakA) let Mm burn it

piyuyd, (pi'?- + -uy^) let him skin it

pi'fn^tA (pi?- + -in&,tA) let him buy it

Compare:

zdyakA (z- -|- -ayakA) he burned it

guya (g- + -liya) he skinned it

zinatA (z—|—inatA) he bought it

Changes in the vowel following the pronominal suffix of Type B
intransitive verbs are only partly explained in terms of the regular

patterns of vowel reduction. The shift to -e or -e in the first person

forms of verbs normally taking -a or -a follows the regular pattern of

reduction in which -i- plus -a- becomes -e-:

?6-se (?6- + -si- -1- -d)
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A voiceless vowel cluster becomes voiced when followed by any suffix:

scigaitE (scikAi+-tE) / (didn't) lie down

Compare:

skuikAi I lay down

Vowel clusters resulting from the suffixation of -kuyA (see "Mis-

cellaneous Processes") are likewise voiced:

subeukuyA (supE+-kuyA) I am eating

Compare:

supE / ate

Certain final voiceless vowels become voiced and long when followed

by any suffix:

sdud^umise-tE (sdudyumisE4--tE) we (don't) remember you

Compare:

sdudyumisE (sdudyumi4- plural suffix, -se) we remember you

It cannot be predicted from the phonological environment whether

or not a voiceless vowel undergoes this change (see "Stem variants").

The fact is indicated in the listing of forms by the vowel length symbol

in parentheses:

-§e(-) plural suffix

A sequence (vowel + unglottalized semivowel + vowel) in which

neither vowel is accented, behaves as a single unit with respect to

voicing; it is either completely voiceless or completely voiced. A
voiceless sequence of this type becomes voiced when followed by any

suffix:

s^tiguyasa (satikuyA+'Sa) you are crying

Compare:

satikuyA you cried

Of much less frequent occurrence than the above processes is the

unvoicing of a stem-final vowel. This occurs when a completely

voiceless suffix follows a stem which normally terminates in an un-

accented voiced vowel preceded by a voiceless consonant:

sdutisa (s:iudi+-sa) I am planting

Compare:

sdudi / planted

The alternation between aspirated and unaspirated consonants

seen in some of the examples cited in this section is closely linked to

the voicing and unvoicing of vowels. The unaspirated consonants,

b, d, g, z, and z, do not occur preceding voiceless vowels. When a

normally voiced vowel is unvoiced, as in / am planting, a preceding

682-611—'64 9
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consonant of this group changes to its aspirated counterpart, p, t, k,

c, or c. When a normally voiceless vowel is voiced, a preceding

aspirated consonant is usually replaced by its unaspirated counter-

part:

g^gunE (gaku+-nE) they bit him

There are, however, exceptions to the latter rule, in which an aspirated

consonant is retained when the following vowel becomes voiced:

zikupawanE (ziktjpAWAH

—

de) theij chopped

Compare:

zikupAWA he chopped

MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES

Vowel assimilation.—The vowels -a- or -9- occurring in prefixes

of the shape CVC- change to -u- when the prefix is attached to verb

stems beginning in -u-:

g6zukACA (gaz- H—ukA^A) he saw you

tu^ud^asi (td?- + -ud^'asi) maybe I fasted

Compare:

g^zkkv (g^z-+ ^ku) he bit you

td^autA (ta'i'-+-autA) maybe I killed it

The vowel cluster -ai- changes to -ei- following an alveopalatal

consonant:

c^iwAdyarfiE (c- + -diwAd^'amE) they assembled

Compare:

sd,iwAdyamE we assembled

Change from glottal to level accent.—^A glottal accent in the thematic

adjunct normally changes to a level accent following a pronominal

prefix containing a glottalized consonant:

cupE (c- + -upE) eat

Compare:

supE you ate

This type of change does not affect the a allomorph of the passive

voice prefix:

skad^a^tA (sku- + -a- + -d.d^'a'i'tA) I was caught

Certain verb stems with a glottalized sonorant following the thematic

adjunct show a shift to a plain sonorant when the pronominal prefix

contains a glottalized consonant:

cuwS.nE (c- + -liw^nE) hunt

Compare:

suw^nE you hunted
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The glottalized sonorant in stems of this kind may have developed

from a plain sonorant preceded by a glottal accent in the thematic

adjunct, and thus undergoes the above change. Other stems with a

glottalized sonorant in a comparable position do not show this change:

kdwAsdd it is sour

Inirodvction of -u-.—The addition of the continuative suffix -kuyA
to a verb stem ending in -a, -e, or their voiceless counterparts, results

in the formation of a vowel cluster the second member of which

is -U-:

subeukuyA (supE + -kuyA) / am eating

siwi-deyaukxjyA (sfwi-tEyA + -kuyA) / am worshiping

Compare:

supE / ate

sfwi-tEyA I worshipped

Change of c to t.—The phoneme q in the final syllable of a word
changes to t when followed by a high front vowel:

suwi-titA (suwi-QA + -(i)tA) I am making it^

Compare:

sdwt-OA I made it

Certain pronominal prefixes also show a shift from a retroflexed

affricate to an alveolar stop (e.g., s^z- and sad-; see charts 1 and 2).

These allomorphs undoubtedly have developed from the process

outlined above, but are, in the present stage of the language, no longer

phonologically defined. Forms ending in d sometimes occur before

vowels other than i:

sada I am

MORPHOLOGY
UNITS OF ANALYSIS

While the validity of the word as a universal linguistic unit is some-

times questioned, it is found convenient in this description of the

grammatical structure of Santa Ana Keresan to recognize such a

unit. The morphology-syntax division employed here is based on

the assumption that the word can be defined with sufficient precision

for descriptive pm-poses. This does not mean, however, that there

may not remain a certain degree of arbitrariness in the drawing of

some word boundaries.

The principal criterion for recognizing words is that of unlimited

substitutability at word boundaries.^ Severe restrictions on the

2 For an explanation of the change In the stem-final vowel, see "Inflectional aflBxes" and "Stem variants."

3 A full treatment of this approach to the definition of a word is given in Greenberg, 1957, pp. 27-34.
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number and types of items that may be introduced into an utterance

at a morpheme boundary is taken as an indication that the boundary
is an infraword boundary. The boundary between a verb core and
a following plural subject suffix, for instance, is of this type. The
only items that may be introduced at this point are aspect and/or

benefactive morphemes, neither of which ever occurs except following

a verb core.

A morpheme boundary at which a wide variety of items may be
introduced, on the other hand, is regarded as a word boundary.

Although a verbal auxiliary is closely linked to a preceding verb core

and is meaningless in isolation, it is, nevertheless, a separate word
according to the above criterion. Not only may a number of suffixes

occur following the verb core and preceding the auxiliary, but also

items which, on the basis of distributional criteria, are themselves

free words may be introduced at this point.

Words may be exhaustively segmented into morphemes. The
term is used here in the sense generally used in American descriptive

linguistics and includes word roots as well as various kinds of deriva-

tional and inflectional affixes and clitics. Clitics in Santa Ana
Keresan are morphemes which, following the distributional criteria

for marking word boundaries, are parts of words. They differ from

affixes in that they are not so closely linked phonologically to the

rest of the word. Specifically, they do not cause morphophonemic
voicing of a preceding voiceless vowel and are much more likely than

are affixes to be separated from the rest of the word by a pause.

WORD CLASSES

Three major word classes are distinguished on the basis of their

internal structure. Of these, the verbs and the verbal auxiliaries

occur with inflectional affixes. The third major word class is composed

of all uninflected words.

Three principal levels of internal structuring are recognized in

words: inflection, stem formation, and derivation. The terms inflec-

tion and inflectional affixes are used only with reference to those affixes

which are external to the stem. Stemformation involves the combina-

tion of a thematic adjunct with a core and may include the addition of

a benefactive suffix as well. The term derivation is used with reference

to the internal structuring of certain verb cores and of some words of

the uninflected class. Although clitics are, by definition, parts of

words rather than free words, they are disregarded in the following

description of word structure and are reserved for separate considera-

tion.
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The general structure of the three major word classes may be
distinguished as follows:

1. Verbs are always inflected, always include stem formation and
sometimes include derivation.

2. Verbal auxiliaries are always inflected but never include stem
formation or derivation.

3. Uninflected words include neither inflection nor stem formation

but may include derivation.

Specific morphemes involved in each level of structuring also may
serve to distinguish the major word classes. Verbs are distinguished

from verbal auxiliaries, for instance, in that aU verb stems are po-

tentially capable of occurring with a futm*e tense marker while verbal

auxiliaries never include this morpheme.

VERBS

VERB INFLECTION

GRAMMATICAL. CATEGORIES

The following grammatical categories are expressed by verb inflec-

tion, or, less commonly, by changes in the verb stem:

Svbject person.—First, second, or third person subject is recognized

in all intransitive verbs in the non-future tense. It is most commonly
indicated by a prefix, although in some verbs the pronominal element

is a suffix:

s-upE I ate zil-sE I went

s-upE you ate zil-su you went

k-upE he ate zil-ku he ivent

In addition, some verbs occur with a pronominal morpheme indicating

indefinite subject:

sk-^ukui one's wives

Subject-object person.—The subject and object of every transitive

verb in the non-future tense are indicated by a single prefix. Seven

principal subject-object combinations are recognized.

First person subject with third person object: s-dku I bit him
Second person subject with third person object: s-^ku you bit him
Third person subject with third person object: g-^ku he bit him
First person subject with second person object: s-£lktr / bit you

Second person subject with first person object: c-^kxj you bit me
Third person subject with first person object: sk-^ku he bit me
Third person subject with second person object, g^z-aku he bit you

In some, but not all, transitive verbs a fourth person subject with third

person object is recognized which is distinct from the third person

subject with third person object:

g-^kxj he (third person) bit him
c-^ku he (fourth person) bit him
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Fourth person is used when the subject of the action is obscure, as

when the speaker is teUing of something that he himself did not

observe. It is also used when the subject of the action is inferior

to the object, as when an animal is the subject and a human being the

object.

Number.—Singular, dual, and plural number are recognized in

both the subject of intransitive verbs and in the subject and object

of transitive verbs. The dual and plm-al of transitive verb subjects

are normally expressed by suflBxation, while the absence of number
suffixes indicates singular subject:

g^ku he hit him
g^gu-na they two hit him
g^gu-nE they hit him

Subject number of intransitive verbs may be indicated in a variety

of ways:

1. By suflSixation as in the case of transitive verbs:

zfkupAWA he chopped

zfkupawa-na they two chopped

zfkupawa-nE they chopped

2. By changes in the thematic adjunct (i.e., the vowel or vocalic

complex that ordinarily immediately follows the pronominal affix).

These changes are usually accompanied by other number markers but

may sometimes constitute the only indication of number:

g-du-d^asi he fasted

g-u-'i'ij-dyasi they two fasted

g-u-w^-d^asi they fasted

3. By the prefixation of different sets of pronominal allomorphs

together with suffixation and/or changes in the thematic adjunct:

s-iskA / drank

saz-askA we two drank

saz-askAtA we drank

Object number of transitive verbs is indicated by changes in the

thematic adjunct:

s-6-ku I hit him
s-6-?e-ku I hit them two

s-6iy^-ku I hit them

Tense.—Future and non-future tenses are recognized. Verbs

which include a pronominal affix are in the non-future tense. Future

tense is indicated by replacing the pronominal affix with a tense

marker. The pronominal element is then incorporated in a separate

word, the verbal auxiliary, which follows the verb:

sd,izuwA / paid you ni-zuwA sdumA / will pay you

siipE / ate nupE si / will eat
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Mode.—Pronominal affixes indicate not only the person of the

subject or the subject and object but also indicate the mode. For
each mode there is a distinctive set of pronominal affixes. A total of

six modes are recognized; indicative, negative, dubitative, hortative,

negative hortative, and futm-e hortative. For each subject-object

combination, however, only certain modes are indicated formally in the

inflection:

c-izuwA
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The third aspect morpheme indicates a remote state and occurs with

only a limited number of verb stems:

g^-ta--iDA it is full (something remote from the speaker)

Compare:

ga-td it is full {something at hand)

Condition.—Verbs which are linked to the larger context by various

kinds of subordinate or conditional relationships occur with one

of a class of suffixes of rather elusive semantic categorization:

skuizuwa--ne when he paid me
skuizijwa-nu« if he pays me

Compare:

skuizuwA he paid me

In addition to the patterns of inflection indicated above, the expression

of specific grammatical categories sometimes involves irregular changes

in the verb stem (see pp. 99 ff.). In some cases there are changes of

such a revolutionary character that the phenomenon may best be de-

scribed as stem suppletion, which most commonly involves intransi-

tive verbs in the three numbers:

zii-sB / went

sad- 6*1*6717 we two went

sad-eku we went

In rare cases, the expression of continuative action or of plural object

number in transitive verbs involves stem suppletion:

c-^ku he hit him c-iy^inA I found him
c-a-pi-kuyA he is biting him s-Iwade-nA / found them

INFLECTIONAL AFFIXES

Each inflectional afiix is assigned an identification number and is a

member of a century class. Century classes are numbered according

to the relative order of occmTence of their members within transitive

verbs. An exception to this sequential numbering of century classes

is the case of classes 100 and 200 which are never represented in the

same verb. Members of both Century Class 100 and 200 are always

in initial position in the verb.

Century Class 100 includes aU pronominal afiixes.* Within the

class are nine decade classes (100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 160, 170,

and 180), each of which includes affixes indicating a specific subject

or subject-object combination. Within each decade class, with the

exception of 180, there are six morphemes (numbered 101-106, 111-

116, etc.), each of which is characteristic of a specific mode. Century

< These are termed "affixes" rather than specifically "prefixes" or "suffixes" because, although they occur

most commonly as prefixes, there are some intransitive verbs in which they occur as suffixes.
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Class 200 consists of one morpheme, the future tense affix. Century

Class 300 consists of voice prefixes. Century Class 400 consists of

aspect suffixes. Century Class 500 consists of number suflBxes.

Century Class 600 consists of condition sufiixes.

Affixes of Century Class 100 are tabulated in charts 1 and 2 and

comprise a set of pronominal indicators. Those afiixes which occur

with transitive verbs in their primary paradigms appear in chart 1;

those occurring with intransitive verbs and with transitive verbs in

their secondary paradigms are listed in chart 2. The two charts

overlap to a considerable extent, as many forms appear both with

transitive and intransitive verbs. This overlap is so extensive that

it is convenient to group those pronominal indicators which occur with

intransitive verbs together with those which occur with transitive

verbs and which indicate first, second, or third person subject with

third person object. Affix 101, for instance, occurs with intransitive

verbs indicating first person subject and with transitive verbs indi-

cating first person subject with third person object. The difference

lies in the fact that there are more allomorphs of each affix affiliated

with intransitive verbs than with transitive verbs. The overlapping

decade classes appear in the two charts with the designations T or I

(e.g., lOOT, lOOl) indicating transitive or intransitive. The morpheme
membership of T and I decade classes are identical: both lOOT and

1001, for example, consist of affixes 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, and 106.

Decade Class lOOl, however, includes many more allomorphs than

does Decade Class lOOT.

Affixes of Century Class 100 form a rather elaborate system. With

few exceptions, there is a distinctive affix for each subject-object

combination within each of the three principal modes (indicative,

dubitative, and hortative). There is, in addition, a distinctive affix

for certain subject-object combinations within the negative and the

negative hortative modes. A sixth mode, the future hortative, is

indicated by affixes which, in most instances, are identical in form

with the corresponding dubitative, hortative, or negative hortative

affix. For purposes of description, the entire series is filled-in for

each of the six modes, although this results in assigning two numbers

to certain forms that, from one point of view at least, may be regarded

as the same affix (e.g., affixes 111 and 112, 121 and 122). Thus, there

are eight decade classes, each of which contains six morphemes
indicating the same subject-object combination, plus Decade Class

180 which consists of a single morpheme. Each of the six morphemes
within a decade class indicates a different mode. Within each mode
the final digit of the affix identffication number remains constant.

Allomorphs of each pronominal affix are distinguished by upper

case letters foUowing the identffication number. AU allomorphs listed
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in the charts are morphologically defined, i.e., their occurrence cannot

be predicted in terms of phonological environment. Phonologically

defined allomorphs (e.g., giiz derived by morphophonemic vowel

assimilation from gaz) are not listed in the charts but may be predicted

from the morphophonemic processes described under "Morpho-
phonemics."

The same upper case letters have been used to identify allomorphs

which tend to be affiliated with the same group of verbs. This

consistency is especially evident in transitive verbs and within each

decade class:

cf-zuwA (lOlB+ verb stem) I -paid him
sd^i-zuwA (102BH-verb stem) I {didn't) pay him
tl-zuwA (103B+ verb stem) maybe I paid him
etc.

This tendency also is manifested to a lesser degree from one decade

class to another within each mode:

ci-zuwA (lOlB+ verb stem) I paid him
si-ziiwA (lllB+ verb stem) you paid him
zl-ziiwA (12lB+ verb stem) he paid him
etc.

The fact that not all affixes have the same number of allomorphs,

makes it obvious that this tendency cannot hold true in the case

of every verb. Intransitive verbs, especially, often show a shift from

one series of allomorphs to another even within the same decade class

:

S9za-'i*Abe (lOlG+verb stem) we two ate

sga-'i'Abe'i* (102A+verb stem) we two (didn't) eat

tazd-'i'Abe (103E+ verb stem) maybe we two ate

etc.

The phonetic shape and distribution of many affixes of Century
Class 100 is suggestive of certain historical processes. It is probable

that many of the B-allomorphs were derived from the corresponding

A-aUomorphs either through glottalization (compare 141B with 141A,

for example) or through palatalization (compare lllB with 111A).

B-allomorphs that appear to be a palatalized form of the corresponding

A-aUomorphs nearly always occur with verb stems beginning in -i-.

The few exceptions prevent the phenomenon from being described as a

morphophonemic process.

Another type of historical development is suggested by the

overlap in phonetic form of certain allomorphs of affixes belonging to

different decade classes. This overlap is evident when one compares
affixes of Decade Class lOOl with those of 160, affixes of Decade Class

1101 with those of 170, and affixes of Decade Class 120 with those of 130.

This suggests that the system of pronominal affixation may have
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developed from one Id which intransitive subject and transitive object

were equated.

Century Class 200 is comprised of a single morpheme which indi-

cates futm-e tense. It replaces affixes of Century Class 100 as to

position in the verb but not as to function. The future tense aflBx

includes the following aUomorphs

:

201A n
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The following examples illustrate occurrences of allomorphs of

affix 401:

subeu-kuyA I am eating

gdkAca-nikiryA he is looking at him
cid^'a'i'-tikuyA I am catching him
kdisk^-'azai-ku he is turning around

siukMci-tA I am hitting him
sduti-sa I am planting

kd-ni-CAdyAyA he is walking

W8k9-wak8-kA it is shaking

Associated with allomorph 401E, -(i)tA, is a change from -a or -a

to -i or -I in the stem-final vowel of the verb to which it is suffixed.

Compares siuliaicA I hit him with siulsaicitA / am hitting him. Affix

402, which refers to unfulfilled action, contains the following allo-

morphs :

402A -nE(.)

402B -nE(.)

402C -WE

Illustrations of the occurrence of allomorphs of affix 402 are as follows

:

ci-zuwa--nE / came to pay him
siukA6A-nE

SUpE-WE

Affix 403 expresses remote state and has the single allomorph, 403 -mA:

g4-tk-inA it is full {something remote)

Century class 500 contains two morphemes, 501 and 502, which

express subject number. They are suffixed either directly to the verb

stem or follow affixes of Century Class 400. Affix 501 indicates dual

subject and includes the following allomorphs:

501

A

-na 50IE -mati

501B -natiC-) 501F -mA§uti

501C -d^i 501G -§utr

501D -ma 501H -pa

The occurrence of these allomorphs is illustrated by the following

examples

:

/ came to see him
I came to eat

we two turned around

we two know him
we two are

we two worshipped

sikupawa-iia we two chopped

siukAca-nati we two saw him
sid^a^-dyi we two caught him
sdudi-ma we two planted

AffiLx 502, expressing plural subject, has the following allomorphs

502A -nE(.) 502H -we
502B -nE(.) 5021

602C -tA(-) 502J
502D -mE 502K
502E -mB 502L
502F -mASA 502M
502G -WA

sdisk^-?a zai-mati

siuni-mA§uti

sadd-^E-guti

siwi-deya-pa

-se(-)

-SI

-?E

-(i)yA

-se(.)
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Examples of the allomorphs of affix 502 are as follows:

sikupawa-nE we chopped siwi-deya-wA we worshiped

siukA^A-nE we saw him zd.'i'a-tA-wE they opened it

sld^a'i'-tA we caught him suwAdyuma-sE our brother

sdwd-di-iiiE we planted ze'i'^-bai'i'-si we went to sleep

s^y^-sk9-'i*azai-mE we turned around suwawane-'i'E we hunted

siuni-mASA we know him si-zuwi-ti-yA we are paying him
siukAcaniguya-sE we are looking at him

Century Class 600 is comprised of three morphemes, 601, 602, and

603, which express conditional or contrary-to-fact action. Affix 601

has two allomorphs, 601A -ne and 601B -de. Affix 602 has a single

allomorph, 602 -nu-. Affix 603 likewise has a single allomorph,

603 -tE. The following examples illustrate the occurrence of these

allomorphs

:

skuizuwa-ne when he paid me
gukA6ane--de when they saw him
skiiizuwa-nu- if he pays me

It is difficult to differentiate affixes 601 and 602 by meaning function

except that the latter apparently has a dubitative connotation

lacking in the former. Affix 603 occurs with many verbs in the nega-

tive mode which have a plural subject:

sgukA5ane--tE we (didn't) see him

DISTRIBUTION OF AFFIXES

The distribution within verbs of the inflectional affixes, the thematic

adjunct (TA), the verb core, and the benefactive suffix (B) serves to

distinguish three major structural types. These are represented by
three formulas

:

1. TV- + 100±300+ TA+Core±400±B±500±600/
+ 200±300+TA+Core±400±B±500

Transitive verbs are composed of three obligatory parts, a prefix of

either Century Class 100 or Century Class 200 followed by a thematic

adjunct and a verb core. Prefixes of Century Class 300 and suffixes

of Centm-y Classes 400, 500, and 600 as well as the benefactive suffix

occur in some, but not all, verbs of this type. Suffixes of Century

Class 600 may occur only if the verb is prefixed by members of Century

Class 100.

2. IVA= + 100+TA+Core±400±500±600/
+ 200+ TA+ Core ± 400 ± 500

Intransitive verbs of Type A are composed of at least a prefix of

either Century Class 100 or Century Class 200 followed by a thematic

adjunct and a verb core. They may include, in addition, suffijses of

Century Classes 400, 500, or 600.

3. IVB= + Core± 400+ 100+TA± 600/

+ Core±400±200+TA
682-611—64 10
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Intransitive verbs of Type B are composed of a verb core together

with an affix of either Century Class 100 or 200 occurring as a suflix

and followed by a thematic adjunct. An afl&x of Century Class 400

may follow the core and, in forms containing a member of Century

Class 100, a suffix of Century Class 600 may follow the thematic

adjunct.

A complete set of paradigms of transitive verbs in all of their

possible inflections includes the following:

Primary paradigms.—Transitive verbs in their simplest forms,

i.e., those which include only the three obligatory elements and which

have unexpanded thematic adjuncts, are members of one of the

primary paradigms. A transitive verb primary paradigm is composed

of seven or eight forms based on the same verb stem, all belonging

to the same mode, and each expressing a different pronominal

reference. Examples of these paradigms are given in Appendix 1.

The classification of verb stems on the basis of the specific aUomorphs

of Century Class 100 with which they occur in their primary paradigms

is dealt with under "Verb Classes."

Forms with ^prefixes of Century Class 300.—Transitive verbs occurring

with the reflexive-reciprocal or the passive voice prefix take distinc-

tive sets of allomorphs of the pronominal prefixes. Furthermore,

the class division evident in the primary paradigms is lacking in these

forms; all transitive verbs take the same sets of aUomorphs.

Verbs in the reflexive-reciprocal voice occur with the following set

of pronominal allomorphs:

s
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It is not consistent, however, with the presence of pronominal affixes

of Decade Classes 1001, IIOI, and 1201, which express first, second,

and third person subject respectively.

The occm-rence of allomorph 302B, -a-, as opposed to 302A, -a?a-,

is apparently restricted to verbs having a voiceless and unglottalized

core-initial consonant and a normally short and level accented

thematic adjunct:

cfd^iiwA / stabbed him
skadydwanE I was stabbed

Forms with suffixes of Century Class 400.—Most transitive verb

stems may occur with suffix 401, indicating continuous action. These

forms occur with the same pronominal prefixes as occur in the primary

paradigms:

gTikA^anikuyA (121A+stem+ 401Bj he is looking at him

Compare:

gukA^A (121A+ stem) he saw him

Subclasses of transitive verbs are based in part on their occurrence

with specific allomorphs of 401 (see "Verb Classes"). A few transitive

verbs are defective in that they never occur with affix 401. The
occurrence of affix 402 is quite limited and has been recorded in

relatively few verbs. The subclass to which the verb belongs deter-

mines which of the several allomorphs occur. There are no occur-

rences in the present data of transitive verbs which include affix 403.

Forms with suffixes oj Century Class 500.—All transitive verbs, with

the exception of a few defective stems, may occur with a subject

number suffix, 501 or 502. In general, the same sets of allomorphs

of Century Class 100 occur with these forms as occur in the primary

paradigms:

g^kAcanati (121A+ stem -|- 50 IB) they two saw him
gtikAcAnE (121A+stem+502B) they saw him

Compare:

gilkA^A (121A+ stem) he saw him

Forms expressing first person subject and third person object, how-
ever, are an exception. Verbs which in their primary paradigms occiu*

with A-allomorphs of Decade Class 100 (lOlA, 102A, 103A, etc.)

take allomorphs lOlE, 102A, 103H, 104F, 105B, and 106B when the

subject is dual or plural. Those with B-allomorphs in their primary

paradigms occur with allomorphs lOlE, 102B, 103H, 104F, 105B, and

106B in the dual and plural forms:

siukAcADE (101E+stem+502B) we saw him
si-zuwa-nE (101E+ stem+ 502A) we paid him

Compare:

sfukACA (lOlA+stem) I saw him
cf-zdwA (lOlB+ stem) / paid him
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The choice of allomorphs of suflBxes 501 and 502 depends on the sub-

class to which the transitive verb belongs and on the presence or

absence of affixes of Century Classes 200 and 400. The occurrence

of these allomorphs is described more fully under "Verb Classes."

Forms with suffixes of Century Class 600.—Suffixes 601 and 602,

in general, may be attached to any transitive verb in the non-future

tense. This involves no concomitant changes in the allomorphs of

other affixes which are present in the verb:

skuiziiwa-ne (161B+ stem+601A) when he paid me
skdiziiwa-nu- (161B+ stem+ 602) if he pays me

Compare:

skuizuwA (161B+ stem) he paid me

Allomorph 601B rather than 601A occurs with verbs in which the

subject is dual or plural:

skdiziiwa-ne-de (161B+stem+502A+601B) when they paid me

Afl&x 603 is of much more limited distribution, occurring only in verbs

with plural subject in the negative mode when other Century Class

600 suffixes are absent:

sgiikAcane-tE (102A+ stem+502B+ 603) we {didn't) see him

Forms ihith prefix 201 .—All forms of transitive verbs outlined above,

with the exception of those containing suffixes of Century Class 600,

may be changed to the future tense by replacing the pronominal

prefix with prefix 201. This results in a form of the verb that does not

include subject-object person and which must be followed by a verbal

auxiliary. Transitive verbs which occur with allomorph 101A in

forms indicating first person subject with third person object take

allomorph 20IB in most future tense forms:

slukACA (101A+ stem) / saw him
niukA^A (201B+ stem) will see

Those verbs which occur with allomorph lOlB take allomorph 201D:

ci-ziiwA (lOlB+ stem) I paid him
nf-ziiwA (201D+ stem) will pay

Futm'e tense verbs in the reflexive voice, however, occur with allo-

morph 201C rather than 201B or 201D:

n^ukAcA (201C+ stem) will see oneself

The presence of affix 201 sometimes determines the choice of allo-

morphs of suffixes 501 and 502. Some verbs in the future tense take

the same allomorph of a number sufl5x as do the corresponding non-

future forms:

nf-zuwa-na (201D+ stem+ 501A) will pay (dual subject)
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Compare:

zf-zuwa-na (121B+ stem+ 501A) they two paid him

Verbs occurring with allomorphs 502A, 502B, or 502C in the non-future

tense show a lengthening and voicing of the suffix vowel in the future

tense:

zf-zuwa-nE (121B+ stein4-502A) they paid him
nl-zuwane- (201D+ stem-r502A) will pay him {plural subject)

Chart 3 summarizes all possible sequences of inflectional affixes

representative of the six century classes and illustrates them with

examples based on the verb to see. For each of the non-future forms

in the chart there are parallel forms representing other modes and other

subject-object persons, as well as forms incorporating other affixes of

Century Classes 300, 400, 500, and 600. The multiplicity of forms

based on a single verb core is fm-ther increased by the possibility of

changes in the thematic adjunct and/or the inclusion of a benefactive

suffix. These, however, are regarded as stem changes rather than

inflection and are treated in that portion entitled "Stem Formation."

Type A intransitive verbs follow the same general pattern of

inflection as transitive verbs, but occur with a more restricted in-

ventory or inflectional affixes. These verbs, for example, never occm-

with affixes of Century Class 100 which express first person object

(i.e.. Decade Classes 150 and 160). Furthermore, specific intransitive

verbs commonly lack the capacity for combining with affixes of one

or more of the optionally occurring classes; few intransitive verbs

exhibit the fuU pattern of inflection indicated for transitive verbs in

chart 3. Affixes of Century Class 300, for instance, rarely occur with

intransitive verbs. There are a few verbs, however, which are classi-

fied as intransitive on structural grounds, but which have a transitive

meaning and which admit affixes of this class:

skd,?autAWA (101J+302A+ stein+502G) I was killed

Members of Century Classes 400 and/or 500 may likewise be lacking

in the inventory of inflectional affixes with which specific Type A
intransitive verb stems occur. Certain of these verbs have no

distinctive continuative action forms, while others indicate dual and

plural subject by changes in the stem rather than by inflection.

Type B intransitive verbs are even more restricted in their inflection

than are Type A. They never occur with affixes of Century Class 500,

and the expression of aspect is limited to the reduplication of the verb

core to indicate continuative action (allomorph 40 IH):

wakskA it moved

w4k9W8k9kA it is shaking
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A few Type B intransitive verbs always occur with -6i in word-final

position. This morpheme cannot be assigned a meaning function

and does not fit in any of the classes of inflectional aflixes:

k^-gani it is red

k^-seni I am red

There is a tendency for words beginning in g-, k- or Is- to develop by
analogy a set of inflectional afiixes even though the word may not

originally have been a verb. This may be seen in the word gasi'ki

cacique borrowed from the Spanish. The initial g- no longer behaves

like a part of the stem but is identified with the third person prefix

and may be replaced by other pronominal or future tense aflSxes:

sesl-ki I am a cacique

nesi-ki will he a cacique

Some words have an indicative and a dubitative form but never

occur with the futm*e tense prefix or any other inflectional aflBx:

kii-tf mountain

cu-ti there may be a mountain

The potentiality for occurring with a future tense prefix is taken

as a necessary condition for membership in the verb class. Mountain,
therefore, is not a verb, but is classified as an uninflected word which
exhibits two alternate forms.

VERB STEMS

Verbs are analyzed as consisting of a stem plus inflectional affixes

of the various classes previously described. The stem itself is analyzed

as consisting of two obligatory components, a thematic adjunct and a

core, and may include a benefactive suffix as well. The combination

of these elements to form verb stems is described in the section to

follow. Certain verb cores, in turn, may be analyzed further. These
will be described under "Verb Core Derivation."

STEM FORMATION

The thematic adjunct (abbreviated TA) is an element of the verb

occurring, in most cases, immediately preceding the core (i.e., it is

the initial element of the verb stem). The verb zinatA he bought it,

for example, may be dissected as follows:

z-

proiiominal

prefix
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In those verbs in which the pronominal affix follows the core the

thematic adjunct is the element immediately following the pronominal

affix:

zii-k-u (core+ pronominal affix+ TA) he went

The stem in such cases, as zu—u in the above example, is discontinuous.

Thematic adjuncts occurring in transitive verbs are either simjde,

indicating singular object, or expanded to indicate dual or plural

object. Simple thematic adjuncts in transitive verbs are most
commonly single vowels, either short or long:

g-u-ni he knows him

d^-ii-di you gave it to me

c-f-zdwA / paid him

A few transitive verbs occur with vowel clusters as simple thematic

adjuncts:

s-ai-ku-mi I brought it to you

s-au-?u / gave it to you

A particular transitive verb ordinarily retains the same thematic

adjunct throughout its primary paradigms (see Appendix 1). Fre-

quently, however, there is a different thematic adjunct in the passive

voice (see "Stem Variants").

To indicate dual or plural object, the thematic adjunct of transitive

verbs is expanded according to a pattern that is regular but not

analyzable in terms of additive morphemes. Chart 4 lists simple

transitive thematic adjuncts together with their dual and plural

expanded forms. With the simple thematic adjuncts are vowels or

vowel clusters which result from a combination of the final vowel of a

preceding prefix together with the thematic adjunct. This includes,

for instance, -e- resulting from a combination of -i- plus -a- and -au-

resulting from a combination of -a- and -u-. Only those vowels and

vowel clusters are given which have actually been recorded in transi-

tive verbs. This accounts for the omission from the chart of many
vowels and vowel combinations that might be expected to occur.

Thematic adjuncts and their expansions are listed in the chart by
types based on the forms which appear in the primary paradigms and

in the passive voice respectively. Type u/a, for example, has refer-

ence to verbs which exhibit -u- as thematic adjunct in their primary

paradigms and -a- in the passive voice. The expansion of these

adjuncts involves a radical change in the accent pattern only in the

case of those which in their simple form are short and level accented.

These are grouped together in a separate section of the chart. In

other verbs the accent of the simple thematic adjunct is retained on
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the final vowel or vowel cluster of the expanded forms, while the

initial syllable receives a level accent. Vowel length occurring with a

simple thematic adjunct likewise is retained on the final vowel of the

expanded forms.
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Thematic adjuncts occurring in intransitive verbs with singular

subject are single vowels or vowel clusters:

g-ii-yd, he skinned it

s-i-ni you walked

s-di-natA I cooked it

s-^u-tA / killed it

In most cases the thematic adjunct remains the same in all singular

forms of the verb. Two exceptions, however, should be noted. (1)

Type B intransitive verbs which normally take -u or -u show a shift

to -e or -E in certain forms (see also "Vowel Reduction") as:

zdk-u he went

zils-E I went

(2) Intransitive verbs of classes 9-11 and 9-12 (see pp. 110 ff.)

show a change from -au- to -u- in the second person hortative:

s-^u-tA you killed it

c-il-tA kill it

Intransitive verbs with dual or plural subject often have the same
thematic adjunct as the singular form:

z-f-kupAWA he chopped

z-f-kupawana they two chopped

z-f-kupawanE they chopped

In other verbs there are changes resembling the expansion of the

thematic adjunct of transitive verbs:

s-u-td-niQA / worked

s-uwA-td-nizanE we worked

There is, however, no regular pattern of expansion in intransitive as

there is in transitive verbs. Stem changes involving the thematic

adjunct are treated under "Stem Variants."

The benefactive suffix is analyzed as part of the stem rather than as

an inflectional afl&x because its inclusion in a verb normally involves

a change in the classification of the verb: verbs with this suffix occur

with a distinctive set of pronominal allomorphs that differs, in most

cases, from the set which occurs in the simpler forms. All verb stems

with the benefactive suffix are Class D transitive stems (see p. 108).

They may be formed, however, from stems that are either transitive

or intransitive and which belong to any of the principal classes. There

are five allomorphs of the benefactive suffix: -ni, -mi, -mi, -dimi, and

-wi. The occurrence of these allomorphs correlates with specific

allomorphs of the plural subject suffix. Verbs which are pluralized

by 502A or 502B in forms lacking Century Class 400 suffixes take the

-ni allomorph of the benefactive suffix:

cinhXA I bought it sati§A / talked to you

sazan^danE we bought it satisAiiE we talked to you

ciunMani I bought it for him satiSani / talked to him for you
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Allomorph -mi correlates in a similar fashion with 502E and 502K;

-mi, correlates with 502D; -diriii with 502C; and -wi with 502G and

502H:

siiwanE
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Morphophonemic processes involved in suffixation, too, often

result in regular stem changes:

g-ukACA (g—[- -ukACA) he saw him
g-dkAca-nikuyA (g- + -ukACA + -nikuyA) he is looking at him

g-iipB (g- + -upE) he ate

g-iibeu-kuyA (g- + -upE + -kuyA) he is eating

s-uwi-cA (s- + -uwi-CA) I made it

s-uwt-ti-tA (s- + -uwt-QA + -(i)tA) I am making it

Stem variants may result from regular changes which do not

involve morphophonemic processes. The most common of these is

the expansion of the thematic adjunct to indicate dual or plural object

of transitive verbs. This kind of change is regarded as stem change

rather than inflection because (1) the changes are of such a nature that

no additive morpheme can be isolated, and (2) it parallels in many
ways the kind of irregular change which takes place in certain in-

transitive verb stems in the dual and plural as compared with the

singular forms. The expansion of thematic adjuncts in transitive

verbs has been described in "Stem Formation" and examples given.

The regular change from -au- to -u- in the second person horta-

tive forms of Class 9-11 and 9-12 intransitive verbs likewise produces

stem variants:

s-dudi I planted

c-udi plant it

The change to -i or -i of a stem-final -a or -a preceding allomorph

-tA of the continuative action suffix and before allomorph -yA of

the plural subject suffix was noted in "Inflectional Affixes":

cf-zuwA (ci- + -I-zuwa) I paid him
ci-zuwi-tA (ci—I—f-ziiwA + -tA) I am paying him

Changes which are irregular and which must be indicated in stem

listing are of the following types:

1. Changes in intransitive verb stems in the dual and in the plural

as compared to the singular.—Dual and plural forms of intransitive

verbs, except for a relatively few which exhibit stem suppletion, are

clearly related to the singular forms. The changes in the stem,

however, are highly irregular:

g-uiha he left

g-tl-iha they two left

z-g-ma they left

k-upE he ate

g-a-^Abe they two ate

g-&-'ApE they ate

k-ut&-nicA he worked

g-uti-niza-na they two worked

g-tiwAt&-mza-nE they worked
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Because of this irregularity, intransitive verb stems are listed sep-

arately for the singular, dual, and plural.

2. Accentual changes and the alternation between voiced and voiceless

vowels in verb stew.s of the same number.—In some verbs the thematic

adjunct alternates from a short accented vowel in most forms to a

voiceless vowel in forms prefixed by pronominal morphemes of the

shape CVC-:

s-6tid>'A my back

gac-Atid^A your back

Verbs of this type also may show a shift to a voiceless vowel in the

verb core if the core is monosyllabic and normally contains a voiced

vowel:

s-dd^d, my animal

gac-Ad^A your animal

Verb stems which exhibit this type of alternation are listed with the

thematic adjunct accent in parentheses:

-'atid^A back

-ad^d to possess an animal

A few verb stems have a distinctive form which occm-s only following

prefixes composed of a consonant plus -i-. This form of the stem is

characterized by a breathy accent on the thematic adjunct and by a

final voiceless vowel:

sid^A (si—I—id^A) I descended sikA (si—I—ikA) I looked

gad^a (g- + -ad^a) he descended zfgd (z

—

\- -fgd) he looked

These stems are listed thus:

-fgd. (-ikA) to look

Some transitive verbs normally characterized by a breathy accent

in the thematic adjunct take a level accent in those forms of the

primary paradigms in which a vowel cluster results from prefixation:

g-iikACA he saw him

sf-ukA^A / saw him

Stems that exhibit this type of change are listed with the following

notation:

-ukACA (-VV-) to see

A few type B intransitive verbs show a shift from a breathy to a falling

accent when the core is followed by -n-:

zil-ku he went

zA-ne will go

These are listed in the following manner:

zil—u (z<i-n-) to go
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3. Shifts in the thematic adjunct vowel of transitive verbs in the passive

voice.—Some verbs that normally occur with -u- as the thematic

adjunct show a shift to -a- in the passive voice:

sg-u-k^icA he hit me
skd'-dkMzanE I was hit

This change cannot be predicted from the phonetic content of the

stem nor from its class membership, and is indicated as follows in

stem listings:

-u/d.kaicA to hit

4. The change from a glottalized to a 'plain sonorant in the initial

stem consonant.—Stems which are based on cores normally beginning

with a glottalized sonorant sometimes show a shift to a plain sonorant

in forms prefixed by a glottalized consonant. Other verbs, however,

retain the glottalized sonorant:

s-dw&,nE you hunted gaz-d-wi your child

c-uwanE hunt k-a-wi his child

Those stems which exhibit this type of change are indicated thus:

-\iw/wanE to hunt

5. The lengthening of a stem-jinal vowel.—In "Voicing" it was noted

that some vowels which are normally voiceless become voiced and

long when followed by a suffix. This lengthening is characteristic

of some, but not all, stem-final vowels:

cf-zuwA I paid him cid^dwA / stabbed him
sf-zuwa-nE we paid him cidyawanE we stabbed him

Vowels which undergo this type of lengthening are followed by a

vowel length symbol in parentheses in stem listings:

-f-ziiwA(-) to pay

6. The introduction of a glottal stop after the stem-final vowel.—Some
verb stems are characterized in certain forms by the introduction of a

glottal stop following the stem-final vowel. The glottal stop appears

regularly, in forms without suflBxes, in the negative mode and in the

future tense:

zid^a he caught him
zd,zi zid^a? he didn't catch him
nid^a? will catch

In some of these verbs the glottal stop also appears in all forms

containing suflixes, together with the rearticulation of the stem-final

vowel if the suffix begins with a sonorant:

zidt-§a he fed him
zldi-sa'i'-tA he is feeding him
zfdt-sa'a-nE they fed him
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These verbs are listed thus:

-fdi-saCi*) to feed

Other verbs show the glottal stop m word-final position but not in

forms containing a suffix:

zi-b^d^u he awoke him
ni-bd.dyu? will awaken

zI-bM^'usa he is awaking him

Verbs of this type are listed with the glottal stop in double parentheses:

-l-bMyuCO) to awaken

There is at least one verb in the data which contains a final glottal

stop in the negative mode and future tense, and retains the glottal

stop with vowel rearticulation when followed by a suffix beginning

with a sonorant, but which shows a lengthening of the stem-final

vowel and no glottal stop when followed by other suffixes:

gube he told him gCibe'i'e-nE they told him
zd,zi giibe? he didn't tell him gube-tA he is telling him

This verb is listed as follows:

-^be(-?) to tell

7. The voicing of a final vowel or vowel-consonant sequence.—The
future tense of some verbs is characterized by the voicing of certain

segments which are voiceless in other forms. This usually involves

vowel clusters or sequences of the type -kuyA:

cikAi he lay down sadekuyA / did it

nigai will lie down nadeguya will do

These stems are listed in this manner:

-ikAi (fut. -igai) to lie down
-ekuyA (fut. -eguya) to do

8. The retention of aspirated stops under conditions in which un-

aspirated stops normally appear.—Stops which are aspirated preceding

voiceless vowels normally become unaspirated if the vowel is voiced. A
few stems and suffixes, however, retain aspirated stops in all environ-

ments:

zikupAWA he chopped

zikupawanB they chopped

Stops which remain aspirated before voiced vowels are underlined in

the listing of stems:

-fkupAwA to chop

VERB CORE DERIVATION

The verb core is the element which, together with the thematic

adjunct, normally comprises the verb stem. The verb core may be a

single morpheme and often consists of one or two syllables:

-sti to give a liquid -kAcA to see

-pE to eat -ti§A to speak to

cd- to breathe -natA to buy

682-611—64 11
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Some two-syllable cores and most, if not all, polysyllabic cores

show evidence of being derived from simpler forms. However, very
few derivational affixes which are still productive can be identified.

The majority of polysyllabic verb cores are suspected of being derived

for one of the following reasons:

(J) They include sequences of phonemes which recur with great

frequency in verb cores, although such sequences cannot be correlated

with any common semantic feature. For example:

a. -WA
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c. -CA in

-c^yucA to break; compare cd,yu- to be broken

It also recurs in a great many seraantically unrelated cores including the

following:

-p6-rucA to lick

-ce-nacA to chew

-yucid^i-CA to rest

d. -tu in

-metu to freeze; compare -rhe'i'E to be frozen and h^-me- ice

-ba?tu to sleep; compare -ba'5* to be sleepy

e. -tA in

-betA to ask; compare -be to tell

f. -da- in

-d^c^cacA to cut; compare -cacacA to cut

g. -wai- in

-wdicA to be hot (liquid) ; compare -ca to be hot

-wdistAyA to be cold {liquid) ; compare -stAyA to be cold

VERB CLASSES

The primary division in verbs is between transitive and intransitive

verbs. Transitive verbs occur with a full set of pronominal affixes

(except Decade Class 180 and, in some cases, Decade Class 130)

while most intransitive verbs occur with only those of Decade Classes

100, 110, and 120. Some intransitive verbs occur with affixes of

Decade Class 140; others occur with Decade Class 180; but none

occur with Decade Classes 130, 150, or 160. Certain verbs which

are intransitive according to this inflectional definition must be trans-

lated by an English transitive expression with a third person object:

s^utA / killed it

The transitive-intransitive dichotomy is thus based on structural and

not semantic criteria.

TRANSITIVE VERBS

Transitive verb stems are classified on the basis of their occurrence

with specific allomorphs of inflectional affixes. The most important

such classification is based on allomorphs of the pronominal prefixes.

While the number of verb classes is considerable, this number is only

a small fraction of what theoretically could result from ail possible

combinations of the many allomorphs of inflectional afiixes. There

are rather strict limitations on the freedom of distribution of specific

allomorphs. Groups of allomorphs rather than individual allomorphs

may be viewed as independent units in an examination of the combi-

nations which may constitute a complete verb paradigm.

Allomorphs of Century Class 100 occurring with transitive verbs

may be arranged in two sets of three partial paradigms. These are

designated la, 2a, 3a, lb, 2b, and 3b (chart 5). Each allomorph is

listed by its phonemic shape and its reference number. In general,
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the occurrence with a specific verb of one allomorph within a partial

paradigm presupposes the potential occurrences of all other allomorphs

of that partial paradigm with the same verb. For instance, if a verb

occurs with allomorph 141A it may be predicted that the same verb

will occur with 142A, 143A, 144A, 145A, and 146A; if it occurs with

151A it may be predicted that it also will occur with 152A, 153A,

161A, etc.

The combinations of three partial paradigms (la or lb with 2a or 2b

and 3a or 3b) plus, in certain cases, allomorphs of Decade Class 130,

form the primary paradigms of a transitive verb. The partial para-

digms combine in four different ways resulting in four principal

classes of transitive verbs: ^

Class A verbs occur with partial paradigms la, 2a, and 3a.

Class B verbs occur with partial paradigms lb, 2b, and 3a.

Class C verbs occur with partial paradigms la, 2b, and 3b.

Class D verbs occur with partial paradigms lb, 2a, and 3b.

Class A transitive verbs occur with the following allomorphs of

Decade Class 130:

zi- zi- di- pi- pi- pi-

131A 132A 133A 134 135 136

Those of Class B occur with the following:

c- c- t- pi- pi- pi-

131B 132B 133B 134 135 136

Verbs of Classes C and D do not occur with prefixes of Decade Class

130.

The primary paradigms of aU four classes of transitive verbs are

given in full in Appendix l,page 143. Itshould be noted that this four-

fold classification applies only to verbs with singular object. All

transitive verbs take A-allomorphs of the pronominal prefixes in

forms indicating dual or plural object:

si-zuwA (11 IB + stem) you paid him
s^-'i'dizuwA (111A + stem) you paid them two

sdiyd-zuwA (lllA + stem) you paid them

A further subclassification of transitive verbs may be made on the

basis of their occurrence with specific allomorphs of the inflectional

suffixes. At least eight subclasses may be defined in terms of occur-

rence with allomorphs of suffixes 401, 501, and 502. Verbs of Subclass

1 take allomorphs 40 IE, 501A, and 502A:

sfukMci-tA I am hitting him
sfukMza-na we two hit him
siukMza-nE ive hit him

5 There is one transitive verb in the data which does not conform to any of the four major classes: -au'u

to give a long or flat object. In general it takes allomorphs of partial paradigms lb, 2b, and 3b. However,
the -i- is omitted from the prefix in all forms except those expressing first person subject with third person

object in the indicative, dubitative, negative hortative, and future hortative modes: c6u'u (ci- + -ftu'u)

I gave it to him, but zau'u (z- + -au'u) he gave H to him.
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Verbs of Subclass 2 occur with the B-allomorphs of these three suffixes

(401B, 501B, and 502B):

siukAca-nikuyA / am looking at him
slukA6a-n9ti we two saw him
siukAdA-nE we saw him

Verbs of Subclass 3 take the C-allomorphs (401C, 501C, and 502C):

cld>'a?-tikuyA / am catching him
sfd^a^-d^'i we two caught him
sid^a^-tA we caught him

Subclass 4 transitive verbs occur with allomorphs 40 IF, 50ID and
502D:

ci-bad^u-sa / am awakening him
si-bdd^u-ma we two awakened him
si-badyu-mE we awakened him

The remainder of the subclasses are poorly represented in the data,

each being attested by a single verb. As far as the data show, verbs

of Subclasses 5, 6, and 7 do not occur with the continuative action

suffix (401). Those of Subclass 5 occur with allomorphs 50IF and
502F in the dual and plural:

siuni-mAsuti we two know him
sIuni-iiiASA we know him

Verbs of Subclass 6 take allomorphs 50IG and 5021:

siyA-kami-suti we two waited for him
siyti-kami-sE we waited for him

Those of Subclass 7 occur with allomorphs 50IH and 502G:

siyeinA-pa we two found him
siy^nA-wA we found him

Subclass 8 transitive verbs occur with allomorphs 401A, 501H, and
502H:

siube-tau-kuyA I am asking him
siube-tA-pa we two asked him
siube-tA-wE we asked him

Transitive verbs furthermore occur with a different allomorph of

suffix 502 if suffix 401 is also present than they do in the simpler forms.

Subclass 1 verbs take allomorph 502L in plural continuative forms:

sfukaiciti-yA we are hitting him

Compare:

sfuk&iza-nE we hit him

Verbs of other subclasses occur with allomorph 502M in the pliu-al

continuative:

siukAfianiguya-sE we are looking at him
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Compare:

siukAcA-nE we saw him

The distribution of specific allomorphs of suffix 402 correlates

with the subclasses outlined above. Examples are lacking for the

occurrence of this suffix with verbs of several of the subclasses. So
far as the data go, however, allomorphs of 402 correlate with homoph-
onous allomorphs of 502:

siukAcA-nE / came to see him
ci-zuwa-nE / came to pay him

Compare:

sIukACA-nE we saw him
si-zuwa-nE we paid him

Transitive verb subclasses crosscut the major classes previously

described. The data contain examples, for instance, of Class A verbs

which belong to Subclasses 1, 3, 4, and 5. A single designation (Al, A3,

A4, A5, etc.) may be used to indicate both the major class and the

subclass to which the transitive verb belongs.

INTKANSITIVE VERBS

Like transitive verbs, intransitive verbs are classified on the basis of

the particular pronominal allomorphs with which they occur. There
are, however, many more intransitive than transitive verb classes.

Furthermore, intransitive verbs in general may be transitivized by the

addition of the benefactive suffix. This means, in effect, that these

intransitive verbs belong not only to their own intransitive class, but
also are linked to a transitive class.

Major classes of intransitive verbs are designated by a code com-
posed, in most cases, of two numbers (e.g., 1-3). The first number
identifies the allomorphs of the third person affixes (121-126) as

well as the first person negative (102) and the second person negative

hortative (115) affixes with which the verb occurs. The code numbers
with their corresponding sets of allomorphs are tabulated below.

Indicated in the tabulation are allomorphs of affixes 121, 123, 124 and
102. Allomorphs of 122 are identical in phonetic content to those of

121, while the same is true of 115 in relation to 102, and of 125 and 126

in relation to 124.

1.
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7-15, 8-14, 9-11, 10-6, 10-7, 12-27, 13-28 and 14-4 are apparently

confined to singular verb stems. Classes 1-17, 2-23, 5-9, 10-21 and

14-19 are found only among plural verb stems, and Classes 1-18, 2-24,

5-10, 9-12, 10-22, 11-26, and 14-20 among dual verb stems. Class

11-25 occurs in both the singular and the plural, and Class 3-27 in all

three numbers.

There is a certain degree of correlation between classes characteristic

of the three numbers. Verbs, for example, which belong to Class 1-17

in the plural number normally belong to Class 1-18 in the dual and

Class 1-1 in the singular. Other common correlations are as follows

:

Singular
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The occurrence of affix 181 is rather restricted and apparently

not related to class membership except that allomorphs of this affix

correlate with those of affix 121. The data indicate a correlation of

allomorph 181A with 121A or 121E, ISlB with 121D, and ISlD with

121G:

sg-a-mA (181A + stem) one's houses

g-i-mA (121A or 121E + stem) his house

sk-dukui (181B + stem) one's wives

k-dukui (121D + stem) his wife

sc-i-kA (181D + stem) one's mouths

z-l-kA (12IG + stem) his mouth

Allomorph 18IC occurs in the data only in scau?u a crowd. An
apparently related form is gau'i'u he dwells, although the correlation

is not certain.

Intransitive verbs may be subclassified, as are transitive verbs,

on the basis of their occurrence with specific aUomorphs of the inflec-

tional suffixes. Since intransitive verbs are listed and classified

separately for the three numbers, affixes of Century Class 500 are not

involved, and such a subclassification would be based solely on allo-

morphs of suffix 401. Rather than designate intransitive subclasses

by a code, it is simpler to indicate directly the allomorph of suffix 401

with which the verbs occur.

Paradigms illustrating the major intransitive verb classes are to be

found in Appendix 1, page 143.

VERBAL AUXILIARIES

Verbal auxiliaries are a class of words which always are inflected to

indicate person and sometimes are inflected to indicate other gram-

matical categories as well. They are distinguished formally from

verbs in that they are never inflected to indicate future tense.

Semantically and functionally they differ from verbs in that alone

they cannot constitute a predicate.

The function of the verbal auxiliary is to indicate the person of the

subject or the subject and object of an action when this is not other-

wise indicated. The most common occurrence of verbal auxiliaries

is in conjunction with verbs in the future tense. In such cases the

verb does not include a pronominal affix:

nupE si (future tense prefix, n- + verb stem followed by auxiliary, si)

I will eat

nl-zdwA si / will pay him

Compare

:

supE (first person prefix, s- + verb stem) I ate

cf-zuvvA / paid him

The verbal auxiliary may also occur following a verb containing an

allomorph of affiux 124 (third person subject with third person object
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in the hortative mode) . The result is a hortative expression with an
added pronominal element

:

pi'in^tA si (hortative prefix, 124G pi?-, + verb stem followed by auxiliary,

si) / want him to hmj it

Compare

;

pf'^in&.tA let him buy it

Occasionally an uninflected word will function as a predicate, in which
case a verbal auxiliary indicates the subject and object:

t6-ne si / like him

The word te-ne fulfills the function ordinarily performed by a verb,

both semantically (it may be translated to like) and syntactically (it

fills a predicate slot) although it is never inflected.

The basic forms of the verbal auxiliaries are listed in chart 6. As in

the case of pronominal prefixes occurring with transitive verbs, verbal

auxiliaries appear with seven principal subject-object combinations.

In addition, there is a form expressing fourth person subject with third

person object, distinctive forms for the passive voice, and a form
expressing indefinite subject. Unlike the set of verb affixes, however,

only three modes are recognized. A comparison with charts 1 and 2

reveals that verbal auxiliaries are based on a set of prefixes identical

in form to certain allomorphs of the afiixes of Century Class 100.

Verbal auxiliaries actually have nothing that can be regarded as a

stem unless it is the vowel -u (or -i in a few cases). This vowel,

however, is comparable to the thematic adjunct of verbs. The -niA

occurring in many forms may best be regarded as a suffix, although

it cannot be assigned a meaning.

Subject
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Transitive verbs occur with the full set of verbal auxiliaries

:

nfukAcA si

zd,zi nfukAcA sgu

nlukACA ti

nfukA6A su

zdzi niukACA su

niukAcA Qu

niukACA gu

zd,zi niukACA gu

niukACA d^u

niukACA ziumA
z^zi niukACA ziuniA

niukACA diumA
niukACA sduuriiA

zdzi niukACA sd.umA

niukACA z^uriiA

niukACA dyuniA

z^zi niukACA d^uniA

niukACA d^'umA

niukACA sguniA

zdzi niukACA sdyuniA

niukACA tuzuiriA

ne'ekAfiane- skd.'i'^mASA

zdzi n6'i*ekA6ane- scd.'i'dmASA

ne^ekAcane- t^'i'emASA

n6'i*ekAcane- Sd'^iiiAsA

zdzi n^'i'ekAcane- §d?drhASA

ne'i'ekA^ane- cd'dmASA
n^'ekAcane- cd.'i'dmASA

zd,zi n^'i'ekAcane- cd,'i*dihASA

n6'6kA6ane- td^^niASA

I will see him
I won't see him
maybe I will see him
you will see him
you won't see him
maybe you will see him
he will see him
he won't see him
maybe he will see him
he (fourth person) will see him
he won't see him
maybe he will see him
I will see you

I won't see you

maybe I will see you

you will see me
you won't see me
maybe you will see me
he will see me
he won't see me
maybe he will see me
I will be seen

I won't be seen

maybe I will be seen

you will be seen

you won't be seen

maybe you will be seen

he will be seen

he won't be seen

maybe he will be seen

Most intransitive verbs occur with those verbal auxiharies listed in

the first three rows of chart 6:

nupE si

zdzi nupE sgu

nupE ti

niipE su

zdzi nupE su

nupE QU

nupE gu

zdzi nupe gu

nupE d^u

I will eat

I won't eat

maybe I will eat

you will eat

you won't eat

maybe you will eat

he will eat

he won't eat

maybe he will eat

A few intransitive verbs (those which are prefixed by sgu- or sku-

in the first person indicative) occur with the verbal auxiliaries which
normally express third person subject with first object, third person

subject with second person object, and fourth person subject with third

person object:

mgai sgumA
z^zi nigai sdyumA

/ will lie down
I won't lie down
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nigai tuzumA maybe I will lie down
nigai guzuiiiA you will lie down
zazi nigai guzuiiiA you won't lie down
nigai d^uzumA maybe you will lie down
nigai ziuriiA he will lie down
zkii nigai ziuiiiA he won't lie down
nigai diuiiiA maybe he will lie down

In addition to their basic forms, verbal auxiliaries may be inflected

to indicate dual or plural subject and /or object. Those forms in-

dicating dual or plural subject, in general, are constructed from the

basic forms by the addition of a suffix. Dual subject is expressed

by the addition of either the suffix - "^u, with concomitant lengthening

of the preceding vowel, to basic forms which terminate in -u, or the

sufiix -ha to forms which terminate in -riiA:

nazd-'i'Abe'i' gu-'i'u they two will eat

ni-zuwa-n^ sdumana we two will pay you

Note that dual subject is indicated in both the verb and the auxiliary.

Compare:

nupE gu he will eat

nf-zuwA sduiiiA I will pay you

Plural subject is expressed by the addition of the sufl&x -sa, together

with the development of a glottal accent on the preceding syllable

in forms lacking the -niA suffix:

naza-'^ApE gusA they will eat

ni-zuwa-ne- sdumASA we will pay you

Some dual and plural verbal auxiliaries are constructed not from

the basic form, but from distinctive dual/plural forms. The following

are those which differ from the basic forms:

1. First person subject with third person object indicative:

SUZU-, as in nazS.-'i'Abe'i* suzti-'i'u we two will eat

2. First person subject with third person object dubitative:

tij?d-, as in naza-'i'Abe'' tuzu-'u maybe we two will eat

3. Second person subject with third person object indicative and

negative:

guzii-, as in n^zd-?Abe? giizu-'u you two will eat

4. Second person subject with third person object dubitative:

d^uzu-, as in n^zd-?Abe'i* dyuzu-'i'Tr maybe you two will eat

Those verbal auxiliaries which terminate in -mA may be inflected

to indicate dual or plural object. This involves a change similar to

the expansion of thematic adjuncts in verbs plus, in the case of plural
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object, the addition of -zu-. The following indicates the forms of the

auxiliaries expressing singular, dual, and plural object:

singular dual plural

-uriiA -u'i'umA -u-wdzurriA

-£urhA -d-'^umA -duwdzumA
-lumA -i-yumA -iuwdzuriiA

These forms are illustrated in the following examples:

ni-ziiwA d^'uriiA you will pay me
n6-'i*^izuwA d^u-'i'umA you will pay us two

neiyaziiwA d^u-wdzuniA you will pay us

nl-zuwA sd,umA I will pay you

n6-'i'6izuwA sd-'^uiiiA I will pay you two

n^iydzuwA sduw^zumA I will pay you all

nlukACA ziuriiA he {fourth person) will see him
nf-yukAcA zi-yurriA he will see them two

niuwdkACA zluw^zumA he will see them

In addition to being inflected for person and number, verbal

auxiliaries may occur with one of three condition suffixes. These are

-nE, corresponding to the verbal suffix 601A; -de, corresponding to

suffix 601B; and -nu-, corresponding to suffix 602:

nfukAcA si-nE when I will see him
nf-zuwa-ne- gusa--de when they will pay him
nigai guzuma-nu- if you will lie down

UNINFLECTED WORDS

Included in the major class of uninflected words are those which

express a wide variety of functions and exhibit a considerable number
of derivational formations. A division of these words into function

classes will be outlined in the section to follow, although a full descrip-

tion of syntactic function will be reserved for the chapter on syntax.

Subclasses based on derivational formations wiU be described under

"Derivation."

Uninflected words belong to one of the following function classes

depending on their grammatical function:

Referentials.—^All uninflected words, with the exception of pronouns,

that may alone fill a subject or an object slot are referentials. These

are, in general, nounUke words such as names of beings, things, and

places.

Pronouns.—^This is a class of rather limited membership comparable

to English pronouns. The most commonly occurring members of

this class are:

hfnu /, we we that one (inobviate)

hisv you mf-ga another one

du this one ?IskA one

he that one hau someone
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Attributives.—Included in this class are a variety of adjective and
adverb-like words. They may modify a referential, a pronoun, or a

verb:

tAwA- dfyA good dog

hfnu rdwd- I am good

rdwd- sl-ba?tu / slept well

Temporals.—This class is made up of words which specify the

relative or the absolute time of an action. Some of the more common
temporals are as follows:

suwd yesterday h^-wlnd, right away
hfwd today md-nu- a long time

ddmd. tomorrow hdma- long ago

nd.-nu next day d^dwd early

sumf already c6-yd first

Also included are names of days, seasons, or the time of day. Many
of these, however, are Spanish loanwords.

Prepositions.—Included in this class are a number of words which
specify the location and/or direction of an action with respect to the

speaker or to the actor. Among the more common prepositions are

the following:

duk6- that way (near and away from the speaker)

duw6- this way (near and toward the speaker)

yuk6- that way (at a distance and away from the speaker)

yiiku yonder, away
di? right here

ydsf from afar

Directionals.—^This class comprises a rather limited number of

commonly occurring words such as:

d^'i up
na down
si back here

sa back (to previous location)

Also included are the points of the compass which occur with great

frequency in native text.

Interrogatives.—'Included in this class is the interrogative particle

?a which, occurring at the beginning of a sentence, makes it a question.

Also included are:

zi what? hd-di where? (location)

hdidf which one? hai where? (destination)

hau who? haiw^- from where?

hdiku when? hdikuma- what direction?

Modals.—This class includes a number of words which fix the mode
of a following verb. Negative, negative hortative, and future hortative

modes are obligatorily marked by such words:

zdzi not (negative mode)

bd-mf- don't (negative hortative mode)

ba future hortative mode marker

082-611—64 12
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In addition, dubitative mode is sometimes marked by Isaucigai maybe
and hortative mode by the hortatory exclamation, ha-ne.

Connectives.—This is a class of very limited membership including

gu and, '^e and, and '^esgasku but.

Narrative particles.—This class contains a few short words, su, ?e,

^ai, ?eu, and du, which occur in various combinations with very high

frequency in narrative text. They cannot be translated except in a

general way as and then.

Exclamations.—Included in this class are a variety of exclamations

such as:

ha- yes hind, O.K.

za no ma- look!

me- don't

Most uninflected words are not amenable to internal structural

analysis. There are, however, a number of subclasses, largely of quite

limited membership, which exhibit specific types of derivational

formations. These subclasses will be described below.

Nominalized verbs.—^There are three general types of referentials

which are derived from verbs by the omission of all verb prefixes and

the addition of a nominalizing suffix.

The first type, which principally includes certain body parts, is

based on the verb core; i.e., the thematic adjunct is excluded. The
nominalizer in such words is regularly -ni. The following examples

show first the verb form (translatable into English possessed body
parts) followed by the nominalized form:

gdnfegdi his head ndsgdini head

gdyii-spi his shoulder yu-sbini shoulder

s6wi-si my nose wisi-ni nose

The second type of nominalized verb also includes body parts pri-

marily and is based on the verb stem (which includes the thematic

adjunct) preceded by h-. The nominalizer in these words is either -ni

or -nani:

sdsdi your foot hdsdi'i'ini foot

sd-mucu your toe hd-mucuni toe

sd'i'dcA your tooth hd'i'acanani tooth

The third type of nominalized verb includes a wide variety of action

words and is based on the verb core preceded by ?u- or ?u-. The
nominalizer in these words is most commonly -ni, but may be any one

of several suffixes:

cfkupAWA
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Numerals.—Keresan numerals are based on a decimal system.

Cardinal numbers 1 through 10 are unanalyzable, although the terms

for 7, 8, and 9 are polysyllabic and may be derived forms. The term

for seven, for instance, includes a sequence of phonemes similar to

those in the term for Jour.

'iskA one scisA six

d^ti-mi- two maidyana seven

cemi three gukumisi eight

d^a-na four mayuku nine

ta-riiA five kaci ten

Numbers 11 through 19 are designated by the word for ten followed

by the word for one, two, three, etc.:

kaci 'i'lskA eleven

kdci d^u- twelve (note the omission of -mi- here and in derived forms)

kaci c6mi thirteen

The addition of the suffix -wa or -ya to the terms for cardinal numbers

1 through 10 results in forms that occur both in the designations for

20, 30, 40, etc. and, in other contexts, as ordinal numbers. The
suffix -ya occurs following the terms for two and three, while -wa is

suffixed to the remainder of the number terms:

d^ti-ya twice, second

d^u-ya kdci twenty

c6miya three times, third

cemiya kdci thirty

d^a-nawa four times, fourth

d^a-nawa kdci forty

References to pueblos and their inhabitants.—Place names are some-

times derived from the term designating an inhabitant of that place,

while in other cases the reverse is true. The former type of derivation

involves the addition of the suffix -ze:

ti-WA a Tiwa Indian ti-wd-z4 a Tiwa Pueblo

he-misi a person from Jemez he-misi-ze Jemez Puehlo

s8-ni a person from Zuni s6-nize Zuni Pueblo

The addition of the suffix -riiE to a place name indicates an inhabitant

of that place:

ddmdyd, Santa Ana Pueblo dd,mdya-mE a person from

d^i-wi- Santo Domingo Pueblo Santa Ana
dyi-wi-mE a person from

Santo Domingo

Diminutives and augmentatives.-—The prefix vi- occurs in a large

number of words indicating smallness:

ra-skisi little

ra-kd,-pAsi thin

ra-kd-sikA narrow

ra-kdci shallow

ra-clcd a small person
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The prefix me-, on the other hand, occurs with words expressmg

largeness

:

ih6-z£6i
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Interrogatives.—A large majority of interrogatives begin with ha-,

suggesting that this is a derivational morpheme:

hau
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SYNTAX

In "Morphology," words were described and classified on the basis

of their internal structure. The emphasis in this section is on the

grammatical function of words and phrases and the sequential arrange-

ment of functional units. The word-class categories of the previous

section are abandoned except in describing the kinds of words which
may fill a function slot. This approach is adopted for the reason

that there is in Santa Ana Keresan a lack of correlation between
structural classes and function classes. Words which structurally are

verbs, for instance, may have not only a verblike function but may
have a nounlike function as sa-mA in the following example:

yuk^- sa-mA ^e sa zuse I am going home
that way my home back I go

DEFINITION OF SYNTACTIC UNITS

Syntactic structure will be analyzed in terms of function slots.

The term is used here to mean a position within the clause or larger

syntactic unit which is characterized by

:

1. A more or less fixed location in relation to other function slots.

This does not imply an absolutely rigid sequential ordering of elements

within the clause, but rather a relatively narrow limit to the kinds of

sequences which are admissible.

2. A uniform grammatical function assignable to the slot together

with the elements which may fill that slot. These grammatical

functions (e.g., subject, object, predicate) will be discussed in detail

on pp. 126 ff.

3. The potentiality of being filled by a single word. This criterion

defines the lower limit of a function unit. Any position within the

clause that is always filled by more than one word is not a single

function slot.

4. The potentiality of being filled by a continuous sequence of words.

A function slot, therefore, may be filled alternatively by a single word
or by a sequence of words that are functionally equivalent to a single

word. Such a sequence of words constitutes a phrase. Two or more
non-contiguous positions within a clause which are filled by words
or phrases having the same or similar grammatical function will be

treated as separate slots rather than a single discontinuous slot.

The usual definition of a clause as a sequence of words containing

a subject and predicate needs to be modified somewhat for the purposes

of describing Santa Ana syntactic structure. The term clause will be

understood to refer to a syntactic unit which includes a verb function-

ing as a predicate as well as to certain other relatively infrequently

occurring types of units to be described below. A predicate clause in
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its minimal form consists of a single verb. There need not be an

expressed subject other than the pronominal marker incorporated

in the verb. Expanded forms of the predicate clause may contain

an expressed subject and/or object as well as various other elements.

Certain kinds of word sequences which do not include a verb func-

tioning as predicate are treated as special types of clauses. These

word sequences lend themselves to description as clauses comparable

to predicate clauses because: (1) they are units with a more or less

fixed structure and may be described in terms of function slots in the

same manner as predicate clauses; (2) they possess a semantic con-

tent comparable to that of predicate clauses and, although not

containing a predicate, are usually best translated by full English

sentences; (3) they correlate closely with phonological units in the

same manner as predicate clauses which, as with all clauses, tend to

be set off by pauses in a connected text; and (4) their length and

distribution in the text is such that their incorporation into contiguous

predicate clauses often would result in unwieldy units. These

special clauses are of three types: prepositional clauses, interrogative

clauses, and 'i'eu clauses, all of which will be described under "Non-
predicate Clauses."

The term sentence will be used much in its traditional sense to refer

to a word or group of words which expresses an independent utterance,

not part of any larger syntactic construction. A sentence may be a

single independent clause, or it may consist of two or more clauses,

one of which is an independent clause.

MAJOR FUNCTION SLOTS AND THEIR FILLERS

Nine major function slots are identified within Santa Ana Keresan

clauses. Each function slot, assigned an uppercase letter for easy

reference, is described in the sections to follow.

In the description of the elements which may fill a function slot

the occurrence of narrative particles are ignored. These particles

occur with very high frequency in narrative text but are not considered

to be an essential part of the syntactic structure. Although they

contribute to the sense of continuity of a narrative and are roughly

equivalent to English "And then . . . ," their omission in no way
changes the basic structure and meaning of the utterance. The
narrative particles, su, '•'e, 'i'eu, ?ai, and du, occur either singly or in

various combinations. The more commonly occurring combinations

are:

su 'e ?eu su

su "^e su 'i'eu su 'i'e

su du ?ai su

su ''e du 'i'ai su "^e

?e su
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Longer combinations made up of two or more of the above some-
times occur:

su "fe 'i'ai su

su ?e su ?eu su

etc.

When the informant is searching for words he often fills in with

a rather long series of narrative particles which occur, most commonly,
at the beginning of a clause:

su 'i'e su d^i diga-nikuyA ceci hicd-nti cM^d-Se

Then the giant's eagle, too, looked up.

Roughly half of the clauses in the text are introduced by a narrative

particle or combination of particles. Narrative particles occur less

commonly, although with considerable frequency, between function

slots within a clause:

su ?e dfsi ku su ?e su d^d^^iyu

Then they flew southward.

In the analysis of clause structure, narrative particles are assigned,

where possible, to the initial position within the function slot. The
above clause, for example, is analyzed as consisting of two function

slots with the division occurring between ku and su.

Narrative particles occur occasionally in non-initial position

within a function slot. This may be true in certain function slots,

such as the D slot (see p. 132), which sometimes includes two or more
elements with intervening narrative particles:

D slot

su ?e su diiw6- su si ca-nicAdyAyA

this way back he was walking

Then he was walking back.

PREDICATE SLOT (p)

The grammatical function of a predicate slot with its filler is that

normally associated with the term "verb." Among the more common
types of concepts which may be expressed by this unit are the fol-

lowing:

Action: sk^ku he bit me
Perception : sgiikACA he saw me
State of being: cfyaihastu / am hungry

Relationship: ka it is his

The predicate slot is normally filled by a single verb. It may com-
prise the entire utterance (as in the above examples) or may be part

of a larger construction:

P
su "^e fAisi yuk6- d^^'^'^iyu yu?£li hd-di cu-ti

there that way they flew there where mountain
Then they flew away to the mountains.
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A verb phrase rather than a single verb may fill the predicate slot,

although this construction is statistically much less frequent. Four
types of modifying elements may occur with a verb in a verb phase.

1. A qualif3n.ng word may occur either preceding or following the
verb:

P

su "^^isf ha- nu-yu- k&-ni

there east alone he walked
Then he walked eastward alone.

P

?e su '^'e su dd'^'Mzi 66ci

he went too

to bed

Then he went to bed, too.

2. The particle ^eu may precede or follow the verb. This particle,

which cannot be adequately translated into English, gives additional

emphasis to a particular word or phrase:

P

su ?e ?ai hau? d^^-^dci ?eu

near they arrived

Then they came near.

P
'eu sgucipA

I need him.

3. The verb may be preceded by an uninflected word which func-

tions semantically as the principal carrier of meaning:

P

sumi hdku d^'d.winzahi ?eu caukui-sanu

already ready she made his wife

His wife had things already prepared.

4. Certain verbs are preceded in most of their occurrences by
characteristic particles which have no close semantic equivalent in

English. These include ''e, which precedes most forms of the verbs

meaning to go and to say, and gui ?, which precedes the verb to do:

P

su ?e ?eu d^d-mf ?e cdza

eagle he said

And then the eagle said,

su "^e yuk4- ku-tf

that way mountain
Go away to the mountains!

P
zi gui' g^dekuyA
what you are doing

What are you doing?
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Predicate slots may be subdivided on the basis of whether or

not the verb that fills the slot incorporates a pronominal marker

indicating the person of the subject or of the subject and object.

Pi slots, illustrated by all of the above examples, are filled by verbs

in the non-future tense and incorporate pronominal markers. P2
slots are filled by future tense verbs which do not incorporate pro-

nominal markers

:

P2

nad^'i'eyu disi ku suzu-'u ha-di hica-nti dya-riiA

will go there south we where giant his house

We will go south to the giant's house.

AUXILIARY SLOT (a)

The occurrence of a P2 slot presupposes the presence in the same
clause of an A slot filled by a verbal auxiliary (as suzu-?u we, in the

example above). Verbal auxiliaries comprise both a structural class

and a function class. The A slot is always filled by a single verbal

auxHiary and performs the function of indicating the person of the

subject or subject and object when this is not included in the verb

itself. The A slot in general immediately follows the P slot:

^P_^ A

hdiktr duwe- si zli-ne su

when this way back will you

go

When will you come back?

The occasional occurrence of other elements between the P and A
slots prevents treating the verb plus its auxiliary as a verb phrase

filling a simple slot,

SUBJECT SLOT (s)

The grammatical function of a subject slot with its filler is to

indicate the subject of the verb in the predicate slot. This unit is not

obligatory to a complete clause, as the person and number of the

subject is indicated in the verb itself or in the verb together with its

auxiliary. The filling of the subject slot either adds redundancy or

else indicates the subject with more specificity. The subject slot may
be filled by any one of the following elements.

Pronouns.—Included in this category are the first person pronoun,

hinu, the second person pronoun, hisu, and various third person

pronouns such as 'i'lskA one, du this one, he that one, hau someone and
?isgawa both of them:

S P

su 'i'e '?isgawa 'i'ai su fe su cadyad^i

both they fought

Then the two of them fought.
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Verbs.—The most common type of verbs filling a subject slot are

those indicating inalienably possessed objects (e.g., kinship terms and
terms referring to body parts)

:

S P

"^e su ?e su kanaisd^u ''e d^einetA

his father he said

Then his father said.

Referentials.—These are, in general, nomilike words and the most
commonly occurring fillers of the S slot.

_

^

P
?eu 'i'disi d^i dyd.-mi su ^e cugiiyA

there up eagle he sat

Then the eagle perched there.

Phrases based on the above elements.—These are of the five general

types given below.

1 . Two or more words linked in possessive relationship

:

P S

su ?e su ceci diyti-kAmi gasl-ki caukui-sanu

also she waited king his wife

The king's wife was waiting, too.

S P

ka hdzdni d^i g^^Asune

his hair up it stood

His hair stood up.

S P

hiaa-nti cdd^^-se dyd-mi su 'i'e dyfi-scficA

giant his eagle he cried out

The giant's eagle cried out.

2. Two or more words linked in coordinate relationship:

P S

dl'i'di dy^-'i'au'i'u hacaze-za gu caukui-sanu

there they lived man and his wife

A man and his wife lived there.

3. A combination of two or more pronouns or a combination of one

or two pronouns with a referential or a verb

:

S P

su ?e 'i'eu 'i'ai ?fskA hau cd'dutisa

one someone he was planting

There was someone planting.

S P

zi hdidi gan^-ru su d^uwascecA

thing which sheep they bleated

There were some sheep bleating.
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4. A verb or a referential with an attributive:

P S

?ai ta d^aku rikusi hdcacE

thus he was rich man
Once there was a rich man.

5. A pronoun, verb, referential or phrase of one of the above types

preceded and/or followed by ?eu and/or 6eci:

P S

su 'e su d^'ukAcA ^eu mil-kaicA

he saw him mountain lion

Then the mountain lion saw him.

S P
su "^e feu sandiya-ku 6eci su yuku na Cuguyanu-

St. James also away down he sat

Then St. James dismounted, too.

Clauses with compound subjects (i.e., two or more words in coordi-

nate relationship) sometimes have two S slots with the subject split

between the two:

S ^_P^ s

?e hdwdi Biiiyasi z^'^^i gu gawa-yu gu mu-la

there oxen they are and horses and mules
There are oxen, horses, and mules.

OBJECT SLOT (o)

An object slot with its filler indicates the object of the action

expressed by the verb in the predicate slot. Like the subject slot,

this is a nonobligatory element which adds redundancy or speci-

ficity. The same types of words or phrases may fill the object slot as

the subject slot:

Pronouns:

P ^
?eu sd,yeiba-tE hfsu

I look for you you
I am looking for you.

Verbs:

O p

su ?e su 'i'eu su ka-wi-d^e-mi su d^uwab^ucA
his children he called them

Then he called his children.

Referentials:

P O

su ''e dd'^udanu- miikaiQA

he killed it mountain lion

Then he killed the mountain lion.
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Phrases:

1. Two or more words in possessive relationship:

S O P

su ?e sandiyd-ku kdmaka gasl-ki tiwakuicA
St. James his daughter king he married

Then St. James married the king's daughter.

2. Two or more words in coordinate relationship:

P O
hd-di '6gu ?eu su.wS,kACAnE gawiydra wd-ga§i

where then you saw them horses cattle

Where, then, did you see the horses and cattle?

3. Combination of pronoun plus pronoun, verb or referential:

O P A
du md-cu ?eu n^yaz&CE si

this mule will choose I

/ will choose this mule.

4. Combination of verb or referential plus attributive:

O P
su 'i'e su 'i'eu gas6 gawa-yu 'eu su "^e ^e diwiza-ni-d^anu

white horse he saddled him
Then he saddled the white horse.

5. Any of the above elements in combination with ^eu or 6eci:

P O

su ?e ?ai td^dmud^uzanE ?eu du hioa-nti

he was killed this giant

Then the giant was killed.

When both the subject and the object slots in a clause are filled

the two are distinguished by relative order (see "Predicate Clauses").

When one but not the other is filled, the context determines whether

it is an object or a subject slot. A clause may occasionally have two
object slots:

O P O
'a zdzi ?ai hd-di gawiyd-ra d^'u-w^kACAUE gu wdgasi

question not somewhere horses you saw them and cattle

Haven't you seen some horses and cattle somewhere?

The two object slots may be filled by a split compound object as in the

example above, or they may be filled by a direct and an indirect object

respectively

:

_2_ P O

su "i'e su f&isi sai zi td?dwiya-'i'am'i*tA 'i'eu sandiya-ku

there all thing was left to him St. James
Then everything was left to St. James.
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DIRECTIONAL-LOCATIONAL SLOT (D)

A directional-locational slot with its filler specifies the direction

taken by an action and/or its location either in an absolute sense or in

relation to the speaker. The D slot may be filled by one of the follow-

ing elements.

A preposition:

D P

^e su ?e hawe- ca-ni

this way he came
Then he advanced.

A directional:

D P
'i'e su fe dn de^eyu

up they went

Then they went up.

A referential which includes a locative clitic:

P __D_^
su 'e di'ydtisiwisdyanu' gd-ru-di

he hitched them wagon to

Then he hitched them to the wagon.

A phrase belonging to one of the follovnng general types:

1. Two prepositions:

D P

yuke- hdwe- digd-nikuyA
that way this way he was looking

He was looking this way and that.

2, Two directionals

:

p P
su fe sa dn cugiiyanu-

back up he sat

Then he sat up again.

3. A combination of one or more prepositions with one or more
directionals

:

D P

su 'i'e yiisi na zud^u

from there down he went

Then he went back down.

D P

duke- ku na 'eu se-nicAd^AyA

that way south down I am going

/ am going on down south.
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4. A preposition plus a referential:

p P

§u 'e yuk^- ku-ti ?e zilpe-

that way mountain go

Go away to the viountains!

5. A verb phrase:

p P

s^tid^A 'i'ai dn cugiiyA

my back up sit

Sit up on my back.

Most clauses occurring with a D slot contain only one such slot.

Occasionally, however, a clause occurs with two D slots, one preceding

and the other following the P slot:

P P D
§u 'i'ai hau'i' d^i ^ugiiyanu- m6-sA-di

near up when you sit table at

When you sit up at the table,

TIME SLOT (T)

The grammatical function of a time slot with its filler is to specify

the relative time of an action. This slot is usually filled by one of the

temporals (see "Function Classes").

p T P A
duw6- si hd-wind, zii-ne si

this way back soon will come I

/ will come back soon-

T P
'e su 'e nd-nu cd'i'aizanu-

next day it occurred

The next day arrived.

The T slot is sometimes filled by a phrase composed of two temporals

or of the negative, zazi, plus a temporal:

T P
sumi hdiha- zd'*'aiza-nu-

already long ago it occurred

It already happened long ago.

T S P
'esgasku zdzi na sai zd^Ans

but not yet all it is

But this isn't all yet.

As in the case of the D slot, a clause may occasionally occur with two T
slots, one preceding the P slot and the other following:

T p P T
'i'emi duwe- ku ziydd^u sumi m4-nu-
already this way south he passed already long time

It has been a long time since he passed by going south.
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MODIFIER SLOT (M)

A modifier slot with its filler functions as a modifier of the predicate.

The filler of this slot is ordinarily a single attributive:

M D P
su "^e su nubada su "^e su ^ai hau'' na d^ubanu-

alone near down he entered

Then he went in alone.

M P

'i'&gasku su wfnu ceci n^d^'i'e-ya^atA

but fast also will travel

But we will also travel fast.

INTERROGATIVE-MODAL SLOT (l)

An interrogative-modal slot may be filled by a variety of uninflected

words classified as either interrogatives or modals (see "Function

Classes"). The function of this slot with its filler is to form a question

or to reinforce the mode (other than indicative) of the clause.

zdzi M-di hau gaku
not where someone he is

There is nobody here.

I P

su 'i'e zi sautisa

what you are planting

What are you planting?

I O P

kducigdi du tica-gu

maybe this I change

Maybe I'll change it.

I D P

hd-n6 duk4- k^igd

let me that way let me look

Let me look around.

Interrogative or modal phrases sometimes fill the I slot. These are

ordinarily composed of ar interrogative or a modal together with

zazi not or ?egu then:

zdzi 'i'fte d^urha

not able to he emerged
He couldn't get out.

I D P

?6gu guwa- sa niuma si

then how back will emerge I

How, then, will I get back out?

CONNECTIVE SLOT (C)

The connective slot with its filler occurs in clause-initial position

and relates that clause to the preceding one. This slot is filled by
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one of the following connective particles: gu and, ?e and, 'i'egu then,

'i'esgasku hut, or by the combination 'i'e la and thus.

i P
gu 'i'eu cunAza

and he is healthy

And he is healthy.

C P
'esggsku 'i'eu su ?e su dfuwdwa-sa 6eci

but they were sick also

But they were sick, too.

SEQUENTIAL ORDERING OF FUNCTION SLOTS

The structure of clauses is analyzed here in terms of the sequential

ordering of the function slots. The statistical treatment is based

on the types of clauses occurring in a sample of text material con-

sisting of myths narrated by one informant. The sample contains

about 4,500 words and was transcribed from 55 minutes of recorded

narrative.

PREDICATE CLAUSES

The large majority of clauses in the text are predicate clauses.

Of 910 clauses identified in the text there are 868 of this type.

Predicate clauses are built around a predicate slot filled by a verb

or verb phrase. The predicate clause may contain only a predicate

slot, or it may include a wide variety of slots preceding and/or following

the predicate slot. The structure of all predicate clauses in the text

is indicated in charts 7 and 8. The former shows the structure of Pi
clauses, i.e., clauses in which the predicate slot is filled by a non-future

tense verb. P2 clauses, outlined in chart 8, contain verbs in the

future tense. Formulas indicate the sequential arrangement of the

function slots and employ the following abbreviations:

P= Predicate slot

S= Subject slot

= Object slot

D= Directional-locational slot

T= Time slot

M= Modifier slot

I= Interrogative-modal slot

C= Connective slot

A= Auxiliary slot

The number of occurrences of each type of predicate clause in

the text is indicated following the formula. Although certain details

of the chart are arbitrary, the arrangement of the formulas indicates

an increasing complexity from left to right in terms of the munber of

slots contained in the clause. The slots are introduced in a specific

order from top to bottom within each box bounded by solid lines and
682-611—64 13
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from left to right across contiguous boxes. This order (P, S, O, D,

T, M, I, C) reflects, to some degree, an increasingly peripheral nature

of the slots.

P 239
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PA 22
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The I and C slots are the most restricted in their distribution.

An I slot occurs only clause-initially or preceded by a C slot, while a

C slot may occur only in initial position in the clause.

NON-PREDICATE CLAUSES

Non-predicate clauses are of rather infrequent occurrence in the

text, comprising only 42 of the 910 clauses. Of these, the most

commonly occurring is the prepositional clause, of which there are 30

in the text.

Of the prepositional clauses, seven consist of a D slot only:

p
di? Mnisd^ na

here west side down
It was down here on the west side.

Sixteen are composed of a D slot followed by an S slot

:

D ^^
diiwe- d^ldi na cl-na

this way north down river

It was at the river flowing from the north.

Four are made up of a D slot preceded by an S slot

:

S ^B_^

hioa-nti 'i'a'i'a-tdwi yuk^-

giant key there

The giant's key is there.

In addition, there is one clause of the type CD and two of the type

CDS:
C J)_ s

gu di-yii bis&ri

and here blanket

And here is a blanket.

There are ten ?eu clauses in the text. These all contain an S slot

either introduced or closed by the particle ?eu. In this context

'i'eu may be translated as it was or there was.

S

'eu cdsdpA

Satan

It was Satan.

AU but one of the ?eu clauses is composed entirely of an S slot. The
one exception has a C slot preceding the S slot:

C S

?e su fe ta ?eu su "^e mdcu
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There are only two interrogative clauses in the text, but such clauses

are more common in ordinary conversation than this sampling would

indicate. An interrogative clause consists uniformly of an I slot

followed by an S slot:

I S

hd-di dydml
where eagle

Where is the eagle?

INDEPENDENT VERSUS DEPENDENT CLAUSES

Most clauses are independent clauses and as such may stand alone

as full sentences. A dependent clause, on the other hand, never

occurs in isolation but is closely linked to a contiguous independent

clause. Three types of dependent clauses are identified in the text:

1. Prepositional clauses:

di'i' b^nisd6 na It was down here on the west side.

2. Clauses introduced by a C slot filled by gu and:

gu ?iskA 'i*eu su cd'i'dubanai'i'i And he put one of them in (his pocket)

.

3. Clauses introducing or closing a quotation:

d^^dinetA 'i'eu d^A-rai The eagle said.

Clauses introduced by gu differ from those introduced by other

connectives in that they presuppose a preceding clause to which they

are linked:

O D P C O D P

du 'i'iskA ^eu h6-yd cd-cad^ani gu du 'i'lskA ^eu h^-yd. tisd-ti-s6

this one with it he breathes and this one with it he has power
With one he breathes and with the other he has power.

Clauses introduced by ^esgasku or other connectives, on the other

hand, may stand alone as independent clauses:

C T P M
'i'fegasku na capAsi kuimf
but yet dark slightly

But it was still a little dark.

SUPRACLAUSE STRUCTURE

In this section the clause will be examined within the context of

longer stretches of speech. Certain elements will first be described

which are not considered to be an integral part of any clause. This

will be followed by a consideration of the position of dependent clauses

within larger syntactic units.

FRAGMENT UTTERANCES

Certain words or short sequences of words occur both in narrative

and in conversation which may be spoken in isolation, but which are
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meaningless apart from the context in which they are spoken. The
fragment may be semantically dependent on the immediate linguistic

context or on the non-linguistic context.

Fragment utterances are most commonly exclamations or short

answers to questions. They do not occupy a definable slot within a

clause or larger unit and are themselves too brief for syntactic analysis.

The following are examples of the 103 fragment utterances occurring in

the text:

ha- Yes.

hind O.K.

he What?
'eu he 7s that so?

ma- na su Let's go!

hawi- Here!

w6-fe Thanks.

COMPLEX SENTENCES

The narrative text on which this analysis is based consists, for the

most part, of a series of independent clauses, each of which is in itself

a complete structural unit. Since each independent clause is a com-

plete sentence and is, in general, relatively brief, a Santa Ana narrative

appears highly fragmented as compared with English.

There are in the text two types of complex sentences, each com-

posed of an independent clause with one or more dependent clauses.

The first type of complex sentence is composed of an independent

clause followed by one or more dependent clauses of the type intro-

duced by the connective gu. There are 43 sentences of this type in

the text, including the following example:

independent clause dependent clause

?ai su ?e ?fskA cii?ducdyucA gu 'i'lskA ?eu su cd^dubanai^i

one he broke it and one he put it in

Then he broke one and put one in {his pocket)

.

The second type of complex sentence is composed of an independent

clause preceded or followed by one or more prepositional clauses.

There are 27 occurrences of this type of sentence in the text, including

the following examples:

independent clause dependent clause

?e su ?e su si yuku ziaku ^eu sandiya-ku 'i'ai df?d,i pdkAcisu

back away he went St. James there gully

Then St. James went away again into the gully.
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dependent clause dependent clause dependent clause

duw6- dy£di na 6i-nS, di? banisd^ na kudaiskafa di?ai

this way north down river here west side down round-top there

independent clause

df^di d^d-'^Au'^v h^caze-za gu caukui-sanu

there they lived man and his wife

On the west side of the river flowing from the north at Roundtop Mesa there lived

a man and his wife.

QUOTATIONS

Of the three types of dependent clauses described on page 139,

two occur as parts of the complex sentences discussed above. The
third type is that which introduces or closes a quotation and is ordi-

narily translated by such expressions as he said, he said to him, etc.

The occurrence of these clauses closely parallels the English equivalents

in that they may precede or follow the quotation, or they may be
omitted entirely.

quotational clause independent clause

su ?e su 'I'e daCikuyA su ndizi? si

he said to him will lie I

Then he said to him, "I am going to lie down."

fragment utterance quotational clause

'e su 'i'e su hind d^^inetA 'i'eu sandiyd-ku

O.K. he said St. James
"O.K.," said St. James.

Quotations are sometimes preceded and followed by dependent
quotational clauses:

quotational clause fragment quotational clause

su ?e ?eu d^d-mi 'i'e cdza hind. d^^inetA

eagle he said O.K. he said

Then the eagle said, "O.K."

Constructions such as these are not regarded as complex sentences

because dependent quotational clauses may be linked not only to a

single fragment or independent clause but, in extended quotations,

to a whole series of sentences, some of which may themselves be

complex.





APPENDIX 1. VERB PARADIGMS
TRANSITIVE VERB PRIMARY PARADIGMS

CLASS A

INDICATIVE

sfuk^cA I hit him
su-k^icA you hit him
gu-k^icA he hit him
zfukMcA he Hth person) hit him
sAukaicA / hit you

dyu-k&,icA you hit me
sgu-k^icA he hit me
guzukaicA he hit you

HORTATIVE

zdzi sgu-kMcA

zdzi su-kMcA

zilzi gu-kaicA

zdzi ziukMcA

zdzi sdukaicA

zdzi d^iikMcA

zdzi sd^u-k^CA

zdzi guzukMcA

NEGATIVE

/ didn't hit him
you didn't hit him
he didn't hit him
he (4th person)

didn't hit him
I didn't hit you

you didn't hit me
he didn't hit me
he didn't hit you

kdukMcA let me hit him
pii-k^icA hit him
pfukS,icA let him hit him
pfuk^icA let him {4th person) hit

him
sdvikMcA let me hit you

gu-kaicA hit me
nuzii-kaicA let him hit me
zu-kaicA let him hit you

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

ba-mf- niukMcA
bd-mf- sgii-kaicA

bamf- piukaicA

bdmi- pfukaicA

ba-mf- sdukMcA
bd-mf- gii-kaicA

bd-mi- nuzu-k^icA

bd-mi- sd^u-k^icA

let me not hit him
don't hit him
let him not hit him
let him (4th person)

not hit him
let me not hit you

don't hit me
let him not hit me
let him not hit you

DUBITATIVE FUTURE HORTATIVE

tfuk^icA
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NEGATIVE

zdzi sgkku 1 didn't hits him
zdzi saku rjou didn't bite him
zdzi gaku he didn't bite him
zdzi caku he {4th -person) didn't bite

him
zdzi saku I didn't bite you

zdzi c^ku you didn't bite me
zdzi scaku he didn't bite me
z^zi gazaku he didn't bite you

DUBITATIVE

teku maybe I bit him
c&,ku maybe you bit him
d^'&.ku maybe he bit him,

taku maybe he (4th person) bit him
caku maybe I bit you

caku maybe you bit me
tazaku maybe he bit me
d^azaku maybe he bit you

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

ba-mi- neku
ba-mi- sgaku
ba-mi- peku
ba-mi- peku

ba-mi- saku
ba-mi- kaku
ba-mi- ngz^ku
ba-mi- scaku

let me not bite him
don't bite him
let him not bite him
let him (4th person)

not bite him
let me not bite you

don't bite me
let him not bite me
let him not bite you

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba neku let me bite him (in the

future)

ba g^ku bite me
ba peku let him bite him
ba peku let him (4th person) bite

him
ba c^ku let me bite you

ba c^ku bite me
ba nazaku let him bite me
ba d^azaku let him bite you

CLASS C

Cl-ZUWA

Sl-ZUWA

Zf-ZUWA

INDICATIVE

I paid him
you paid him
he paid him

sdizuwA / paid you

cuiziiwA you

skuiziiwA he paid me
gadizuwA he paid you

kdizuwA
pi-zdwA

pi-zuwA

sdizuwA

kuizuwA
nadi-zuwA

di-zuwA

HORTATIVE

let me pay him
pay him
let him pay him
let me pay you

pay me
let him pay me
let him pay you

zdzi sd*'i-ziiwA

zdzi si-ziiwA

zd,zi zi-zuwA

zdzi siiizuwA

zazi cuizuwA

zdzi sci-ziiwA

NEGATIVE

/ didn't pay him
you didn't pay him
he didn't pay him
I didn't pay you

you didn't pay me
he didn't pay me

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

z^zi gadi-zuwA he didn't pay you

DUBITATIVE

ti-zuwA maybe I paid him
cI-zuwA maybe you paid him
di-zuwA maybe he paid him
cdizuwA maybe I paid you

cuizuwA maybe you paid me
tadi-zuwA maybe he paid me
d>'idi-zuwA maybe he paid you

b4-mi- ni-zuwA

ba-mi- sd^i-zuwA

ba-mi- pi-zuwA

ba-mi- s^iziiwA

ba-mi- kuizuwA
ba-mi- nadi-zuwA

ba-mi- sci-zuwA

let me not pay him
don't pay him
let him not pay him
let me not pay you

don't pay me
let him not pay me
let him not pay you

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba ni-zuwA

ba cl-zflwA

ba pi-zuwA

ba caiziiwA

ba cuizuwA

let me pay him (in the

future)

pay him
let him pay him
let me pay you

pay me
ba nadi-zuwA let him pay me
ba d^idi-zuwA let him pay you
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PASSIVE

INDICATIVE

sk^'i'&gunE / was bitten

Sd'i'^gunE you were bitten

c^'^gunE he was bitten

NEGATIVE

zdzi scd'i'^gunE I wasn't bitten

zdzi S^'i'^gunE you weren't bitten

zdzi cd'^^gunE he wasn't bitten

DUBITATIVE

t^'i'egunE maybe I was bitten

cd'^gunE maybe you were bitten

td'i'agunE maybe he was bitten

HORTATIVE

nd'i'SgunE let me be bitten

zd'i'agunE be bitten

p^'egunE let him be bitten

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

bd-mi- ne'^egunE

bfi,-mi- scd'^S.gunE

bd-mi- p^'i'egunE

let me not be bitten

don't be bitten

let him not be bitten

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba n^'i'SgunE

ba cd'i'^gunE

ba p6'egunE

let me be bitten {in the

future)

be bitten

let him be bitten

INTRANSITIVE VERB PARADIGMS

CLASS 1-1

INDICATIVE

sfuyd I skinned it

siiyd you skinned it

giiy^ he skinned it

zdzi sguyd

zdzi suyd

zdzi gtiyd,

NEGATIVE

/ didn't skin it

you didn't skin it

he didn't skin it

DUBITATIVE

tfuyd, maybe I skinned it

Qiiyd maybe you skinned it

d^uyd maybe he skinned it

HORTATIVE

kd,uya let me skin it

puyd skin it

pfyuyd let him skin it

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

bd-ml- kduyd let me not skin it

bk-rai- sguyd, don't skin it

ba-mi- piyuyd let him not skin it

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba nfuyd. let me skin it (in

future)

ba cuy^ skin it

ba pfyuyii let him skin it

the

CLASS 1-3

Class 1-3 verbs are inflected like those of Class 1-1 except that

allomorph 114H occurs in the second person hortative:

?8skA drink it

CLASS 1-16

INDICATIVE HORTATIVE

siku I am located

saku you are located

gaku he is located

NEGATIVE

zdzi sgaku I am not located

zdzi saku you are not located

zdzi gaku he is not located

kaku let me be located

zaku be located

pi'iku let him be located

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

b&-mi- kaku let me not be located

bd-mi- sgaku don't be located

hk-mi- pi'i'iku let him not be located
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DUBITATIVE FUTURE HORTATIVE

tf'i'iku maybe I am located

caku maybe you are located

d^aku maybe he is located

ba niku

ba gaku
ba pi'iku

let me be located (in the

future)

be located

let him be located

CLASS 1-17

INDICATIVE

sfuyd-nE we skinned it

siiyd-nE you all skinned it

giiya-DE they skinned it

NEGATIVE

zdzi sguy^-nE we didn't skin it

z&zi suya-nE you all didn't skin it

zd.zi giiya-nE they didn't skin it

DUBITATIVE

tfyuyd-nE maybe we skinned it

Quyd-nE maybe you all skinned it

d^»iyS.-nE maybe they skinned it

HORTATIVE

niuya-nE let us skin it

puya-nE skin it (you all)

pfyuya-nE let them skin it

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

ba-mi- nfuya-nE let us not skin it

ba-mi- sguyd-nE don't skin it (you

all)

ba-mi- piyuyd-nE let them not skin it

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba nfuya-nE let us skin it (in the

future)

ba cuya-nE skin it (you all)

ba piyiiya-DE let them skin it

CLASS 1-18

Class 1-18 verbs are inflected like those of Class 1-17 except that

allomorphs 104Q and 105Q occur in the first person hortative and
negative hortative

:

stluyd-na let us two skin it

CLASS 2-23

s^zi-^ApE

gaza-'i'ApE

gd-'i'ApE

INDICATIVE

we ate

you all ate

they ate

NEGATIVE

z^zi sgd-'i*ApE we didn't eat

zdzi gazd-^ApE

zd,zi ga-'i'ApE

yo2i all didn't eat

they didn't eat

HORTATIVE

ndzd-'i*ApE let us eat

za-'i'ApE eat (you all)

pa-?ApE let them eat

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

bi-mf- n^zd-'i'ApE let us not eat

b4-mf- sg^-'i'ApE don't eat (you all)

bd-mf- pS.-'i'ApE let them not eat

DUBITATIVE FUTURE HORTATIVE

tazd-'i*ApB m,aybe we ate

d^^za-^ApE maybe you all ate

d^^-'i'ApE maybe they ate

ba n^z4-'i'ApE

ba dy^zd-'i'ApE

ba pa'i'ApE

let us eat (in the future)

eat (you all)

let them eat

CLASS 2-24

Class 2-24 verbs are inflected like those of Class 2-23 except that

allomorphs 104M and 105M occur in the first person hortative and
negative hortative:

S^-^Abe let us two eat
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CLASS 3-27

INDICATIVE

sguwa-sa I am sick

guzuwa-sa you are sick

ziwa-sa he is sick

NEGATIVE

zdzi sd^iwa-sa? / am not sick

zdzi guzuwa-sa*** you are not sick

zazi zfwa-sa' he is not sick

DUBITATIVE

tuzuwa-sa maybe I am sick

d^uzuwa-sa maybe you are sick

diwa-sa maybe he is sick

nuzuwasa
zuwa-sa

piwa-sa

HORTATIVE

let me be sick

be sick

let him be sick

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

ba-mf- nuzuwa-sa

bd-mf- sd^iwasa

bami- piwa-sa

let me not be sick

don't be sick

let him not be sick

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba nuzuwa-sa let me be sick (in the

ba d^uzuwa-sa

ba p{wa-sa

future)

be sick

let him be sick

CLASS 4-3

INDICATIVE

siukAi / am satisfied

sukdi you are satisfied

kukdi he is satisfied

NEGATIVE

zdzi skukdi / am not satified

zazi sukdi you are not satisfied

zd.zi kukdi he is not satisfied

DUBITATIVE

tiukAi maybe I am satisfied

cukdi maybe you are satisfied

ciikdi maybe he is satisfied

HORTATIVE

kaukAi let me be satisfied

?ukdi be satisfied

piukdi let him be satisfied

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

ba-mi- k^ukAi

ba-mi- skukdi

ba-mi- piukdi

let me not be satisfied

don't be satisfied

let him not be satisfied

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba niukAi let me be satisfied (in the

future)

ba cukdi be satisfied

ba piukdi let him be satisfied

CLASS 4-5

INDICATIVE

siz^cA I ran

siz9CA you ran

kizacA he ran

NEGATIVE

zdzi skiz^cA / didn't run

zdzi sizacA you didn't run

zdzi kizdcA he didn't run

DUBITATIVE

tizacA maybe I ran

ciz^cA maybe you ran

cizdcA maybe he ran

HORTATIVE

kizacA let me run

tizacA run

piz^cA let him run

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

ba-mf- kizacA let me not run

ba-mi- skizdcA don't run

ba-mi- pizdcA let him not run

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba nizacA let me run (in the future)

ba cizdcA run

ba piz&CA let him run
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CLASS 5-2

INDICATIVE

siwi-tEyA I ivorshiped

siiwi-tEyA you worshiped

kuwi-tEyA he worshiped

NEGATIVE

z^zi skuwi-tEyA I didn't worship

zdzi suwt-tEyA you didn't worship

zdzi kuwi-tEyA he didn't worship

DUBITATIVE

tiwi-tEyA maybe I worshiped

Qiiwi-tEyA maybe you worshiped

^liwi-tEyA maybe he worshiped

HORTATIVE

kiiwI-tEyA let me worship

cuwi-tEyA xvorship

puwi-tEyA let him worship

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

ba-mi- kuwi-tEyA

ba-mi- skuwi-tEyA

ba-mi- puwf-tEyA

let me not worship

don't ivorship

let him not worship

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba niwi-tEyA

ba cuwi-tEyA

ba puwi-tEyA

let me worship (in the

future)

worship

let him worship

CLASS 5-8

INDICATIVE

supE I ate

supE you ate

kupE he ate

HORTATIVE

kupE let me eat

ciipE eat

pupE let him eat

zdzi skupE
zazi supE

zdzi kupE

NEGATIVE

I didn't eat

you didn't eat

he didn't eat

DUBITATIVE

tupE maybe I ate

ciipE maybe you ate

d^upE maybe he ate

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

bd-mf- kupE let me not eat

ba-mi- skupE don't eat

ba-mi- pupE let him not eat

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba nupE let me eat {in the future)

ba ciipE eat

ba pupE let him eat

CLASS 5-9

Class 5-9 is inflected like Class 5-8 except that allomorphs 104G
and 105G occur in the first person hortative and negative hortative:

nuwAta-nizanE let us work

CLASS 5-10

Class 5-10 differs from Classes 5-8 and 5-9 in that it takes allo-

morphs 104M and 105M in the first person hortative and negative

hortative

:

siit4-nizana let us two work
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INDICATIVE

CLASS 6-3

HORTATIVE

s^-ni / walked

sd-ni you walked

kd-ni he walked

NEGATIVE

z^zi skd-ni / didn't walk

zdzi si-ni you didn't walk

zdzi k&-ni he didn't walk

DUBITATIVE

te-ni maybe I walked

Q^-ni maybe you walked

cS.-ni maybe he walked

kd-ni let me walk

?a-ni walk

pe-ni let him walk

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

b^-mf- ka-ni let me not walk

b4-mi- ska-ni don't walk

hA-ml- pe-ni let him not walk

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba ne-ni let me walk (in the future)

ba ca-ni walk

ba pe-ni let him walk

INDICATIVE

sdza I said

g^QAza you said

kdza he said

CLASS 7-13

HORTATIVE

kdza let me say

zdza say

pdza let him say

NEGATIVE

zdzi sk^za / didn't say

zdzi g^cAza you didn't say

zAzi kdza he didn't say

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

ba-mf- kdza let me not say

ba-mf- skdza don't say

bd-mi- p^za let hirn not say

tdza

d^aQAza

5dza

DUBITATIVE

maybe I said

maybe you said

maybe he said

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba ndza let me say (in the future)

ba d^^QAza say

ba pd,za let him say

INDICATIVE

CLASS 7-15

HORTATIVE

sa it is mine

g6zd it is yours

ka it is his

sa you are mine

na let it be mine
za let it be yours

pa let it be his

sa be mine
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INDICATIVE

siid''asi / fasted

gu^iid'aSi you fasted

gdud^'aSi he fasted

NEGATIVE

zdzi sgd,udya§i / didn't fast

zdzi giizud^asi you didn't fast

zdzi gdud''a§i he didn't fast

DUBITATIVE

tii'udya§i maybe I fasted

dyuzud^asi

d^dudyagi

maybe you fasted

maybe he fasted

CLASS 8-14

HORTATIVE

ku^iid^asi let me fast

zud^asi fast

pdud''asi let him fast

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

bd-mf- ku'i'udyasi let me not fast

ba-mf- sgdud^asi don't fast

bd-mi- pdud^aii let him not fast

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba nud^aSi let me fast (in the

future)

ba d^'uzud^'asi fast

ba pdud^asi let him fast

CLASS 9-11

INDICATIVE

sdudi I planted

sdudi you planted

kd'i'dudi he planted

NEGATIVE

zdzi skd'i'dudi I didn't plant

zdzi sdudi you didn't plant

zd,zi kd'dudi he didn't plant

DUBITATIVE

td.'i'dudi maybe I planted

Qd'dudi maybe you planted

cd'i'dudi maybe he planted

HORTATIVE

kd'i'dudi let me plant

cdudi plant

pd'i'dudi let him plant

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

ba-mf- kd^dudi let me not plant

ba-mf- ska'i'dudi don't plant

bd-mi- pd'i'iiudi let him not plant

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba ndudi let me plant (in the future)

ba Qd^dudi plant

ba pd'dudi let him plant

CLASS 9-12

Class 9-12 verbs differ from those of Class 9-11 in that allomorphs

104N and 105N occur in the first person hortative and negative

hortative:

sdudiiha lei us two plant

CLASS 10-6

INDICATIVE

sf-ba?tu I slept

§f-ba'i*tu you slept

ziba'i'tu he slept

NEGATIVE

zdzi sdyf-ba'i*tu / didn't sleep

zdzi §f-ba'i*tu you didn't sleep

zdzi zi-ba'i'tu he didn't sleep

682-61 1—64 14

HORTATIVE

kdiba^tu let me sleep

'i'f-ba'i'tu sleep

pi'i'i-ba'i'tu let him sleep

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

ba-mf- kdiba'tu let me not sleep

bd-mf- sd^i-ba^tu don't sleep

bd-mf- pi'i'f-ba'i'tu let him not sleep
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ti-ba?tu

ci-ba?tu

dl-ba?tu

DUBITATIVE

maybe I slept

maybe you slept

maybe he slept

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba nf-ba'i'tu let me sleep (in the

future)

ba cf-ba'tu sleep

ba pi'i-ba'i'tu let him sleep

INDICATIVE

cikupAWA / chopped

sikupAWA you chopped

zfkupAWA he chopped

NEGATIVE

CLASS 10-7

zizi sd^ikupAWA / didn't chop

zdzi §ikupA\vA you didn't chop

zdzi zikupAWA he didn't chop

DUBITATIVE

tfkupAWA maybe I chopped

cfkupAWA maybe you chopped

dikupAWA maybe he chopped

HORTATIVE

kd,kupAWA let me chop

pikupAWA chop

pikupAWA let him chop

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

ba-mi- kdkupAWA let me not chop

ba-mi- sd^ikupAWA don't chop

ba-mi- pikupAWA let him not chop

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba nikupAWA let me chop (in

ba cfkupAWA
ba pikupAWA

let me chop

future)

chop

let him chop

the

CLASS 10-21

INDICATIVE

sikupawanE we chopped

sikupawanE you all chopped

zikupawanE they chopped

NEGATIVE

zdzi sd^ikupawanE

z^zi sikupawanE

zdzi zikupawanE

we didn't chop

you all didn't

chop

they didn't chop

DUBITATIVE

tikupawanE maybe we chopped

cikupawanE maybe you all chopped

dikupawanE maybe he chopped

HORTATIVE

nikupawanE let us chop

pikupawanE chop [you all)

pikupawanE let them chop

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

ba-mi- nikupawanE let us not chop

ba-mi- sd^ikupawanE don't chop (you

all)

bd-mi- pikupawanE let them not

chop

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba nikupawanE

ba cikupawanE
ba pikupawanE

let us chop (in the

future)

chop {you all)

let them chop

CLASS 10-22

Class 10-22 verbs are inflected like those of Class 10-21 except that

allomorphs 104P and 105P occur in the first person hortative and
negative hortative:

stikupawana let us two chop
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CLASS 11-25

INDICATIVE HORTATIVE

sadeku we went

gadeku you all went

zekU they went

nadeku let us go

deku go (you all)

peku let them go

NEGATIVE NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

z^zi sd^eku we didn't go

z^zi gadeku you all didn't go

ziizi zeku they didn't go

ba-mi- nadeku let us not go

ba-mi- sd^eku don't go (you all)

ba-mi- peku let them not go

DUBITATIVE FUTURE HORTATIVE

tadeku maybe we went

d^ideku maybe you all went

deku maybe they went

ba nadeku let us go (in the future)

ba d^ideku go (you all)

ba peku let them go

CLASS 11-26

Class 11-26 verbs differ from those of Class 11-25 in that they

occur with allomorphs 104O and 105O in the first person hortative and

negative hortative:

ste^eyu
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t^dikAi

DUBITATIVE

maybe I lay down

d^MikAi maybe you lay down
tikAi maybe he lay down

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba n^dikAi let vie lie down {in the

future)

ba d^fdikAi lie down
ba pikAi let him lie down

CLASS 14-4

INDICATIVE

si-cA I did it

Sl-CA you did it

cl-QA he did it

NEGATIVE

zd.zi sci-CA I didn't do it

z&zi si-cA you didn't do it

zAzi ci-CA he didn't do it

DUBITATIVE

ti-CA maybe I did it

ct-CA maybe you did it

ti-CA maybe he did it

HORTATIVE

kdigA let me do it

pi-cA do it

pf'i'icA let him do it

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

bd-mf- kaiQA let me not do it

ba-mi- scIqa don't do it

ba-ml- pi'i'i-CA let him not do it

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba nt-CA let me do it {in the future)

ba ct-QA do it

ba pi'i'icA let him do it

CLASS 14-19

INDICATIVE

sl-za-nE we did it

si-za-nE you all did it

cl-za-nE they did it

NEGATIVE

zd.zi sci-za-nE we didn't do it

zdzi si-zanE you all didn't do it

zd,zi ci-za-nE they didn't do it

DUBITATIVE

ti'i'i-za-nE

cizanE
tl-za-ns

maybe we did it

maybe you all did it

maybe they did it

HORTATIVE

nt-za-nE let us do it

pl-za-nE do it {you all)

pI'i'i-za-nE let them do it

NEGATIVE HORTATIVE

ba-mi- nl-za-fiE

bd-mi- scI-za-nE

bd-mi- pf?i-za-nE

let us not do it

don't do it {you all)

let them not do it

FUTURE HORTATIVE

ba nt-za-nE

ba cl-za-nE

ba pi'?i-za-nE

let us do it {in thefuture)

do it {you all)

let them do it

CLASS 14-20

Class 14-20 verbs differ from those of Class 14-19 in that they take

allomorphs 104Q and 105Q in the first person hortative and negative

hortative :

sti-za-na let us two do it



APPENDIX 2. TEXT ^DPS D
di'^ai^ §u ?e hau?^ da^aci^ sandiya-ku *

/ -'ai §u 'i'e §u ha-di^

there near he arrived St. James where

S I P c
ci-nk^ d^d-ik-niA'' j zkzi^ '?ite^ dyuma^" / §u ?e ta"
river it is full not able to he crosses thus

P D O

§u 6uida-?anikuyA^2 duk6-^^ d^i** / §u ?eu §u sezanaisd^usE^^

he was asking that way up Our Father

P I D O
^uida-'^anikuyA^^ / giiwa-^® 'i'eza^^ duke-^^ ku^* cici^^ ga-ta-niA^^

he was asking how at least that way south water it is fullPAD O
niurha^' giinE^V "^e §u ?e yiisP^ lia^* ^eu^^ d ^a-mP^

will cross he from there down eagle

D P D P

?eu §u ?e yusi^^ Aa^* tagiiyariE^^ / §u "^e hau?^ diuwaci^* /

from there down he was sent near he approached

P I fragment P P

§u ?e ?e dacikuyA2» / zi^^ haidi^^ fu-^^ / ha-^^ / d^einetA^* / sacipA^V

he said to him what which maybe yes he said I need you

I ]P A fragment P S

fa-^' niud^^-wa^^^ cu^^ / §u ?e he-riie-^^ / d^eiiietA^* ''^eu^'d^k-mP^ /

maybe will be of use you all right he said eagle

fragment P D A D
§u ?e hina^^ ^egu*'*"/ nade^eyu*^ disi^^ku'^ suzu-?u*V ha-di«

O.K. then will go there south we two where

S D P A S

hiGd-nti^M^a-niA^s / ?eu?aihau?2 nade^eyu^i suzu-?u*Vgasi-ki*^

giant his home near will go we two king

O P P A
kduliui^^ ?eu tu*^ ziwicA*^ / ?eu §u myeiba-nati^° suzu-?u" /

his wife he lost will look for we her

' Superior numbers in Indian text are explained on pages 163-164.
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S P fragment P

§u 'i'e ''eu d^a-mP^ ?e 5aza^' / hina^^ / d^eiiietA ^*
/

eagle he said O.K. he said

fragment D P D
§u ?e duwe- ^^ ?ggu *" §u / setid^A " ?ai d^i^* cugiiyA ^^

/ §u '?e ?ai d^'i
i"

this way then my back up sit up

P S D P

cugiijA " ''eu 2^ sandiya-ku *
/ su ^e disi *-' ku ^^ su '''e su d^a'^'aiyu ^'^

/

he sat St. James there south they flew

D P D P

su ?e d^i '^ de?eyu "
/ §u ?e d^ ^* ha-di ' §u de?e-ya?atanE ^^

/

up they went up where they were going

P D S

§u ?e |u d^'ulcACA 5^
/ ?ai na 2* ?eu ^5 6a?a-sti-CA ^^ hiaa-nti *^

/

he saw it down his city giant

P SOP
§u ?e §u d^ukACA *^ /§u 'i'e ceci ^^ §u hica-nti ** d^a-ml ^^ cad^a-se ^^

/

he saw it also giant eagle his

P DP
§u '^e |u ca'^aud^u ^^ /§u "i'e §u d^'i

^'* diga-nikuyA

he knew up he was looking

s

6eci ^^ hio^-nti ^* cad^a-se ^^
/ §u ?e §u "^ou hioa-nti ** cad^'a-se "^^ d^a-mi ^^

also giant his giant his eagle

P S ^^_^ P

§u ?e d^ii-scecA ^^
/ §u i'e hica-nti " caka- ^^

/ §u "^e d^uriia ^^

he cried out giant he heard he came outSO P fragment

hioa-nti ** §u ?e ?eu du " d^a-mi ^^ ?e ta^ansyAWA '»
/ hiiia ^^ ^egu *''

/

giant this eagle he was commanded O.K. then

P P S D
cii-wasi ^^

/ §u ?e ca^^uwasi ^° 'i'eu d^'a-mi ^^
/ §u ?e §u hau? ^

attack he attacked eagle near
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§u da'^a6inu- '^^

/ "^ai §u ^awainiyA "^^
/ ?e §u ''eu sandiy^-ku *

he arrived they fought St. James

O P

hisgai " d^aucu ^*
/

knife he had

?eu §u 'i'e §u he-;^a-si §u ?e "^eu du hiaa-nti cad^a-§e-si did''awA/di'i*ai

with it this giant his (eagle) he stabbed there

§u 'i'e §u Sa'i'audapa-d^'anu / §u ?e yiiwe- no §u ?e d^ti-za-cA 'i'eu du

they killed him this way down he fell this

hioa-nti d^a-mi cad^a-se / §u ^e ^aisi §u ?e §u de'i'eyu / §u '^e §u

giant eagle his there they went

ha-di na yiiwe- §u ?e nade'^eyu ''eu ''ai hk-di hiod-nti d^d-niA

where down this way will go where giant he dwells

sca?a-sti-CA / ^aisi d^d-mA / §u ?e 'i'ai Benda-na d^awizani^u / ?eu

city there he dwells window he was there

'i'aisi d^i d^a-mi §u "^e cugiiyA / §u '^e ?eu sandiya-ku ceci §u julkv

there up eagle he sat St. James also away

na ciiguyanu- / §ii 'i'e 'i'aisi d^i cugiiyA / §u ?e "^eu du sandiya-ku

down he sat there up he sat this St. James

d^a-mi hawe- tiyii-ze-yanE ?e dacikuyA / disi ba cuyu-liAmi/

eagle this way he lead he said to him here future wait for me

ha-ne diite- kaiga / §u 'i'e hina d^einetA ?eu d^a-mi /

let me there look O.K. he said eagle

§u 'i'e yulie- §u ^e hawe- §a diga-nikuyA ^eu sandiya-ku / yute-

that way this way around he looked St. James that way

hawe- diga-nikuyA / hawe- senda-na §a na cinesa / §u 'i'e zazi

this way he looked this way window around down he peered not

^ite d^ubanu- / 'i'egQsku "^eu sai da'i'a-'i'A zi cimAsceicA-si / 'i'eu

able to be entered but all it is shut thing iron with

§u "^e ta §u '^e 'i'eu ?ai ha-di / hau >* da^aci "^eu ?ai ha-di cauliui-^anu

thus where near he came where his wife

gasi-ki ?ai d^aku / |u '^e ''eu d^a-se •'e §u ?e disacA / §u '^e

king she was her name he called
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6aisli9-?aQAi ''eu gast-ki ciuliui-ianu / he d^einelA / §u -'e ''eu

she turned king his wife what she said

§ai;;^eiba-tE hi§u / gaza-z^ ?eu stuyanikuyA duwe- si ?iidi-ye /

I look for you you your husband he told me this way back to get

§u ?e ?e d^einei-A / ?eu he / ?egu guwa- sa niuma si / hica-nti

she said all right then how back will I giant

get out

?a'^a-tawi yute- yu? ha-di d^'aku / '*eu nu- ka'i*a-tEyA /

key that way there where it is only he has

zazi hinu ska'i'a.-tEyA / giiwa- 'i'egu sa niizu-ma / §u 'i'e ^eu gasi-ki

not I I have how then back ^ king
out

c4ul£ui-§anu 'i'e caza / diiwai diisi ne?e6i gu kuimi hacu magu/

his wife she said this way will come he in a little while

ha;^ei ba ha-di cuisgumASA / dusi zai'acinu- / ?e §u ha-wina naud^u

somewhere
there future hide back he arrives right away will know

gu / §u ?e hina d^einetA / §u 'i'e "^eu si yutu zud^u §u yu?4i ha-di

he O.K. he said back away he went there somewhere

ciiisgumASA / §u '^e §u duwe- §u si c4-m6Ad''AyA / ?esgasku 6a ka§anu-/

he hid this way back he was coming but down he stepped

§u ?e §u ha'i'aci- w9li9W9liad''A / §u •'emi §u 5a'^aud^u/mmm d^'eineU/

earth it shook already he knew he said

hau di? zi gaku / d^einetA ?eu hiGS,-nti / §u ?e ?eu gasi-ki

who here thing he is he said giant king

c^utui-sanu "^e caza / zazi ha-di hau gaku gu zkzi ha-di hau

his wife she said not somewhere who he is and not somewhere who

ska'i'atisaniguyana-di / §u ?e ?eu gasi-ki c4ukui-§anu hiad-nti

we talk to each other king his wife giant

?e dacikuyA / mi-na sasbana§umanu- / fu- d'^idlcayumA /

she said to him let me I wash your head maybe you are tired

mi-na sasbana§umanu- /§u ?e;^u- me'i'e- nij;^ii6id^i-CA cu rawa- /

let me I wash your head maybe thus will rest you good

gu ni-ba?tu cu / §u ?e hiAa ^egu / d'^eiAetA ?eu hiG^-nti / §u ?e ?eu §u

and will sleep you O.K. then he said giant
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6a?auwispa-ziwitA ?ai du gasl-ki cdiils:ui-§anu / §u ?e §u haiJsu §u

she made suds this king his wife when

ia'i*asbana§umanE / ?eu du hiaa-nti 'i'eu ia?asba na§umanE /

his head was washed this giant his head was washed

§u ?e §u di-ba'i'tu / §u ?e 'i'eu du gasf-ki c4ul£ui-§anu §u ?e 'i'eu

he slept this giant his wife

d^^beucA sandiyd-ku / duwe- §u gaiti si ?i-ma / §u zi-ba^tu / §u ?e

she called St. James this way come on back come he sleeps

'i'eu ?ai §u ?e diube-tA / §u '^eu yiike- kii-tf ?e zupe- / yu'i'ai ha-di

she told him there mountain go there where

d^i ''eu d^awd-?A / ?aisi ca-cad''A '•'eu / gu ?eu ?aisi d^awinuska-ti /

up he kept them there he breathes and there his hearts

d^tj-mi- '*aisi d^awinuska-ti / du ?iskA ?eu he-;^a ca-ca-d^ani /

two there his hearts this one with it he breathes

gu du ?iskA ?eu he-;^a tisa-ti-ge / §u ?e ''eu ta ?ai ta?abe?enE

and this one with it he has power thus he was told

?eu du sandiyd-ku / du d^ast-ki c^ulsui-sanu ?e caza / 'i'esggsku 'i'ai

this St. James this king his wife she said but there

gauku mti-liaicA / ?ai 6d-nawani mid^u- / 'i'eu ?ai giiwa-sd^u / §u ?e ''eu

he has mountain lion he is mean very there he watches

sandiyd-ku ''e caza / he-rhe- ?e zii-ne si / §u ?e sa d^umanu- /

St. James he said all right will go I back he left

§u 'i'e 'i'ai §u ?e §u ?eu d^a-mi tiyu-ze-yauE /?ai §u ?e ^a'i'atiganiguyana /

eagle he lead they talked together

§u ?e ?e dacikuyA d^a-mi/duwe- ?egu §u na §u ste?eyu/§u?e sa

he said to him eagle this way then let's go let's go back

d^i ^ligilyanu- / §u ?e "^aisi yulse- d^a?ai;^u yu?ai ha-di ^eu cii-ti /

up he sat there that way they flew there where mountain

§u ?e ha-di na ziya- bo na ^liguyaia di^-d^anu §u ?e §u / ?esg8sku

where down below west down they sat here but

§u ?e ?eiTii di-j^uka^A kau ? zi mti-lsaicA / §u ?emi di-;^ukA^A /

already he saw them something .. already he saw them

§u ?e §u ''ai §u ydtu na ($ugiiyA ?eu sandiyd-ku / §u ?e ''^isi ha-

away down he sat St. James from there east
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nu-yu-lj;a-ni/?e ziid^u/§u ?e §u d^ukA^A^eumti-liaiQA/ hau? §u ha-ni

himself he walked he went he saw him mountain lion near from the

east

cd-nicAd^AjA / §u 'i'eu yu? zi kucayawane me- / ta hazani d^i ga'i*A|uiie

he was walking there thing he was mad like his hair up it stood

?e §u ^e/Mwe- ca-ni/§u 'i'e §u 'i'emi sandiy4-ku ceci §u ha-]iu d^awiza-ni

this he walked already St. James also ready he had
way prepared

hisgai-si / §u 'i'e ?isgawa ?ai §u ?e §u cud^ad^i / §u 'i'e 'I'eu diube'i'ene

knife both they fought she told him

du gasi-ki c4ukm-§anu ''eu 'i'aisi d^u-mi- gawinuska-ti-se / "^e §u ?e

this king his wife there two his hearts

§u 'i'e ca'i'audanu- mu-l5:aicA / 'i'ai §u ?e d^i cutika-sA / §u '^e "^ai

he killed it mountain lion up he climbed

d^ii-^iikAcA ?eu nawi^i^A hawe- d^i d^a^aku / ?ai §u ?e ?iskA

he saw them eggs this way up they sat one

fia'i'aufiayucA gu ?iskA ^a^aubanaimanu- / §u ?e yiisi uq zud^u /

he broke it and one he put in his pocket from there down he went

§u ?e 'i*ai hausa da^aci/ ?eu ?ai ha-di si diyti-liAmi / d^a-mi he-ya

back he arrived where back he waited eagle with it

ca-nicAd^ayane / |U ''aisi sa d^i 6uguyanu- / §u ^e §u yiisi de'^eyu /

he was going there back up he sat from there they went

'i'esgasku §u 'i'emi yu? '^e giiwa- gasi-ki caukui diube'^ene / §u ?elni

but already there how king his wife she told him already

hia^-nti §u diwa-sa yu? ^e / §u ''e hausa da?aci / ?ai §u ?e na

giant he was sick there back he arrived down

cuguyanu- §u ''e §u / §u ceci diyu-kAiiii gast-ki caukui-§anu / §u '^e

he sat also she waited king his wife

haus4 da'^acinu- / §u '^e §u diubeucA §u 'i'e / §u gaiti diiwe- ?upa /

back he arrived she called him come on this way enter

dacikuyA / §u gaiti ha-ne /
'^& si ciyucE / ha- d^einetA /

she said to him come on question back you brought yes he said

si ciyucE / hawi- / §u ?e ?ai ta'i'audi'i'-d^anu / §u 'i'e yiite- ?eu

back I brought here it was given there

?isgawa ?e de'i'eyu §u / §u diwa-sa / §u '^e §u '^e dacikuyA /

both they went he was sick he said to him

d^i §anasgai 'i'e pi-CA / dacikuyA / §u '^e ta d^i ti-zane / §u ?e

up your head do it he said to him thus up he did
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'i'ai 118 d^uscaciCA '^eu / §u "i^e 'i'ai ta'^amud^uzanE ?eu du hica-nti/

down he burst he was killed this giant

§u 'i'e §u gasi-ki caultui-sanu gu sandiya-ku §u yiiwe- / |u ?e 'i'aisi

king his wife and St. James this way there

d^i ?isgawa cuguyanadi-d^anu / §u ?e "i^aisi sa deku ha-di gasi-ki

up both they sat there back they went were king

d^a-riiA / §u 'i*e sandiya-ku kamaka gasi-ki tiwakuicA / haidi

he lived St. James his daughter king he married which one

gasi-ki diya-'^ani-se / ta yupe- sca /

king he promised thus story

FREE TRANSLATION

St. James arrived at the ocean and was not able to cross. So he

asked God how he might cross the ocean. Then an eagle was sent

down from above.

The eagle approached and said, "Vv^hat is it?" "Yes," he said, "1

need you. Maybe you will be of use." "All right," said the eagle.

"O.K., then, we will go south to the giant's house. The king lost his

wife. We are going to look for her." "O.K.," said the eagle,

"come sit on my back." Then St. James got on. Then they flew

south and up they went. As they were flying up there they saw the

giant's city down below. The giant also had an eagle and he knew
what was happening.

The giant's eagle looked up and cried out. Then the giant heard and
came out. "O.K., attack!", he commanded his eagle. So the eagle

attacked. When he came near they began fighting. St. James had

a knife and with it stabbed the giant's eagle. They killed the giant's

eagle and down he fell! Then they went down to the city where the

giant lived. The eagle perched on the window of the giant's house and

St. James got off and sat down. Then St. James said to the eagle who
had taken him there, "Wait for me here. Let me look around."

"O.K.," said the eagle.

So St. James looked around this way and that. He peered through

the window but he could not get in. It was shut with iron bars.

Then he came to where the king's wife was. He caUed her name and
she turned around. "What is it?" she said. "I'm looking for you.
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Your husband told me to come and get you," "All right," she said,

"but how will I get out? The giant has the only key somewhere.

I don't have any. How will we get out, then? He will come back in

a Httle while. Hide somewhere. When he comes back he will know
right away what is going on." "O.K.," he said, and he went and hid

somewhere. The giant was coming back and as he stepped the earth

shook. He already knew, and he said, "Hnimm! Who is here?"

Then the king's wife said, "Nobody is here and there is nobody
talldng with me." The king's wife then said to the giant "Let me
wash your head. Maj^be you are tired. Let me wash your head

and then maybe you will rest well and go to sleep." "O.K., then,"

said the giant. Then the King's wife made suds. When his head

was washed the giant went to sleep. Then the Idng's wife called

to St. James, "Come here; he is asleep." Then she told him, "Go
to the mountains. He keeps them there. There he breathes and

there he has his two hearts. He breathes with one, and with one

he has power." Thus it was told to St. James. The Idng's wife

said, "But he has a mountain lion there watching who is very mean."

Then St. James said, "All right, I'll go." So he left and talked

with the eagle who had led him. Then the eagle said to him, "Come
on, let's go." So he got back on and they flew away to the moun-

tains. Then they landed down on the west side, but the mountain

lion had already seen them.

Then St, James got off and walked on eastward alone. The moun-
tain lion saw him and approached from the east. He was mad and his

hair stood up as he approached. St. James had his knife ready and the

two of them fought. The king's wife had told him where the two

hearts were, so he killed the mountain Hon and climbed up. He saw

two eggs sitting there. Then he broke one of them, put one in his

pocket and climbed back down.

Then he arrived back where the eagle was waiting. He got back on

and from there they returned according to the instructions of the king's

wife. The giant was already sick when he got back and dismounted.

The king's wife, too, was waiting. "Come on in," she called to him,

"did you bring it back?" "Yes," he said, "here it is." And he gave

it to her. Then they both went to the sick one. He said to him,

"Lift up 3^our head." Then he hfted it up and burst. So the giant

was killed. Then the king's wife and St. James got on the eagle and

they went back to the king's house. And St. James married the king's

daughter that he had promised to him. That is the story.
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EXPLANATION OF NUMBERS IN TEXT

1. Preposition, there.

2. Preposition, near.

3. Verb, he arrived. Affix 123G + stem, -d'i'dci.

4. Referential, St. James. From Spanish Santiago.

5. Preposition, where, somewhere.

6. Referential, river.

7. Verb, it is full. Affix 123A + stem, -^-U + affix 403.

8. Modal, not.

9. Modal, able to.

10. Verb, he emerged or, in this context, he crosses over. Affix 123A + stem, -uma.
11. Connective, thus.

12. Verb, he was asking. Affix 123C + stem, -uidd-^A + affix 401B.
13. Preposition, that way.

14. Directional, up.

15. Verb, our father. Affix lOlG + stem, -dnaisdyu + aflBx 5011.

16. Interrogative, how?
17. Modal, at least.

18. Directional, south.

19. Referential, water.

20. Verb, it is full. Same as 7 but wich affix 121A instead of 123A.

21. Verb, will emerge or cross over. Same as 10 but with affix 20IB instead of 123A.
22. Verbal auxiliary, third person subject with condition suffix.

23. Preposition, from there, from afar.

24. Directional, down.

25. Particle which in certain contexts adds emphasis to other words.

26. Referential, eagle.

27. Verb, he was sent. Affix 123H + affix 302B + stem, -^guyA + affix 502A.
28. Verb, he approached. Affix 123B + stem, -uwdci.

29. Verb, he said to him. Affix 123G + stem, -acikuyA.

30. Interrogative, what?

31. Interrogative, which?

32. Modal, maybe.

33. Exclamation, yes.

34. Verb, he said. Affix 123A + stem, -dinetA.

35. Verb, I need you. Affix 141B + stem, -fcfpA.

36. Verb, will be of use. Affix 201B + stem, -udy^-wa''.

37. Verbal auxiliary, second person subject.

38. Exclamation, all right, that will do.

39. Exclamation, O.K.

40. In some contexts a connective; here part of an exclamatory phrase.

41. Verb, will go (dual subject). Afiix 201G + stem, -6?eyu.
42. Preposition, there.

43. Verbal auxiliary, first person dual subject.

44. Referential, giant. From Spanish gigante.

45. Verb, he lives, his house. Affix 123A + stem, -a-mA.

46. Referential, king. From Spanish cacique. May be alternatively analyzed

as a verb consisting of affix 121A + stem, -ast-ki.

47. Verb, his wife. Affix 121D + stem, -dukui.

48. Particle which modifies meaning of following verb.

49. Verb, he did it, or, in this context with the particle tu, he lost. Affix 121G +
stem, -iwigA.
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50. Verb, will look for (dual subject). Affix 201D + stem, -lyeipA + affix 501B.

51. Verb, he said. Affix 123D + stem, -dza.

52. Preposition, this way.

53. Verb, my back. Affix lOlE + stem, -dtidyA.

54. Verb, sit (imperative). Affix 114D + stem, -dguyA.

65. Verb, he sat. Same as 54 but with affix 123C instead of 114D.

56. Verb, they two flew. Affix 123A + stem, -d'i'aiyu.

57. Verb, they tioo went. Same as 41 but with affix 123G instead of 201G.
58. Verb, they were going. Affix 123G + stem, -6'i'6-ya'?atA + affix 402B.

59. Verb, he saw him (or it). Affix 123A + stem, -ukACA.

60. Verb, his city. Affix 123D + stem, -d.'i'^-sti-cA.

61. Particle, also.

62. Verb, his (referring to a living animal). Affix 123D + stem, -dd^d-se.

63. Verb, he knew. Affix 123F + stem, -jlud^u.

64. Verb, he was looking. Affix 123G + stem, -fgd. + affix 401B.

65. Verb, he cried out. Affix 123A + stem, -li-scecA.

66. Verb, he heard. Affix 123C + stem, -dka-.

67. Pronoun, this one.

68. Verb, he was commanded. Affix 123H + affix 302A + stem, -ansyA +
affix 502G.

69. Verb, attack (imperative). Affix 114D + stem, -auwasi.

70. Verb, he attacked. Same as 69, but with affix 123F rather than 114D
71. Verb, he arrived. Affix 123G + stem, -a'aci + affix 602.

72. Verb, they fought. Affix 123C + stem, -dwainiyA.

73. Referential, knife.

74. Verb, he had. Affix 123A + stem, -aucu.
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399. yusi from there

400. yiiwe- this way
401. yd-bi staff of office

402. yd-cini shelled corn

403. yd-kA ripe corn

404. yauni stone

405. yasbuzani brains

406. ydusadi sand

407. yd'i'dwa-ni intestines

408. yawAstl stick

409. ya-yu crippled

410. yu- expression of doubt

411. yu-ni song

412. yu-sbi-ni shoulder

413. yu-skumd corncob

414. za no

415. zdicii field

416. zad^a plains, desert

417. z^sdima grinding box

418. zdwini oZd

419. zdzi noi

420. ze-ni talkative

421. zi what, something

422. zikusd^dwi bridge

423. zind again

424. zaici rabbit club

VERBS

Verbs are listed alphabetically by the verb core. The stem or

stems based on each core follow, together with the stem classification.

See "Verb Classes" for an outline of stem classification and "Stem
Variants" for an explanation of notations identifying stem variants.

425. -a to be. -aC'i') Singular, Class 11-25 intransitive. -e-'i'E-suti Dual,

Class 11-26 intransitive. -a-^A Plural, Class 11-25 intransitive.

426. -a to have, to possess, -a Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive. -a-'^-A

Dual, Class 2-24 intransitive. -d'i'^-sB Plural, Class 2-23 intransitive.

427. -'i'A to be closed. -^'^a.-'^A Singular, Class 10 intransitive.

428. 'i*esu—A to sneeze. Type B, singular. Class 1-1 intransitive.

429. -'i*u to give a flat or long object, -au^u Irregular transitive.

430. -?u to divell. -au'^u Singular, Class 8-14 intransitive, -d-'i'au'i'u Dual,

Class 2-24 intransitive.

431. -bai to sleep, -i-bdi Singular, Class 10-6 intransitive, -d'dibdi Dual,

Class 2-24 intransitive. -e'^4-bai'^-si Plural, Class 11-25 intransitive.

432. -btt-bd grandparent, a man's mother's mother or father's father. -d,ba-ba

Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive.

433. -bad^u to awake, get someone out of bed. -f-bddyuCC?)) Class C4 transitive.

434. -ba'i'tu to sleep, -i-ba'i'tu Singular, Class 10-6 intransitive, -a'^diba'i'tu

Dual, Class 2-24 intransitive. -e?6-ba?tu Plural, Class 11-25

intransitive.

435. -bdyA tolight a fire. -fbayA Singular, Class 10-7 intransitive, -ibdya-na

Dual, Class 10-22 intransitive. -ibdya-nE Plural, Class 10-21

intransitive.

436. -be to tell. -u/abeC-?) (-vv-) Class Al transitive.

437. -beucA to call. -u/abeucA Class Al transitive.

438. -be-tA to ask. -u/abe-tA (-vv-) Class A8 transitive.

439. -bf to get wood, -tibi Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

440. bi-ri—ani to be amooth. Type B, singular, Class 1 intransitive.

441. -biya sister-in-law. -abiya Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive.

442. -bu-ci to be frightened, -libu-ci Singular, Class 13-28 intransitive.

443. b<i-pu—ant fresh, cool. Type B, singular. Class 1 intransitive.

444. busu—A to have an odor. Type B, singular. Class 1-1 intransitive.
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445. -b^nacA to sew. -aubanacA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

446. -banai^i to put in a bag. -dubanai^i Singular, Class 9-11 intransitive.

447. ba'^afi—i winding, zigzag. Type B, singular, Class 10 intransitive.

448. cA A to breathe. Type B, singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

449. -cikuyA to say to. -acikuyA Singular, Class 10-7 intransitive.

450. -cAyAWA to be angry. -licAyAWA (future -licayawa) Singular, Class 5-8

intransitive. -ucayawa-na Dual, Class 5-10 intransitive.

-d?4-cayawa-nE Plural, Class 5-9 intransitive.

451. cayu—i to be broken. Type B, singular. Class 10 intransitive.

452. -cd.yucA to break. -a'i'ducdyircA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

453. -ce-nacA to chew. -d'i'd.uc^-nacA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

454. -CI to arrive. -&,f&Gi Singular, Class 10-7 intransitive, -d-'i'dci Dual,

Class 2-24 intransitive.

455. -cfdyustA to think, to worry. -ucidyustA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

456. -ci-ku to be guilty, -li-ci-ku Singular, Class 3-27 intransitive.

457. -cipA to need, to want. -licipA Singular, Class 3-27 intransitive. Transi-

tive forms conforming to Class B based on the stem -icipA also occur for

first and second person objects.

458. -cisu water well, -d'i'^-cisu Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

459. -cagacA to cut. -d'ducscacA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

460. -6a to rain. -acA Singular, Class 4 intransitive.

461. -cA to fall. -^6a Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive, -dca-na Dual,

Class 5-10 intransitive.

462. -cani to stand, -acani Singular, Class 1-3 intransitive.

463. -ci-ni to dance, -aci-ni Singular, Class 1-3 intransitive.

464. -cini yellow, -u-cini Singular, unclassified intransitive, kii-cini it is

yellow.

465. cii—A to belch. Type B, singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

466. -cu to have in a bag. -u-cu Singular, Class 8-14 intransitive, -d-'i'^^u

Dual, Class 2-24 intransitive. -u-wa5u Plural, Class 2-23 in-

transitive.

467. -CA tooth. -d'dcA Singular, Class 10-6 intransitive.

468. -cA to be hot. -a-cA Singular, Class 1-3 intransitive.

469. -cai*?! to close the eyes, -a^ecai'i'i Singular, Class 5-8 intrasitive.

470. -c^wA to steal. -u-cdwA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

471. -cayuiiiA to be tired. -ucayumA Singular, Class 13-28 intransitive.

472. -CA animal's horn. -A<}a Singular, Class 10 intransitive.

473. -CA to build a house. -^-^acA Singular, Class 9-11 intransitive.

474. -CA to do. -t-cA Singular, Class 14-4 intransitive, -i-za-na Dual, Class

14-20 intransitive. -I-za--nE Plural, Class 14-19 intransitive.

475. -CA to happen. -d'i'aicA Singular, Class 9 intransitive.

476. -ca house, -dca Singular, Class 4 intransitive. -^?a-ca Plural, Class

2-23 intransitive.

477. -gakA to smoke. -acakA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

478. -dd-'i'A to ask for something. -uidd-^A Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

479. -dd'i'du grandparent, woman's father's father or mother's mother, -^dd'i'du

Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive.

480. dd?d,wA—A to boil. Type B, singular, Class 1 intransitive.

481. -di to plant. -d-udiC?) Singular, Class 9-11 intransitive, -dudi-ma

Dual, Class 9-12 intransitive. -ii-w^-di-mE Plural, Class 5-9 in-

transitive.

482. -di to give a bulky object. -Tidi(?) Class D3 transitive.

483. -dl-na to be covered. -'I'di-naC?) Singular, Class 13-28 intransitive.
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484. -dl-§a to feed. -f/c4dt-sa(?) Class Cl transitive.

485. -di-ye to get, to fetch, -udt-ye Singular, Class 1-3 intransitive.

486. -dildyA to hang something. -Idud^A Singular, Class 10-7 intransitive.

487. -d^a to catch. -il&,<Pa{f) Class C3 transitive.

488. -d^a to descend. -6dya, (-^d^A) Singular, Class 1-3 intransitive.

489. -dy^- to possess an animal. -^A^d^d- or -'d'dyii-§e Singular, Class 7-15
intransitive.

490. -d^adyi to fight, -udyad^i Plural, Class 5-9 intransitive.

491. -d^asi to fast, -ud^asi Singular, Class 8-14 intransitive. -u-?iidya§i

Dual, Class 2-24 intransitive. -li-wadyaSi Plural, Class 2-23 in-

transitive.

492. ~d^dwA to stab. -i/^^d^dwA Class Cl transitive.

493. -d^d-wa to be helpful. -ddyd-waC?) Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

494. -d^u to cost, -id^u Singular, Class 14 intran, itive.

495. -d^u to arrive, -e-d^u Plural, Class 11-25 intransitive.

496. -d^u to know, to be aivare of. -d.udi'u Singular, Class 9-11 intransitive.

497. -di'iimi to remember. -u-/^*dyumi Class B6 transitive.

498. -dyiimicA to learn. -aud^umicA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

499. -dyumicuwi to forget. -u-/^-d^umicuwi Class B4 transitive.

500. -dyuma man's brother, -ad^'iima Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive.

501. -d^usi to be afraid, -udytrsi Singular, Class 13-28 intransitive.

502. d^d—Am to be lazy. Type B, singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

503. -gd to look. -igA (-ikA) Singular, Class 10-6 intransitive.

504. -guyA to sit. -liguyA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive, -uguya-na
Dual, Class 5-10 intransitive.

505. -giiyA to place, to send, to sell. -f/dguyA Class Cl transitive.

506. -g^cati to blossom, -dgacati Singular, Class 1 intransitive.

507. hdu—A to yawn. Type B, singular. Class 1-1 intransitive.

508. -himA to believe. -uhimA Singular, Class 3-27 intransitive.

509. -kd- to hear. -AkA- Singular, Class 4-3 intransitive.

510. kdyu—i to be broken. Type B, singular. Class 10 intransitive.

511. -kdi to be full, satisified. -likdi (-iikAi; Singular, Class 4-3 intransitive.

512. -kAi to lie down. -ikAi (fut. -igai) Singular, Class 13-28 intransitive.

513. -kACA to see. -u/akACA (-vv-) Class A2 transitive.

514. -kazi to heal. -u/akdzi((?)) Class A4 transitive.

515. -ku to bite, -aku Class Bl transitive.

516. -ktr to go. -eku Plural, Class 11-25 intransitive.

517. -ku to be located, -aku (-iku) Singular, Class 1-16 intransitive.

518. -ku-mi to bring. -Mku-mi(?) Class D3 transitive.

519. -kupAWA to chop. -ikupAWA Singular, Class 10-7 intransitive.

-fkupawa-na Dual, Class 10-22 intransitive. -ikupawa-nE Plural,

Class 10-21 intransitive.

520. -kuyA to do. -ekuyA (fut. -eguya) Singular, Class 11-25 intransitive.

521. ka—ani to be red. Type B, singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

522. -kA mouth. -i-kA Singular, Class 10-7 intransitive.

523. -kaicA to hit. -u-/a-kaicA Class Al transitive.

524. -kdyA to wipe. -u-kayA Class A7 transitive.

525. -kt-ni friend, -dukt-ni Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive,

526. -kui wife, -dukui Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive.

527. -kAicA man's sister. -dkAicA Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive.

528. -kumind string, -ukumina Singular, Class 4 intransitive.

529. -kuru-nd kidney, -dukuru-nd Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive.

530. kiif-A—I smoke, billowing dust. Type B, singular, Class 10 intransitive.
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531. -ma to go. Unclassified intransitive, occurring only in the hortative mode.
?i-ma go.

532. -ma- thigh, -a-ma- Singular, Class 4-3 intransitive.

533. -ma-ci to be true, -aima-ci Singular, unclassified intransitive, kdima-ci

it is true.

534. -maka daughter, -dmaka Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive.

535. -md-zani to help. -u-md-zaniC?) Class D3 transitive.

536. -mu-CA to thunder. -dumu-cA Singular, Class 9 intransitive.

537. -mucu toe. -d-mucu Singular, Class 4-3 intransitive.

538. -mud^ucA to kill. -u/dmud^'ucA Class Al transitive.

539. murA—i dented. Type B, singular, Class 10 intransitive.

540 . -miisA beard. -d-musA Singular, Class 10-6 intransitive.

541- -mama grandfather, grandchild, -aumama Singular, Class 7-15 intransi-

tive.

542. -ma-ti son. -iima-ti Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive.

543. -mA house, to dwell. -a-mA Singular, Class 8-14 intransitive. -d,'i*a-mA

Dual, Class 2-24 intransitive.

544. -maci waist, -umaci Singular, Class 4-3 intransitive.

545. -rha-dyA to pick fruit. -drh/md-dyA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

546. -ma-pA palm of hand. -arha-pA Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

547. -liiAsdi hand, finger. -amAsdiC?) Singular, Class 4-3 intransitive.

548. -ma to leave, emerge, -uiha Singular, Class 1-3 intransitive. -A-ma
Dual, Class 2-24 intransitive, -e-iha Plural, Class 11-25 intransitive.

549. -na eye. -a-na Singular, unclassified intransitive, ka-na his eye.

550. -na-^ to be cloudy, -ina- Singular, Class 10 intransitive.

551. -nacAi stomach. -u-nacAi Singular, Class 4-3 intransitive.

552. -nad^uwi to light a fire. -dndd^uwiCi*) Singular, Class 10-7 intransitive.

-dnadyuwi-ma Dual, Class 10-22 intransitive. -dnddyuwi-riiE

Plural, Class 10-21 intransitive.

553. -ndmdti seat, nest, -dndmati Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive.

554. -ndiiiACA to stop, rebuke. -u-/d-ndmACA Class Al transitive.

555. -ndsgai head, -dndsgai Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

556. -natA to buy. -fnatA Singular, Class 10-7 intransitive.

557. -natA to cook. -ainatA Singular, Class 9-11 intransitive.

558. -nawani to be mean, -a-nawani Singular, Class 12-27 intransitive.

559. -ndwe man's mother's brother, sister's son. -a-ndwe Singular, Class 7-15

intransitive.

560. -na-ya mother, aunt, -dna-ya Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive.

561. -ni to know, be acquainted with. -u/aniCC?)) Class B5 transitive.

562. -ni to go, to walk, -a-ni Singular, Class 6-3 intransitive.

563. -na-cA to pull. -u-nl-cA Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

564. -naisd^u father, father's brother, -dnaisd^u Singular, Class 7-15 in-

transitive. -dnaisdyu-sE Plural, Class 2-23 intransitive.

565. -nAza to be healthy. -lin/nAzaC?) Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

-un/nAza?a-na Dual, Class 5-10 intransitive.

566. -nesa to look, to peer, -in/nesa Singular, Class 4-5 intransitive.

567. -netA to say. -dinetA Singular, Class 1-3 intransitive.

568. -ni body, -ini Singular, Class 14-4 intransitive.

569. -nuti lower leg. -dunviti Class 1-1 intransitive.

570. -pdniustu to
^
be thirsty, -fpdniustu Singular, Class 10-7 intransitive.

-dipdniustu Dual, Class 2-24 intransitive, -aiyapaniustu Plural,

Class 2-23 intransitive.

571. -pdni to be dry. -i-pdni Singular, Class 13-28 intransitive.
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572. -pAsd^u to be tied. -apAsdytr Singular, Class 7-13 intransitive.

573. -pAsi to be dark. -apAsi Singular, Class 6 intransitive.

574. -pE to eat. -upE Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive. -a-'i'Abe Dual, Class

2-24 intransitive. -a-?ApE Plural, Class 2-23 intransitive.

575. p6iA—A to be cracked. Type B, singular. Class 1 intransitive.

576. -pi forehead, -iipi Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

577. piscA—I flat, spread out. Type B, singular. Class 10 intransitive.

578. -pu-CA to blow. -u-pu-CA Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

579. -pa to enter, -upa Singular, Class 1-3 intransitive.

580. -pakACA to touch. -li/apakACA Class Al transitive.

581. -SA difficult. -dusA Singular, Class 6 intransitive.

582. -s6 to draw water, -ause Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

583. -sfpA eyelash. -isipA Singular, Class 14-4 intransitive.

584. -sukucA to kick. -u/dsukucA Class Al transitive.

585. -sume'i'estA to teach. -iMsume'i*estA(-) Class Dl transitive.

586. -sbi-CA to whistle. -iisbi-CA Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

587. -sbacA to string beads. -usb^cA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

588. -scecA to squeal, make an animal noise. -u-sc6ca Singular, Class 1-3

intransitive.

589. scu—A to swallow. Type B, singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

590. scusu—A to cough. Type B, singular. Class 1-1 intransitive.

591. -sdi foot. -dsdiCi*) Singular, Class 4-3 intransitive.

592. sdu.—I bowl-shaped. Type B, singular, Class 10 intransitive.

593. -sd^A to suck. -i-sd^A Singular, Class 10-6 intransitive.

594. -sd^'iri to be brown, -iiisdyiri Singular, Class 6 intransitive.

595. -sgu-cuci to drool, slobber, -i-sgu-cuci Singular, Class 13-28 intransi-

tive.

596. -sgumASA to hide. -uisgumAsA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

597. -skA to drink. -askA Singular, Class 1-3 intransitive. -askA Dual,

Class 2-24 intransitive. -askA-tA Plural, Class 2-23 intransitive.

598. skdsi—I to be hard. Type B, singular, Class 10 intransitive.

599. skurii—i spherical. Type B, singular. Class 10 intransitive.

600. -sk8-?acAi to turn around. -aiska-'agAi Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

601. skafi—I round. Type B, singular. Class 10 intransitive.

602. -spikA to paint. -i-spikA Singular, Class 10-7 intransitive.

603. -spa-CA to push. -ispa-CA Class Cl transitive.

604. -spa'i'^kacA to knock at the door. -u-spii'i'akacA Singular, Class 1-1

intransitive.

605. -stAyA to be cold. -aistAyA (future -d,isdaya) Singular, Class 1 intransi-

tive.

606. -stAyA to be breezy. -estAyA (future -esdaya) Singular, Class 10 in-

transitive.

to give a liquid. -i/astiC?) Class D3 transitive.

A city, town. -a'i'd-sti-QA Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive.

to die. -ijstu Singular, Class 4-3 intransitive.

to step. -dsA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

to close. -d'a-sA Singular, Class 10-7 intransitive.

name. -d.-se Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

to be white. -as6 Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

knee, -asi Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

to be hospitable. -a-§i-ci Singular, Class 8-14 intransitive.

to be wet. -asu Singular, Class 1-3 intransitive.

-I square. Type B, singular, Class 10 intransitive.

607.
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618. supA—A to spit. Type B, singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

619. -sacA to name, to call ones name. -isagA (-vv-) Class Cl transitive.

620. sdf—A torn. Type B, singular, Class 1 intransitive, sdr—i torn.

Type B, singular, Class 10 intransitive.

621. siiwi—I crooked. Type B, singular, Class 10 intransitive.

622. -tA to kill. -autA Singular, Class 9-11 intransitive, -auda-pa Dual,

Class 9-12 intransitive. -d-wMA-wA Plural, Class 5-9 intransitive.

623. -td-nicA to work. -uta-nicA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive, -utd-niza-na

Dual, Class 5-10 intransitive. -uwAtani?a-nE Plural, Class 5-9

intransitive.

624. -tid^A back. -^d'tid^A Singular, unclassified intransitive. kdtidJ'A his

back.

625. -tigu to remove many objects, -utigu Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

626. -tika-sA to climb. -utika-§A Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

627. -tikuyA to cry. -atikuyA (future, -atiguya) Singular, Class 1-3 in-

transitive.

628. -tisA to talk to -^tisA Class A2 transitive.

629. -tu-ni to know, -utu-ni Singular, Class 4-3 intransitive.

630. -td to put in, to write down, -ftd Singular, Class 10-7 intransitive.

631. -td to be full. -4-tA Singular, Class 1-3 intransitive.

632. ~tA to test, try. -u-Z^-td Class Al transitive.

633. -tA to step on. -i-tA(-) Class C2 transitive.

634. -tA to open. -d'i*d-tA Singular, Class 10-7 intransitive.

635. -t^^i to stand up. -a-tad^i Singular, Class 1-3 intransitive.

636. -ti to give a granular substance. -i/AUC^) Class D3 transitive.

637. -tu-dyu fence, -d-tu-d^u Singular, Class 10 intransitive.

638. -wdcASAyA to stir. -liwdcAsAyA Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

639. wdkA—a to spill. Type B, singular. Class 10-7 intransitive.

640. -wakuicA to marry. -uwakuicA Singular, Class 13-28 intransitive.

641. -wa-sa to be sick. -iiwa-sa(?) Singular, Class 3-27 intransitive.

642. -wasi to attack, pick a fight, -auwa-si Singular, Class 9-11 intransitive.

643. -wa-sd^u to watch, guard, -uwa-sd^u Singular, Class 1-3 intransitive.

644. -wawi face, -liwawi Singular, unclassified intransitive, kuwawi his

face.

645. -wi neck, -dwi Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

646. -wici chest. -d,wici Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

647. -wfcdcA to listen to. -d/dwicd-cA Class Al transitive.

648. -wfsbatA to loosen, untie. -liwfsbatA Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

649. -wiska blue, green, -liwiska Singular, Class 6-3 intransitive.

650. -wi-stiye to be happy. -iwi-stiyeC?) Singular, Class 3-27 intransitive.

651. -wfSikuyA to scold. -uwisikuyA Class A2 transitive.

652. -wi-za neck, -dwi-za Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

653. wdka

—

a to move, shake. Type B, singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

654. -wA to kill (plural object) -uw/wd, Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

655. -wdci to approach. -uwAci Singular, Class 3-27 intransitive.

656. -waci to have a turn. -ll-waci Singular, Class 3-27 intransitive.

657. -wd-ci tongue. -d,wd-ci Singular, Class 4-3 intransitive.

658. -wAd^'a to gather something. -IwAdya('i') Singular, Class 10-7 intransitive.

659. -wAka to dress. -liw/wAka Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

660. -wanE to go hunting. -uw/wanE (future -liwa-ne-) Singular, Class

5-8 intransitive.

661. -wAsdd to be sour. -dwAsdd Singular, unclassified intransitive. kd,wAsdd

it is sour.
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662. -wati man's male in-law. -dwati Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive.

663. -wi child. -S,-wi Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive.

664. -wi-cA claw, fingernail. -d,?d.wt-cA Singular, Class 10-6 intransitive.

665. wfnu—I fast. Type B, singular. Class 10-6 intransitive.

666. -wi'i'§A to fall. -tlwi'i'§A Plural, Class 5-9 intransitive.

667. -wi§i nose, -dwisi Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

668. -wl-tEyA to worship. -liw/wi-tEyA (future -dwt-deya) Singular Class 5-2

intransitive, -uw/wl-deya-pa Dual, Class 5-10 intransitive.

-uw/wi-deya-wA Plural, Class 5-9 intransitive.

669. -yd to skin an animal, -liy^ Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive, -uya-na

Dual, Class 1-18 intransitive. -liyd-nE Plural, Class 1-17 intransi-

tive.

670. -yd to be born. -1yd, Singular, Class 14-4 intransitive.

671. -yakA to burn something. -dyakA Singular, Class 10-7 intransitive.

672. -yariiAstu to be hungry. -fyariiAstu Singular, Class 10-7 intransitive.

673. -yanikuyA to tell, command. -f/dyanikuyA Class CI transitive.

674. yatA—i to be weak. Type B, singular. Class 10-6 intransitive.

675. -yd-ti sharp, -fyd-ti Singular, Class 13 intransitive.

676. -yu hard, -dyu Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

677. -yu to go. -6'i'eyu Dual, Class 11-26 intransitive.

678. -yAkAmi to wait for. -i/dy<i-kAmi Class D6 transitive.

679. -y^tAyA heavy. -dyiitAyA (future -dyiltaya) Singular, Class 1-1

680. -ya-^A to promise, to loan. -fyd-?A Singular, Class 4-5 intransitive.

681. -yAskA to sweep. -dy/yAskA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

682. -yeinA to find. -f/dyeinA Class C7 transitive.

683. -y§ipA to look for. -f/dy§ipA Class C2 transitive.

684. -y6isiya to eat. -u-y4isiya Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

685. -yucid^i-cA to rest. -uyucidyi-cA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

686. -yti-rhi arm. -dyd-rhi Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

687. -yiipi ear. -dyupi Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive.

688. -yuskA tail. -dyuskA Singular, Class 1 intransitive.

689. -yu-spi shoulder, -dyu-spi Singular, Class 1-1 intransitive,

690. -yMA to sing. -liy/yiltA Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

691. -za to say. -^d^za(?) Singular, Class 7-13 intransitive, -^za(') Dual,

Class 2-24 intransitive. -^zi'i'i-yA Plural, Class 2-23 intransi-

tive.

692. -za'anikuyA to preach. -uza'^'anikuyA (future -liza'aniguya) Singular,

Class 5-8 intransitive.

693. -zdipa shadow, -dzdipa Singular, Class 1 intransitive.

694. -zd-^Azi to swim. -aizd-'i'Azi(?) Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

695. -z^-su to dream, -diz^-su Singular, Class 1-3 intransitive.

696. -zi to lie down. -kizi(f) Singular, Class 5-8 intransitive.

697. zil—XJ (ztl-n-) to go. Type B, singular. Class 1-1 intransitive.

698. -zuwA to pay. -f-zuwA(-) Class CI transitive. -aizuwA(-) Singular,

Class 5-8 intransitive.

699. -zd-6uwA to awake. -Izd-cuwA Singular, Class 4-5 intransitive.

700. -zacA to fall. -ti-za-cA Singular, Class 1-3 intransitive.

701. -za husband, -d-za Singular, Class 7-15 intransitive.

702. -?^CA to run. -izacA Singular, Class 4-5 intransitive.
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AFFIXES AND CLITICS

703. ?- Second person hortative. 114H
704. -a- Reflexive-reciprocal. 301

705. -d?a- Passive voice. 302A
706. -a- Passive voice. 302B
707. -?E Plural subject. 502K
708. -'u Verbal auxiliary dual subject.

709. c- Third person indicative and negative. 121J 122J

710. c- Second person dubitative and future hortative. 113C 116C
711. ci- Second person dubitative and future hortative. 113B 116B

712. c- Third person indicative and negative. 121H 122H
713. c- Fourth person subject with third person object, indicative and negative.

131B 132B
714. ci- Third person indicative and negative. 1211 1221

715. ci- First person indicative. lOlB

716. c- Third person dubitative. 123C
717. cd?- Third person dubitative. 123F

718. -cAd^AyA Continuative action. 401G
719. c- Third person dubitative. 123D
720. c- Second person hortative. 114D
721. cu- Second person subject with first person object, indicative, negative,

dubitative, and future hortative. 151B 152B 153B 156B
722. c- Second person dubitative and future hortative. 113A 116A
723. ca?- Second person dubitative and future hortative. 113D 116D
724. ca- First person subject with second person object, dubitative, and future

hortative. 143B 146B
725. d- Third person dubitative. 123G
726. d- Second person hortative. 114F

727. -de Plural conditional. 601B
728. -di Locative-instrumental clitic.

729. di- Third person dubitative. 123B

730. di- Fourth person subject with third person object, dubitative. 133A

731. di- Second person hortative. 114G
732. di- Third person subject with second person object, hortative. 174B

733. -dikA Locative-instrumental clitic.

734. -dimi Benefactive.

735. dy- Third person dubitative. 123A
736. d^'a- Third person dubitative. 123E
737. -d^anu Narrative past tense clitic.

738. -d^^-mi Pluralizing clitic.

739. -d^i Dual subject. 601C
740. d^fd- Second person dubitative and future hortative. 113F 116F

741. d^idi- Second person dubitative and future hortative. 113G 116G
742. d^idi- Third person subject with second person object, dubitative and

future hortative. 173B 176B
743. d^u- Second person subject with first person object, indicative, negative,

dubitative, and future hortative. 151A 152A 153A 156A
744. d^a?- Second person dubitative and future hortative. 113E 116E

745. d^az- Third person subject with second person object, dubitative and

future hortative. 173A 176A
746. g- Third person indicative and negative. 121A 122A
747. ga- Third person indicative and negative. 121E 122E
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748. gu- Second person subject with first person object, hortative and negative

hortative. 154A 155A
749. gad- Second person indicative and negative. 11 IF 112F
750. gadi- Second person indicative and negative. IIIG 112G
751. gadi- Third person subject with second person object, indicative and

negative. 171B 172B
752. gaz- Second person indicative and negative. 11 IE 112E
753. gaz- Third person subject with second person object, indicative and

negative. 171A 172A
754. k- Third person indicative and negative. 121C 122C
755. k- First person hortative and negative hortative. 104C 105E
756. ka- First person hortative and negative hortative. 104A 105C
757. kd?- Third person indicative and negative. 121F 122F
758. kd?- First person hortative and negative hortative. 104D 105F
759. -ku Continuative action. 401D
760. -kuyA Continuative action. 401A
761. k- Third person indicative and negative. 121D 122D
762. ka- First person hortative and negative hortative. 104B 105D
763. ku- Second person subject with first person object, hortative and negative

hortative. 154B 155B
764. -nxA Remote state. 403

765. -mE Plural subject. 502E
766. -mi Benefactive.

767. -mi Direction toward.

768. -mati Dual subject. 501E
769. -liiA Verbal auxiliary suffix.

770. -niASA Plural subject. 502F
771. -rnAsuti Dual subject. 501F
772. me.- Augmentative.

773. -riiE Plural subject. 502D
774. -liiE Suffixed to place names to indicate inhabitants of that place.

775. -mi Benefactive.

776. -ma Dual subject. 501D
777. n- First person hortative, negative hortative, and future hortative. 104G

105G 106C
778. n- Future tense. 201A
779. -nAmi Direction toward.

780. -nani Nominalizer.

781. -ne Conditional. 601A
782. -nE Plural subject. 502B

783. -nE Unfulfilled action. 402B

784. ni- First person hortative, negative hortative, and future hortative. 104E
105A 106A

785. ni- Future tense. 201B

786. -ni Benefactive.

787. -ni Nominalizer.

788. -ni Direction from.

789. ni?- First person hortative, negative hortative, and future hortative.

1041 1051 106E

790. ni?- Future tense. 201

E

791. -nikuvA Continuative action. 401B
792. -uu- Conditional. 602
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793. nad- First person hortative, negative hortative, and future hortative.

104K 105K 106G
794. nad- Future tense. 201

G

795. nadi- First person hortative, negative hortative, and future hortative.

104L 105L 106H
796. nadi Third person subject with first person object, hortative, negative

hortative, and future hortative. 164B 165B 166B
797. -nati Dual subject. 501B
798. n^z- First person hortative, negative hortative, and future hortative.

104J 105J 106F
799. naz- Third person subject with first person object, hortative, negative

hortative, and future hortative. 164A 165A 166A
- Future tense. 20IF
First person hortative, negative hortative, and future hortative. 104H
105H 106D
Future tense. 20IC
Plural subject. 502A
Unfulfilled action. 402A
Verbal auxiliary conditional.

First person hortative, negative hortative, and future hortative.

104F 105B 106B
Future tense. 201D
Nominalizer.

Dual subject. 501A
Third person hortative, negative hortative, and future hortative.

124C 125C 126C
Second person hortative. 114A
Third person hortative, negative hortative, and future hortative.

124E 125E 126E
- Third person hortative, negative hortative, and future hortative.

124F 125F 126F
Third person hortative, negative hortative, and future hortative.

124A 125A 126A
Second person hortative. 114B
Third person hortative, negative hortative, and future hortative.

124G 125G 126G
Dual subject. 501H

Third person hortative, negative hortative, and future hortative.

124D 125D 126D
819. pi- Third person hortative, negative hortative, and future hortative.

124B 125B 126B
820. pi- Fourth person subject with third person object, hortative, negative

hortative, and future hortative. 134 135 136

Diminutive.

First person indicative. lOlC
Verbal auxiliary plural subject.

Plural subject. 502M
First person indicative. 101

A

Locative-instrumental clitic.

First person indicative. lOlF
Continuative action. 401F
First person indicative. lOlH
First person indicative. 101

G

800.
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831. s&- Indefinite subject. 181

C

832. s6- First person negative. 102J

833. s6- Second person negative hortative. 115J

834. sc- Indefinite subject. 181D
835. sc- First person negative. 102H
836. sc- Second person negative hortative. 115H
837. sc- Third person subject with first person object, negative. 162B

838. sc- Third person subject with second person object, negative hortative.

175B

839. sci- First person negative. 1021

840. sci- Second person negative hortative. 1151

841. sd^- First person negative. 102G
842. sd^- Second person negative hortative. 115G
843. sd^- Third person subject with first person object, negative. 162A

844. sd^- Third person subject with second person object, negative hortative.

175A
845. sd^i- First person negative. 102B

846. sd^i- Second person negative hortative. 115B

847. sg- First person negative. 102A
848. sg- First person indicative. lOlI

849. sg- Second person negative hortative. 115A
850. sg- Indefinite subject. 181A
851. sg- Third person subject with first person object, indicative. 161A

852. sga- First person negative. 102E
853. sga- Second person negative hortative. 115E
854. sk- First person negative. 102C
855. sk- Second person negative hortative. 115C
856. skd,?- First person negative. 102F
857. skd'i*- Second person negative hortative. 115F

858. sk- Indefinite subject. 181B
859. sk- First person negative. 102D
860. sk- Second person negative hortative. 115D
861. sku- First person indicative. lOlJ

862. sku- Third person subject with first person object, indicative. 161B

863. st- First person hortative and negative hortative. 104O 105O

864. sti?- First person hortative and negative hortative. 104P 105P

865. sti- First person hortative and negative hortative. 104Q 105Q
866. s- First person indicative. lOlD
867. si- First person indicative. lOlE
868. s- Second person indicative and negative. lllC 112C

869. s- First person hortative and negative hortative. 104M 105M
870. -se Nominalizing clitic.

871. -SE Plural subject. 5021

872. -§i Locative-instrumental clitic.

873. -§i Plural subject. 502J

874. §i- Second person indicative and negative. 11IB 112B
875. s- First person hortative and negative hortative. 104N 105N
876. s- Second person indicative and negative. IllA 112A
877. sa- First person subject with second person object, indicative, negative,

hortative, and negative hortative. 141A 142A 144A 145A

878. -sanu Narrative past tense clitic.

879. -suti Dual subject. 501

G

880. s- Second person indicative and negative. HID 112D
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881. sa- First person subject with second person object, indicative, negative,

hortative, and negative hortative. 141B 142B 144B 145B
882. t- First person dubitative. 103C
883. t- Third person dubitative. 123J

884. -tA Continuative action. 401E
885. -tA Plural subject. 502C
886. ta?- First person dubitative. 103D
887. -ta-nr Nominalizer.
sss -tE Plural negative. 603

ti- First person dubitative. 103A
ti?- First person dubitative. 103H

889

890. .- ^

891. -tikrryA Continuative action. 40IC
892. tad- First person dubitative. 103F
893. tadi- First person dubitative. 103G

tadi- Third person subject with first

OXJO. LdUl- X'ilSl; pClbUU UU Ul UctLi V C. J.UOVJ

894. tadi- Third person subject with first person object, dubitative. 163B
895. taz- First person dubitative. 105E
896. taz- Third person subject with first person object, dubitative. 163A
897. t- Third person dubitative. 123H
898. t- Fourth person subject with third person object, dubitative. 133B

899. t- Second person hortative. 114C
900. ti- First person dubitative. 103B
901. ti- Third person dubitative. 1231

902. -wa Numeral suffix.

903. -WA Plural subject. 502G
904. -WE Plural subject. 502H
905. -WE Unfulfilled action. 402C
906. -wi Benefactive.

907. -wi Nominalizer.

908. -ya Numeral suffix.

909. -yA Plural subject. 502L

LOANWORDS

910. 'i'amii-Du pillow. Spanish almohada.

911. 'i'araBigii- apricot. Sp. albaricoque.

912. 'i'ard-ru plow. Sp. arado.

913. 'i'aru-sA rice. Sp. arroz.

914. 'i'ayund.- lent, fast. Sp. ayunar.

915. 'i'isbd-ri sword. Sp. espada.

916. 'i'isdii-pA stove. Sp. estufa.

917. Bage-tA leather. Sp. vaqueta.

918. BanD6. basin, tin cup. Sp. bandeja.

919. Bd-ra bullet. Sp. bala.

920. Ba-SA drinking glass. Sp. vaso.

921. Bendd-na window. Sp. ventana.

922. BidaBd- beets. Sp. betabel.

923. Bu-Gi buggy.

924. Buiyasi oxen. Sp. buey.

925. ba> bread. Sp. pan.

926. bd-ni cloth. Sp. pafio.
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927. bd,-skTj feast, holy day. Sp. pascua.

928. ba-su straw. Sp. paja.

929. bela pear. Sp. pera.

930. bicil-ti pig. Nahuatl pitzotl.

931. bisa-ri blanket, rug. Sp. pisar.

932. bisgd-ri church officer. Sp. fiscal.

933. bla-sA city. Sp. plaza.

934. dd,bti-pu governor. Zuni tapu-pu.

935. dd,-SA cup. Sp. toza.

936. dasasii-na taxes. Sp. tasacidn.

937. dtidaci priest. Nahuatl totatzin.

938. dumi-ku Sunday. Sp. domingo.

939. dunaBi. automohile. Sp. automdvil.

940. d*'e-nda store. Sp. tienda.

941. Gaye-tA biscuit. Sp. galleta.

942. gagawa-ti peanut. Sp. cacahuate.

943. gahe-ra drummer. Sp. cajero (?).

944. gahu-na feox. Sp. cajdn.

945. gama-tu 6ed. Sp. cama (?).

946. gana-sti basket, nest. Sp. canasta.

947. gane-ru sheep. Sp. carnero.

948. gape, coffee. Sp. ca/^.

949. gast-ki /iz'^/i priest, king. Sp. cacique.

950. gd-silu jaz7. Sp. cdrcel.

951. ga-su 6ox. Sp. caja.

952. gawa-yu ^orse. Sp. caballo.

953. gawiya-ra Aerd o/ horses. Sp. caballada.

954. gayawarl-sA 6arn. Sp. caballeriza.

955. guBe-ntA church. Sp. convento.

956. guli cabbage. Sp. coi.

957. gumunird- jai7. Sp. comandancia.

958. gun2u- mattress. Sp. colchon.

959. gura- corral. Sp. corral.

960. guya-ri yofce, /lorse collar. Sp. collera.

961. hasii- soap. Sp. jabdn.

962. hiaa-nti giant. Sp. gigante.

963. hua John. Sp. Juan.

964. huiaisi Thursday. Sp. jueves.

965. hu-runa outdoor oven. Sp. homo.
966. kasdi-ra Mexican, Spanish-American. Sp. Castilla.

967. kisd- stow. Sp. guisado.

968. 1^-ba, r^-ba coai. Sp. tot;a.

969. lelti-sA watch, clock. Sp. retoj.

970. md.-disi Tuesday. Sp. martes.

971. madi-ya hammer. Sp. martillo.

972. m6-gurisi Wednesday. Sp. miircoles.

973. merigd-na An^to-American. Sp. americano.

974. mer<i-ni melon. Sp. mel6n.

975. me-sA toWe. Sp. mesa.

976. me-stru teacher. Sp. maestro.

977. misAkdi church. Sp. wu'sa plus native -kdi.

978. mu-la mwto. Sp. mulo.

979. mura-tu Negro. Sp. mulato.
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980. mii-sA cat. Sp. moza.

981. naBd,-hu pocket knife. Sp. navaja.

982. naran orange. Sp. naranja.

983. nurd-si peach. Sp. durazno.

984. nu2uw^-nu Christmas. Sp. Nochebuena.

985. regesu. cream. Sp. requesdn.

986. res^- prayer. Sp. rezor.

987. reyd-tu rawhide rope. Sp. rea^a.

988. rfgusi ncA. Sp. rico.

989. rti-ku croz?/. Sp. ioco.

990. rd-ni§i Monday. Sp. lunes.

991. rusd-yu beads. Sp. rosario.

992. sagisdd-na sacristan. Sp. sacristdn.

993. sanof-ya watermelon. Sp. sandia.

994. sandiya-ku Si. James. Sp. Santiago.

995. sd-waru Saturday. Sp. s&bado.

996. seml-tu bread. Sp. semita.

997. sere-su cherry. Sp. cereza.

998. siBiyii. fcird. Sp. silbar.

999. siraw6- plum. Sp. ciruela.

1.000. siye-tA c/iaz>. Sp. silleta.

1.001. sunD^-ru soldier. Sp. soldado.

1.002. wd-gasi cow. Sp. vaco.

1.003. wanisii- harness. Sp. guarniciones

.

1.004. ward- soviething saved. Sp. guardar.

1.005. y^nasi Friday. Sp. viernes.

1.006. 2f-ri cAz'h". Sp. c/iiZe.

1.007. ^iriyij- i(;/iip. Sp. chirridn.

INDEX TO VOCABULARY

abalone 380

able 36

above 115

abruptly 138

adobe 81

afraid 501

again 302, 423

alkali 266

aU 298

all right 186, 192

almost 237

alone 274

already 21, 359

also 84

and 18, 126

Anglo-American 973

angry 450

animal 198, 236

ant 303

antelope 221

to approach 655

apricot 911

arm 686

around 362

to arrive 454, 495

arrow 30

arrowhead 195

ashes 265

to ask 438, 478

assistance 45

to attack 642

aunt 560

automobile 939

autumn 341

to awake 433, 699

away 397

awl 181

ax 42
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baby 51

back 212, 297, 302, 624

bad 253

badger 116

bag 284

ball 251

banana 206

bark 24

barn 954

basin 918

basket 50, 134, 946

bat 87

to be 425, 517

beads 991

beans 121

bear 130

beard 159, 540

beaver 128

bee 62

bed 945

bedbug 285

beets 922

behind 212

to belch 465

to beheve 508

bell 48

big 259

bighorn sheep 329

bird 998

biscuit 941

bison 244

to bite 515

bitter 75

blackbird 330

blanket 931

blood 250

to blossom 506

to blow 578

blue 649

bluebird 351

bluejay 360

bobcat 104

body 92, 350, 568

to boil 480

boll 345

bone 170

to be born 670

both 31

bow 377

bowl 11, 52, 382

bowl-shaped 592

box 417, 944, 951

boy 249

682-611—64 16

brains 405

bread 925, 996

to break 452

breath 69

to breathe 448

breezy 606

brick 81

bridge 422

to bring 518

broken 451, 510

brother 118, 500

brown 594

buckskin 288

buffalo 244

bug 285, 323

buggy 923

to build 473

bullet 919

bullsnake 333

to burn 671

but 22

butterfly 65

to buy 556

buzzard 256

cabbage 956

cactus 23

to call 437, 619

can 36

car 939

cat 980

to catch 487

cedar 227

centipede 25

chair 8, 1000

cherry 997

chest 646

to chew 453

chicken 311

chicken pox 340

child 663

chili 1006

to chop 519

Christmas 984

church 955, 977

church officer 932

cigarette 387

city 171, 608, 933

claw 179, 664

clay 260

clean 214

to climb 626

clock 969
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to close 469, 611

closed 427

cloth 926

cloud 187

cloudy 550

club 424

coals 152

coat 968

cob 413

cofifee 948

cold 605

to command 673

to cook 557

cool 443

corn 215, 317, 339, 402, 403

corncob 413

corner 349

cornhusk 98

cornmeal 287

corn silk 389

corpse 92, 350

corral 959

correct 342

to cost 494

cotton 207, 345, 390

Cottonwood 201, 390

cougar 248

to cough 590

covered 483

cow 1002

coyote 363

cracked 575

crazy 989

cream 985

crippled 409

crooked 621

cross 357

crow 319

crucifix 357

to cry 627

cup 918, 935

to cut 459

to dance 463

dark 573

daughter 534

day 299

deer 108

dented 539

to descend 488

desert 416

to die 609

difficult 581

dipper 254

to do 474, 520

dog 99

doll 51

domestic animal 198

doorway 200

dove 204

down 282, 379

to draw water 582

to dream 695

dress 370

to dress 659

drill 55

to drink 597

to drool 595

drum 54

drummer 943

dry 571

duck 383

dust 373, 530

to dwell 430, 543

eagle 105

ear 687

early 109

earring 43

earth 122, 142

east 135

eastward 135

to eat 574, 684

egg 281

eight 131

elk 120

to emerge 548

enough 186

to enter 579

everybody 139

evil 253

eye 209, 549

eyelash 583

face 644

faU 341

to fall 461, 666, 700

fancy 289

far 365

fast 318, 665, 914

to fast 491

fat 35, 295

father 564

feast 927

feather 141

to feed 484
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female 231

fence 637

to fetch 485

few 143

field 415

to fight 490

to find 682

fine 289

finger 162, 547

fingernail 179, 664

fir 150

fire 152

fireplace 368

firewood 129

first 71

fish 334

five 364

flag 290

flat 577

flesh 33, 305

flour 28, 332

flower 506

fly 74

fog 189

food 39, 269

foot 169, 591

for 127

forehead 576

to forget 499

four 106

fox 73

fresh 443

Friday 1005

friend 525

frightened 442

frog 328

from 97, 399

full 511, 631

game 236

to gather 658

to get 439, 485

giant 331, 962

girl 238

to give 429, 482, 607, 636

glass 920

to go 516, 531, 562, 677, 697

good 10, 292

goose 294, 348

gourd 110

governor 934

grandchild 541

grandfather 541

grandparent 58, 432, 479

grass 14

grasshopper 316

green 649

grinding box 417

grinding stone 17

to guard 643

guilty 456

gun 46

hail 161

hair 183

hammer 971

hand 162, 547

handkerchief 44

to hang 486

to happen 475

happy 650

hard 581, 598, 676

harness 1003

to have 426, 466, 489

hawk 89

head 555

to heal 514

healthy 565

to hear 509

heart 384

heat 228

heavy 679

help 45

to help 535

helpful 493

hen 311

here 95, 178

hide 291

to hide 596

to hit 523

holy day 927

honey 80, 321

horn 472

horned toad 90

horse 952

horse collar 960

horse herd 953

hospitable 615

hot 56, 468

house 4, 476, 543

how 133, 143

hummingbird 261

hungry 672

to hunt 660

husband 701

husk 98
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I 191 and affix list

ice 163

immediately 180

in-law 662

intestines 407

iron 79

itself 273

jackrabbit 107, 286

jail 950, 957

John 963

jug 312

juice 77

key 16

to kick 584

kidney 529

to kill 538, 622, 654

king 949

knee 614

knife 194, 981

to knock 604

to know 496, 561, 629

lamp 9

land 142

lard 35

large 259

last 313

last night 233

lazy 502

leaf 241

to learn 498

leather 288, 917

to leave 548

leg 156, 532, 569

legend 398

legging 38

lent 914

to lie down 512, 696

life 37

light 242

to light 435, 552

lightning 66, 219

like 257

to listen to 647

little 296

liver 27

lizard 327

to loan 680

locust 78

log 68

long ago 160

long time 239

to look 503, 513, 566

to look for 683

to loosen 648

lopsided 63

louse 347

lunch 269

lung 283

man 145

manure 29

many 280

to marry 640

mat 3

match 53

mattress 3, 958

maybe 223

meadowlark 314

mean 558

meat 33, 305

medicine 374

medicine man 88

melon 974

mesquite 391

metal 300

metate 17

Mexican 966

middle 309

middle-aged 270

milk 210

mist 189

moccasin 172

mockingbird 337

moon 93

Monday 990

money 300

month 93

morning 125

mosquito 322

moss 230

moth 262

mother 560

mountain 234

mountain lion 248

mouse 306

mouth 522

to move 653

mud 258

mushroom 325

nail 7

naked 164

name 612
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to name 619

navel 146

near 138

neck 645, 652

to need 457

needle 40

Negro 979

nephew 559

nest 553, 946

new 268

night 276

nine 243

no 414

north 114

nose 386, 667

not 419

now 197

oak 140

odor 444

O.K. 192

old 418

once 151

one 32

oneself 277

onion 184

only 273

to open 634

orange 982

others 263

oven 965

oxen 924

to paint 602

palm 546

pants 13

paralyzed 409

parrot 344

to pay 698

peach 983

peanut 942

pear 929

peas 335

to peer 566

people, person 168

to pick 545

pig 930

pillow 910

pine 112, 165

pinon 111, 112

place 94

to place 505

plains 416

plant 216

to plant 481

plate 338

plaza 224

plow 912

plum 999

pollen 173

popcorn 317

porcupine 34

to possess 426, 466, 489

pot 5, 132

pottery 369

prairie dog 279

prayer 986

to preach 692

priest 937, 949

to promise 680

to pull 563

pumpkin 91

pure 214

purple 61

to push 603

to put 446, 630

quail 123

quickly 180

rabbit 107, 286, 203

rabbit club 424

to rain 460

rainbow 229

rat 326

rattle 110

raw 356

ready 154

to rebuke 554

red 521

to remember 497

to remove 625

to rest 685

return 297, 302

ribs 64

rice 913

rich 988

right hand 358

river 86

road 199, 200

roadrunner 343

robin 385

rock 404

root 375

rope 47, 987

round 599, 601
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rubber 278

rug 931

to run 702

sacristan 992

saddle 41

St. James 994

saliva 203

salt 264

sand 388, 406

satisfied 511

Saturday 995

saved 1004

to say 449, 567, 691

scattered 353

to scold 651

seat 8, 553

to see 513

seed 124, 202

to sell 505

to send 505

separate 275

seven 252

to sew 445

shadow 693

to shake 653

shaman 88

sharp 675

sheep 329, 947

shell 324, 380

shirt 370

shoe 172

shoulder 412, 689

to shut 611

sick 641

side 82

similar 257

to sing 690

sister 527

sister-in-law 441

to sit 504

six 320

skin 291

to skin 669

sky 208

to sleep 431, 434

slightly 232

to slobber 595

slow 354

smaU 232, 296

smoke 371, 530

to smoke 477

smooth 440

snake 361

snare 372

to sneeze 428

snow 174

soap 961

soapweed 149, 245

soldier 1001

somebody 137

something 421

somewhere 147

son 542

song 411

sour 661

south 217

southward 217

Spanish-American 966

spearhead 195

spherical 599

spider 226

to spill 639

to spit 618

spread out 577

springtime 367

square 224, 617

squash 91

to squeal 588

squirrel 304

to stab 492

staff 401

stalk 175

to stand 462, 635

star 346

to steal 470

to step 610, 633

stew 76, 967

stick 408

stinkbug 323

to stir 638

stocking 102

stomach 551

stone 404

to stop 554

store 940

storm 395

story 398

stove 916

straight 342

straw 928
string 528

to string beads 587

to suck 593

suddenly 138

summer 213
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sun 49

Sunday 938

sunflower 193

sure 301

to swallow 589

to sweep 681

sweet 220

to swim 694

sword 915

table 975

tail 688

take it 178

to talk to 628

talkative 420

tasty 10

taxes 936

to teach 585

teacher 976

to tell 436, 673

ten 222

to test 632

tether 6

thank you 272, 378

that 185, 376

that way 101, 153, 396

then 20

there 2, 12, 96, 176, 182, 392, 393

therefore 20, 127

thigh 156, 532

to think 455

thirsty 570

this 100

this way 103, 177, 400

three 85

thunder 536

Thursday 964

thus 366

tied 572

tilted 63

tired 471

toad 60

tobacco 157

today 197

toe 158, 537

tomorrow 83

tongue 381, 657

too 84

tooth 144, 467

torn 620

torso 64

tortilla 240

to touch 580

towel 44

town 171, 608

tree 201

trousers 13

true 533

to try 632

Tuesday 970
turkey 72

turn 656

to turn around 600

turquoise 352

turtle 188

twice 119

twilight 315

two 117

uncle 559, 564

under 271

to untie 648

up 113

very 246

vine 26

vulture 256

wagon 336

waist 544

to wait for 678

to walk 562

wall 70

to want 457

watch 969

to watch 643

water 77

watermelon 993

we 191 and affix list

weak 674

Wednesday 972

well 292, 458

west 67

westward 67

wet 616

what 148, 421

wheat 15

when 155

where 136, 147

which 148

whip 1007

to whistle 586

white 613

whitewash 59

who 137

wife 526
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wildcat 104

willow 211

winding 447

window 921

windstorm 395

winter 218

to wipe 524

with 190

wolf 225

woman 231, 235

wood 129

woodpecker 310

wool 205

word 255

to work 623

world 122

worm 394

to worry 455

to worship 668

to write 630

wrongdoing 308

to yawn 507

year 213

yellow 464

yesterday 307

yet 267

yoke 960

yonder 392

you 196 and affix list

yucca 168

yucca fruit 206

zigzag 447
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